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FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. ("Solutions" or "FES") hereby respectfully applies for 

rehearing of the Opinion and Order dated February 23,2011 ("February 23 Order") (attached as 

Exhibit A), in which the Commission rejected the Market Rate Offer ("MRO") proposed by 

Duke Energy Ohio ("Duke"). As set forth in the attached memorandum in support, in the 

February 23 Order the Commission unlawfully and unreasonably determined that it could not 

decide to alter the default blending proportions of Revised Code Section 4928.142(D) now, in 

connection with Duke's Application. As a result, the Commission wrongly rejected Duke's 

proposal. Moreover, the Commission unreasonably and unlawfully ignored unrebutted evidence 

supporting Duke's (and Solutions') recommended shortening of the five-year blending period. 

Solutions therefore respectfully requests that the Commission grant rehearing of the February 23 

Order and approve Duke's MRO Application, subject to Solutions' proposed modifications. 
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

I, INTRODUCTION 

The Commission should grant rehearing of its February 23 Order. As set forth below, 

that Order was unreasonable and unlawful in three ways. First, contrary to the plain language of 

Revised Code Section 4928.142(E), the Commission wrongly determined that it could not decide 

now to alter the default blending proportions prescribed in Revised Code Section 4928.142(D). 

The "two-year" time constraint imposed by Division (E) of Section 4928.142 limits when the 

Commission can alter those proportions, not when the Commission can consider alteration of 

those proportions. In deciding otherwise, the Commission relied on a demonstrably incorrect 

reading of that statute. And because this portion of the February 23 Order underlies the 

Commission's rejection of the entire MRO Application, rehearing must be granted. 

Second, and relatedly, the Commission wrongly determined that Section 4928.142 

requires that Duke's initial MRO Application include a proposal for a five-year blending period. 

As noted below, the statute allows the Commission to approve modifications to the blending 

period now, in connection with an initial application. Thus, it was proper for Duke to propose a 

modified blending period in its Application. 

Third, based on imrebutted evidence presented by Duke, the Commission should have 

approved Duke's proposal, subject to Solutions' suggested modifications.* At hearing, Duke 

presented unrebutted evidence that Duke's ESP price will be equal to or greater than market 

prices through 2014. And no party disputes that, in light of recent auction prices obtained by the 

FirstEnergy Ohio operating companies, Duke likely could obtain market prices yielding 

In its Post-hearing Brief, Solutions proposed that Duke be required to transition to full market prices in 
year two of the MRO, rather than year three, as Duke proposes. Solutions also proposed several credit-related 
improvements to Duke's proposal. Because Solutions' suggested modifications were not ruled on by the 
Commission, they are not directly at issue here. For the reasons stated in Solutions' brief, however, those 
modifications should be approved on rehearing. 
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significant savings for its customers. By rejecting Duke's evidence of price projections and 

forecasts (which are based on actual market prices for future delivery of power), the Commission 

violated both Section 4928.142, which expressly contemplates the use of forecasts, and the 

Commission's own practice in other cases. And by rejecting Duke's Application, the 

Commission deprived Duke's customers of access to lower prices, contrary to the statutory 

mandate that those customers be protected from high and dramatic price changes. The 

Commission should grant rehearing of the February 23 Order. 

Although not part of its formal holding, the Commission also should modify its 

"guidance" regarding the use of load caps. Although the February 23 Order indicates that the 

Commission shares Staffs "concerns" regarding the absence of a load cap from Duke's proposal, 

those concerns are unfoimded. There is no evidence that load caps encourage bidder 

participation or diversity of supply. In fact, the record evidence shows just the opposite. For this 

reason, the Commission also should grant rehearing of the February 23 Order to indicate that 

Duke's proposal, which does not include a load cap, is reasonable and in compliance with 

Section 4928.142. 

II. ARGUMENT 

A. Standard Of Review 

Applications for rehearing are governed by Section 4903.10 and Ohio Administrative 

Code Rule 4901-1-35. Under those authorities, applications for rehearing are to be granted 

where a Commission order is '̂ unreasonable," "unlav^l," "unjust or unwarranted." The 

Commission has broad authority to "abrogate or modify" such an order. See R.C. 4903.10(B); 

Rule4901-1-35(A). 

As set forth below, the February 23 Order is "unreasonable," "unlawful," "unjust or 

unwarranted." Thus, the Commission should grant rehearing to correct its interpretation of 
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Section 4928.142 and approve Duke's proposed MRO, subject to Solutions' suggested 

modifications. 

B. The Commission's Interpretation Of Revised Code Section 4928.142 Is 
Unreasonable And Unlawful. 

1. The Commission's decision that it cannot alter the blending 
proportions specified in Revised Code Section 4928.142(D) at the 
outset of an MRO filing is unreasonable and unlawful. 

The Commission's decision that it must "wait until year two of the MRO" before 

considering whether to alter the blending proportions specified in Section 4928.142(D) is 

unreasonable and imlawful. See Feb. 23 Order, p. 17. According to the Commission, because 

Section 4928.142 requires it to wait until year two to modify the blend, initial MRO applications 

must reflect a five-year blending period. The Commission rejected Duke's Application because 

the Application did not include a five-year blending period. Thus, the Commission's 

determination that it cannot alter (or approve a proposed alteration) of the default blending 

period at this time forms the basis of the entire Order. 

As an initial matter, the Commission's order is deficient because it fails to provide any 

analysis to support its conclusions. In its opinions, the Commission must both refer to record 

evidence and "thoroughly explain[] its reasons" for a decision. See Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. 

Pub. Util. Comm. (2006), 111 Ohio St. 3d 300, 309 (remanding Commission decision that lacked 

evidentiary support and had "very little explanation"); Tongren v. Pub. Util Comm, (1999), 85 

Ohio St. 3d 87, 91 (holding that Commission decision that "fails to state the reasons upon which 

the conclusions in the Commission's opinion and order were based" is unlawful); see also R.C. 

4903.09. 

Here, the February 23 Order contains no explanation for its determination that Section 

4928.142(E) prohibits the Commission from altering prospective blending proportions now. The 
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Order contains no statutory analysis of Section 4928.142. It reflects no discussion of the 

meaning of the phrase "[bjeginning in the second year... the Commission may alter [the 

blending proportions]", or other key phrases in that statute. Nor does it contain any substantive 

evaluation of the parties' arguments, much less any attempt to reckon with Solutions' and 

Duke's arguments regarding the meaning of that phrase. With respect to the decision that R.C. 

4928.142 precludes Commission consideration of changes to the blending period, the Order 

reflects only an announcement of that conclusion, with no attempt to evaluate the parties' 

vigorously contested arguments on this significant issue. The Commission should grant 

rehearing for this reason alone. 

Moreover, the Commission's decision on this issue is demonstrably and fundamentally 

wrong. In fact. Section 4928.142(E) contains no limitation as to when the Commission can 

decide to alter the default blending proportions. And to the extent the Order addresses this point, 

the Commission misstates that statute. Specifically, in holding that it cannot consider alterations 

of the blending period in connection with an MRO application, the Commission characterized 

Section 4928.142(E) as requiring "that, in year two of an MRO, the Commission may consider 

altering the blending proportions." Feb. 23 Order, p. 18. But that is not what the statute says. 

Section 4928.142(E) does not limit the timing of "consideration" of an alteration. Rather, it 

states that "[bjegirming in the second year" of the MRO, "the Commission may alter 

prospectively" the blending proportions. Put simply, the two-year time constraint in the statute 

applies to when the Commission "may aher" the blend, not when it "may consider altering" the 

blend. In reaching its decision, the Commission relied on a demonstrably incorrect and unlawful 

reading of Section 4928.142(E). 
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Moreover, the Commission's reading of that statute does not make sense. Under Ohio 

law, statutory provisions that relate to similar subject matter are to be construed together, in pari 

materia, to give effect to each provision. See State ex rel Shisler v, Ohio Pub. Employees 

Retirement Sys. (2009), 122 Ohio St. 3d 148,151. Construing the provisions of Section 

4928.142 together, the common thrust of that statute is to give the Commission discretion and 

flexibility in setting an MRO price and blend, in several ways. Section 4928.142(D) prescribes 

that defauh blending proportions for years two through five must be "not more than" specified 

amounts, giving the Commission flexibility to set lower percentages even without resorting to 

the "abrupt or significant change" analysis in Section 4928.142(E), Under Section 4928.142(D), 

a utility's SSO price may be adjusted according to certain "prudently incurred" costs, subject to 

Commission review. The Commission also may adjust that SSO price, in its discretion, to 

accoimt for emergencies that threaten the utility's financial integrity or revenue stream. See R.C. 

4928.142(D)(4). Similarly, Section 4928.142(E) authorizes the Commission to mcrease or 

decrease the default blending proportions, and to do so either in response to a party's request or 

on its own initiative. See Feb. 23 Order, pp. 23,25. 

The Order's approach to Section 4928.142(E) flies in the face of the statutory focus on 

flexibility. It is simply unreasonable to read that provision, which gives wide discretion to the 

Commission in several ways, to constrain when it may consider changes in the default blend. 

Indeed, such a constraint would be patently unreasonable. Where (as here) the evidence clearly 

supports invocation of Section 4928.142(E) for subsequent years, there is no reason why the 

Commission should not be able to act at that time (and the statute certainly does not suggest 

one). In those circumstances, Section 4928.142(E) authorizes the Commission to approve 

modifications to the default blending period in connection with an initial MRO application. The 
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Commission's decision to the contrary is unreasonable and unlawful. And as demonstrated 

below, its failure to approve such a proposal here also requires rehearing. 

2. The Commission's decision that Revised Code Section 4928.142 
requires that an MRO application propose a five-year blending period 
is unreasonable and unlawful. 

Similarly, the Commission also erred in rejecting Duke's Application because it proposed 

a modified blending period rather than the five-year period. See Feb. 23 Order, p. 23. Again, the 

Order contains no reasoning supporting this decision. It contains no substantive analysis of 

Section 4928,142 or the parties' extensive arguments on this subject. And it ignores the critical 

prefatory language in Section 4928.142(E). As the February 23 Order notes, Section 

4928.142(D) requires that the fu*st MRO application filed by a utility that owned generation as of 

July 31,2008, must mclude a five-year blending period. But Section 4928.142(E) authorizes a 

modification of those blending proportions "notwithstanding any other requirement of this 

section"— t̂hat is, despite the requirement of a five-year blend in Section 4928.142(D). The 

February 23 Order fails to explain the basis of the Commission's decision, much less accoimt for 

the prefatory language in Section 4928.142(E). This alone warrants rehearing of that decision. 

Moreover, the Commission's requirement that Duke's Application include a five-year 

blend proposal is unlawful. Under Section 4928,142(E), the Commission may authorize a 

blending period that lasts less than five years. Notably, although the Commission rejected 

Duke's Application for failing to propose a five-year blend initially^ the Conmiission did not 

hold that the five-year period could not later be shortened. Nor could it be otherwise. The only 

time limitation imposed on the blending period is a ten-year maximum. See R.C. 4928.142(D). 

By contrast, there is no five-year minimum restriction in the statute. 

The fact that Section 4928.142(E) authorizes a shortening of the blending period is 

confirmed by the purpose of that statute. Again, the thrust of Section 4928.142 is to give the 
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Commission discretion and flexibility in setting and altering MRO prices. See p. 5, supra. As 

the Commission found, the default blend proportions in Section 4928.142(D) can be increased or 

decreased, as it sees fit, imder section (E). See Feb. 23 Order, p. 25. Thus, for example, the 

default market price proportion for year five of the MRO—50%—can be increased or decreased. 

Yet to argue that the five-year blend cannot be shortened, one must accept that although the 

Commission has the authority to increase the market price proportion above 50%, to 90% (or 

99VQ, for that matter), it lacks the authority to increase that proportion to 100% (which thus 

would end the blending period). Nothing in the statute even remotely suggests such an arbitrary 

limitation, and that artificial constraint runs counter to the flexibility and discretion embedded in 

that provision. 

As set forth in Section 4928.142(E), the Commission can alter the default blending 

proportions starting in the second year of the MRO and can do so in a way that shortens the five-

year blending period. The Commission has the authority to do so now. And as discussed below, 

the Commission should have exercised that authority here. The Commission's rejection of 

Duke's proposal (and Solutions' modifications thereof) was wrong, and rehearing should be 

granted. 

3. The Commission's decision not to modify the blending proportions in 
this case is unreasonable and contrary to the evidence. 

The Commission's decision not to modify the default blending proportions as Duke 

proposed is imreasonable and contrary to the evidence. As demonstrated above, the Commission 

has the authority to approve Duke's modified blending proposal now, with the improvements 

suggested by Solutions. And as shown below, the Commission should have done so. There are 

four reasons why. 
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(a) The record evidence of price projections is not speculative. 

The Commission uiueasonably found that the evidence showing that the convergence of 

Duke's ESP price and market prices is "all speculative and based on events that may, or may not, 

occur." See Feb. 23 Order, p. 17. In fact, that evidence, which was offered by Duke witness 

Judah Rose, consists of projections of future wholesale prices that are based on forward power 

prices—i.e.y actualprices that already have been paid for future delivery of power. Seê  e.g.. 

Rose Dir., p. 20:1-6 (Duke Ex. 4). There is nothing speculative about this evidence. Indeed, 

given that it is based on actual prices, it is hard to see how it could be more concrete. Notably, 

Mr. Rose was the only witness who analyzed future prices; there is no evidence contradicting his 

testimony. And although the Order suggests the possibility that market prices will rise above the 

ESP price after 2014 (see Feb. 23 Order, p. 18), this concern fails because (i) there is no record 

evidence supporting it; and (ii) were there a material risk that market prices would rise in this 

way, the forward prices analyzed by Mr. Rose and incorporated into his analysis would have 

reflected that increase. Based on the evidence presented by Duke, which reflects actualprices— 

not mere speculation— t̂he Commission should have approved the modified blending period 

proposed by Solutions. 

(b) The Order is contrary to Revised Code Section 4928.142. 

The Commission's decision not to credit Duke's price projections is contrary to Section 

4928.142. That statute expressly contemplates the use of projected data in two ways. First, 

Section 4928.142(E) authorizes modifications to the default blending period where "an abrupt or 

significant change" in the SSO price "would otherwise result" but for such modification. 

Although the Commission interprets that statute to require evidence of an actual such change, 

again, that is not what the statute says. Section 4928.142(E) does not provide for mitigation of 

"an abrupt or significant change" that ''does result" or "w resulting. Rather, it authorizes changes 
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to the blending period where a change ''would otherwise result." The use of the conditional 

tense thus indicates that a change need not "actually occur" before the Commission can act. 

Rather, there need only be a change that is anticipated to occur, such as through analysis of price 

forecasts. Section 4928.142(E) expressly contemplates a contingent, future-looking analysis. 

The Commission unlawfully deviated fi-om that approach. 

Second, Section 4928.142(E) indicates that any modification to the default blending 

period must be done "prospectively," for future years of the MRO. This prospective analysis 

necessarily requires the use of projections and forecasts of future prices. In fact, because it is 

never possible to know for certain the level of future prices, it is impossible to conduct this 

prospective analysis in any other way. Notably, Staff witness Raymond Strom agreed. See Tr. 

Vol. V, 1066:12-15 (Strom Cross) ("Q: Would you expect that in making that decision the 

Commission would have to review forecasts of future market prices? A: Correct. Yes, I would 

agree."); see also Tr. Vol. 1,150:12-15 (Rose Cross) ("[T]he Commission has to make a 

prospective decision and it has to - and I think it needs to use prospective information "). 

The only way the Commission could ever decide to modify the default blending period pursuant 

to Section 4928.142(E) is by relying on forecasts and projections of future prices. The 

Commission's refusal to so here is unreasonable and unlawful. 

(c) The Commission routinely relies on projections of data in 
other contexts. 

The Commission's rejection of evidence of price projections here is inconsistent with its 

practice of considering forecasts in making decisions in other proceedings. For example, the 

Commission requires aimual submission of long-term forecast reports, which must include 

among other things a forecast of loads and identification of the relationship between prices and 

energy consumption. See Rule 4901:5-5-02. Moreover, in filing a rate case, a utility is allowed 
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to submit projected data regarding operating income and other financial information. See Rule 

4901-7-01, Appx., Chapter II (A)(5)(d). The Commission routinely considers (and at times 

requires submission of) forecasts of data. Its decision not to consider Duke's price forecasts here 

(which were based on actual forward power prices) was unreasonable. 

(d) By rejecting Duke's proposed MRO, the Commission deprived 
Duke's customers of lower prices. 

The Order also was unlawful and unreasonable because by rejecting Duke's proposed 

MRO, the Commission deprived Duke's customers of lower prices. No party in this case 

disputes that the prices resulting fi:om the recent FirstEnergy Ohio SSO auctions are a good 

proxy for the price Duke could obtain in an MRO auction. See Tr, Vol. V, pp. 917:24-918:7 

(Higgins Cross); Tr. Vol. V, p. 1106:12-16 (Strom Cross); Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 613:16-19 (Wathen 

Cross); Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 575:5-8 (Bailey Cross). Specifically, in their October 2010 auction, the 

FirstEnergy Ohio operating companies obtained prices in the range of $54.55 per megawatt hour 

("MWh") to $56.58/MWh, and in the January 2011 auction, those prices ranged from 

$54.92/MWh to $57.47/MWh. See In re Procurement of Standard Serv. Offer Generation for 

Customers of Ohio Edison Co., The Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co., and The Toledo Edison 

Co, No. 10-1284-EL-UNC, Finding and Order dated Oct. 22, 2010, K 6, Finding and Order dated 

Jan. 27,2011,116. 

Under the default blending proportions specified in Section 4928.142(D), however, Duke 

projects that its SSO price will be 7.14^/kWh in year two of the MRO and 7.220/kWh in year 

three. See Rose Dir., p. 44 (Duke Ex. 4). Thus, using the lower, full market prices in those years 

will result in lower prices for customers: rather than pay 7.140/kWh and 7.22 /̂kWh in those 

years. Duke's customers would pay between 5)i/kWh and less than 60/kWh—a savings of 

approximately 20-30%. See Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 612:7-19 (Wathen Cross). 
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In light of this evidence, the Commission's decision is unlawful in two specific ways. 

Fust, Section 4928,142(E) authorizes changes to the default blending proportions where doing so 

will "mitigate any effect of an abrupt or significant change" m a utility's SSO price. Here, use of 

the lower market prices that will result from a full transition to market will "mitigate"—i.e., 

make "less harsh or painful"—the change in prices fi'om year one to year two of the MRO. 

Second, as the Commission notes, a primary purpose of Section 4928.142 is "consumer 

protection," and specifically to protect a utility's customers fi'om "drastic price changes." Feb. 

23 Order, p. 25. But by denying Duke's customers access to lower market prices, the Order 

accomplishes precisely the opposite. It is imdisputed that Duke's proposed MRO (with 

Solutions' proposed changes) would result in lower prices for its customers. And by rejecting 

that proposal, the Order thus is contrary to the statutory mandate for consumer protection. 

C. The Commission's '^Concerns" Regarding The Absence Of A Load Cap Are 
Unreasonable And Not Supported By The Evidence. 

Although the Commission (incorrectly) rejected the Application because of Duke's 

modified blending proposal, the Commission offered additional "guidance" regarding other 

aspects of the Application. See Feb. 23 Order, p. 27. In one such passage, the February 23 

Order indicates that the Commission shares Staffs "concerns" regarding the absence of a load 

cap from Duke's proposal. Id. at 36. In this respect, however, that "guidance" is unreasonable 

and warrants correction. 

The Commission should grant rehearing to scrutinize more closely the record evidence 

cited by Staff and to reconsider its own "concerns" on this issue. On one hand, the purported 

evidence supporting load caps falls flat. For example. Staff witness Raymond Strom cited a New 

Jersey load cap, but in fact, New Jersey utilizes a statewide load cap for industrial customers and 

allows utilities to set their own caps for small commercial and residential customers—and at 
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least one utility effectively sets its cap at 100%. See FES Reply, pp. 11-12. Mr. Strom also cited 

the load cap in Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO, which involved the FirstEnergy Ohio operating 

companies, but that cap was negotiated and jointly recommended by parties to a stipulation in 

that case (including Staff); the parties further expressly agreed that they would not rely on those 

recommendations in subsequent proceedings—^precisely what Mr. Strom inappropriately sought 

to do here. See Tr. Vol. V, p. 1051:7-19 (Strom Cross); FES Reply, pp. 12-13. Mr. Strom also 

cited load caps proposed in two other FirstEnergy Ohio cases where the auctions/ai/erf, either 

because the resulting price was too high (Case No. 04-1371-El-ATA) or because there were not 

enough bidders to hold an auction at all (Case No. 05-936-EL-ATA). See Tr. Vol. V., pp. 

1048:13-1049:14; FES Reply, p. 12; see also In re Application of Ohio Edison Co., The 

Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co., and The Toledo Edison Co. for Approval of a Competitive . 

Bidding Process for Retail Elec. Load, No. 05-936-EL-ATA, Entry dated Sept. 6,2006, T[ 6. 

(noting "insufficient interest" by bidders). To be sure, there is no evidence indicating that load 

caps "encourage participation of bidders" or "assure diversity of supply," and thus no record 

evidence supporting the Commission's "concern." 

There is, however, unrebutted evidence that load caps do the opposite. For example, the 

auction approved in Case No. 08-935-EL-SSO, which also involved the FirstEnergy Ohio 

utilities, did not have a load cap. See Tr. Vol. V, p. 1057:2-4; FES Reply, pp. 13-14. And unlike 

auctions in cases cited by Mr. Strom, that auction was a success, involving twenty participating 

bidders and nine winning bidders and yielding prices that the Commission deemed "reasonable" 

and "competitive." See In re Application of Ohio Edison Co., The Cleveland Elec. Illuminating 

Co.. and The Toledo Edison Co. for Authority to Establish a Standard Serv. Offer Pursuant to 

Section 4928.143, Revised Code, in the Form of an Elec. Sec. Plan, Nos. 08-935-EL-SSO, et al, 
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Finding and Order dated May 14,2009, f 6. Moreover, in Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO 

(inappropriately cited by Mr. Strom), Charles River Associates, an experienced and well-

respected auction manager, strongly objected to the suggestion of a load cap, indicating that it 

"believes that a load cap imposed on the competitive bidding process is unnecessary, risks the 

level of bidding participation in the auction, and is detrimental to the bidding process and its 

objectives." FES Ex. 5, p. 13 n.5; FES Reply, p. 13. And the decision not to use a load cap is 

consistent with Section 4928.142. Specifically, Section 4928.142(A)(1)(e) expressly 

contemplates that the least-cost bid process may yield "winner or winners," and Section 

4928.142(C) similarly provides for "least-cost bid winner or winners" and winning "bid or bids." 

Both the record evidence and Section 4928.142 demonstrate that the Commission's 

"concern" regarding the absence of load caps is xmfounded. The Commission should grant 

rehearing to note this evidence and accordingly provide "guidance" that load caps, which depress 

bidder participation and diversity of supply, are not necessary for successful auctions, and that 

Duke's proposal thus is reasonable and complies with Section 4928.142. 

IIL CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Companies respectfully request that the Commission grant 

its Application for Rehearing. 
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Exhibit A 



Case No. 10-2586-EL-SSO 

BEFORE 

THE FUBUC UraJTIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of Application of Duke 
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval of a 
Market Rate O^or to Conduct a 
Competitive Bidding Process for a 
Standard Service Offer Electric 
Generation Supply, Accounting 
ModificatiorLS/ and Tari^ for 
Generation Service. 

OPINION AND ORDER 

The Public Utilities Conurdssicm of Ohio, having cot^sidered the record in this 
matter aiui being otherwise fully advised, hereby issues its opnion and order. 

APPEARANCES: 

Amy B. Spiller, Bizabeth H. Watts, and Rocco O. D'Ascenzo, 2500 Atrium II, 139 
East Forth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201, on behalf of EHike Energy Ohio, Inc. 

Kravitz, Bn^vra & Dortch, LLC by Michael D. Dortch, 65 East State Street Suite 200, 
Colxunbus, Ohio 43215, on bdfialf ot Duke Energy Retail Services, LLC. 

Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General, by John H. Jones and Steven L Beeler, 
Assistant Attorneys General, 180 East Broad Street Columbus, Ohio 43215, on hehalf of 
Staff of the Commission. 

Janine L Migden-Ostrander, Ohio Consumers' Counsel, by Ann M. Hotz, Jody M. 
Kyler, and Richard C. Reese, Assistant Consumers' Counsel, 10 West Broad Street, 
Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of the residential utility consumers of Duke Energy 
Ohio, Inc. 

Chester, Wflcox & Saxbe, LLP, by John W. Bentine and Mark S. Yurick, 65 Bast State 
Street, Suite 1000, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of The Kroger Company. 

Boehm, Kurtz & Lowiy, by David F. Boehm and Michael L Kurtz, 36 East Seventh 
Sfa-eet, Suite 1510, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, on behalf of The Ohio Energy Group. 

McNees, Wallace & Nurick, LLC, by Samuel C. Randazzo and Joseph E. Oliker, 21 
East State Street, 17* Hoar, Colimibus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of hidustrial Energy Users-
Ohio, 
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David C. Reinbolt and Colleen L. Mooney, 231 West Lima Street PO, Box 1733, 
Findlay, Ohio 45839, on behalf of Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy. 

Bell & Royei Co., LPA, by Bartti E. Royer, 33 Soulh Grant Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 
43215, on behalf of Dominion Retail Inc. 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease, LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff, SfcqphGi M. Howard, 
and Lifa Kaleps<3ark, 52 East Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio 43216, on behalf of 
Constellation New Energy, Inc., Constellation Energy Commodities GroMp, bkc., and the 
Retail Energy Suppliers Association. 

Mark A. Hayden, FirstEnergy Service Company, 76 South Main Street, Akron, Ohio 
44308, and Jones Day, by David A. Kutik and Grant W. Garber, North Point, 901 Lakeside 
Avenue^ Cleveland, Ohio 44114, on behalf of FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. 

William R. Reisinger, Nolan Moser, and Trent A. Dougherty, 1207 Grandview 
Avenue, Stiite 201, Columbus, Ohio 43212, on behalf of Ohio Environmental Council. 

Bricker & Eckler, LLP, by Christopher M. Montgomery and Tocrence O'Donnell, 100 
South Third Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of (Mo Advanced Ener^. 

Bricker & Eckler, LLP, by Thcmas J, O'Brien, 100 South Third Street, Odumbus, 
Ohio 43215, on behalf of the city of Cincinnati* 

Bricker & Eckler, LLP, by Matthew W, Wamock, 100 South Third Street Columbus, 
Ohio 43215, and Kevin Schmidt, 33 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of 
Ohio Manufacturers Association. 

The Law Office of Douglas E. Hart, by Douglas E Hart, 441 Vine Street, Suite 4192, 
Cincirmati, Ohio 45202, on behalf of The Greater Cincinnati Health Council and Eagle 
Energy, LLC. 

Behrens, Taylor, WhedCT & Chamberlam, by Rick D. Chamberlain, 6 Northeast 63^ 
Street, Suite 400, Santa Fe Nortfi Buikiing, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 7iV}6, and Roetzd & 
Andress, by Kevin J. Osterkamp, 155 East Broad Street 12* Hoor, Columbus, Ohio 43215, 
on behalf of Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sam's East, Inc. 

Anne M, Vogel, 1 Riverside Plaza, 29* Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on bdialf of 
AEP RetaU Energy Partners, LLC. 
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Matthew J. Satterwhite and Erin C Miller̂  1 Riverside Plaza, 29* Floor, Columbus, 
Ohio 43215, on behalf of Ohio Power Company and Columbus Soutttem Power Company. 

Christensen & Christensen, LLP, by Mary W. Christensen, 8760 Qion Place, Suite 
300, Columbus, Ohio 43240, on behalf of People Working Cooperativdy, Iftc. 

OPINION: 

L HISTORY OF THE PROCKKpING 

On November 15, 2010, Duke Energy Ohio, hic. (Duke or ccnnpany) filed an 
application for a standard service offer ^SO)^ pursuant to Section 4928.141, Revised Code. 
This application is for a market rate offer (MRO) in accordance witfi Section 4928.142r 
Revised Code. In support of its appUcation, Duke filed the testimony of 14 witnesses. 

By entry issued November 16, 2010, the attorney examiner ; established the 
proceditral schedule in this case. On November 21,2010, a technical conference was held 
regarding Duke's application. On December 7, 2010, Staff filed comments on the appli
cation (Staff Ex. 3). Subsequently, on December 13,2010, a prehearing coxtfeience was held 
in order to discuss procedtual issues in the above<aptioned case. 

The following parties were granted intervention by entry dated Deceitiber 13,2010: 
Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (lEU); The Ohio Energy Group (OBG); Ohio Partners for 
Affordable Energy (OPAE); The Kroger Company (Kroger); Ohio Environmental Council 
(OEC); FirstEnergy Sdutiwis Corp. (FES); The Greater Cincinnati Health CouncO (GCHC); 
Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Constellation Energy CommocUties Group, Inc. 
(ConsteUation); Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCQ; Duke Energy Retail Saies, LLC (DEES); 
Dominion Retail, Inc. (Dominion); Wal-Mart Stores East LP and Sam's iEast, Inc. (Wal-
Mart); Ohio Manufacturers' Association (OMA); Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA); 
Columbus Southern Power and C^o Power Company (AEP Oldo); AEP Retail Energy 
Partners LLC (AEP Retail); dty of Cincinnati (Cincinnati); Eagje Energy, LLC (Ea^e); 
People Working Cooperatively, Inc. (PWC); and Ohio Advanced Energy (OAE). By this 
same entry the motions for admission pro Im vice filed on behalf of Robat A. Weidiaar, Jr., 
David C. Rinebolt, Cynthia A. Fonner Brady, and Rick D. Chamberlain were granted. 

The hearing conunenced on January 4, 2011, and, at the requeA of Duke, was 
continued until January 11,2011. The hearing ccKicluded on lanuary 19,2011. At the brief 
hearing held on January 4, 2011, Duke's motion to allow B. Kei* Trekit to adopt tfie 
testimony of James E. Rogers was granted. In addition to the 14 witnesses testifying on 
behalf of Duke, eight witnesses testified on behalf of various intervenora, and two 

See Appendix A for a listing of BB acronyms used in tttis order. 
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witnesses testified on behalf of Staff. Briefs were filed on January 27,2011^ by Duke, Staff, 
lEU, OEG, OPAE, Kroger, OEC, FES, GCHC, Canstellation, OCC, Dominicm, OMA, RESA, 
Eagle, and OAE. In its brief. Eagle joined in all of the argimients contained in the brfef 
filed by GCHC On January 31, 2011, Wal-Mart filed its brief, along with a motion 
requesting tiiat its brief be accepted as timely filed. In support of its motion, Wal*Mart 
states that it iiiadvertentiy electronically filed its initial brief on January 27,2011, without a 
signature; therefore, to cur^ this problem, Wal-Mart filed a hard copy erf its brief on 
January 31, 2011. No one filed a memorandum contra Wal-Marfs motion. The 
Commission finds that Wal-Marf s request that its brief be accepted as timely filed is 
reasonable and should be granted. Reply briefe were filed on February 3,2011, by Duke, 
Staff, GCHC, OEG, OFAE, OCC, OMA, FES, DERS, lEU, and RE5A. On February 3,2011, 
Cincinnati filed a statement tiiat it supports the initial brief filed by Staff. 

At tiie hearing held in this matter, the attorney examiner granted Duke's motion for 
protective treatment of certain information presented on the record in this docket. In 
accordance with that ruling, the unredacted copies of Voliunes II and ID of the transcript 
were filed under seal in this docket on January 13, and 14, 2011, respectively, and the 
unredacted copies of lEU Exhibits 1 through 10 were filed under seal on January 19,2011. 
In addition, lEU filed its brie(, and lEU and Duke filed their reply briefs ulnder seal in this 
docket on January 27,2011, and February 3,2011, respectively, consistent with the attorney 
examiner's directives at the hearing regarding the filing of briefs containing confidmtial 
information that has been granted protection. On February 4,2010, Dukie filed a motion 
for protective order of the briefs and reply briefs filed under seal on January 27,2011, and 
February 3,2011. At this time, the Commission finds that, in accordance with Rule 4901-1* 
24(D), Ohio Administrative Code (O.A.C), ttie unredacted version of lEO's brief, and the 
reply briefs of lEU and Duke, filed under seal in tiiis dodcet on Janiiary 27, 2011, and 
February 3, 2011, should be granted protective treatment. Accordingly, confidaitial 
treatnwnt shall be afforded to the unredacted versions of: Volumes n and IE <rf the 
transcript, filed under seal on January 13, and 14, 2011, respectively; lEU Exhibits 1 
through 10, filed under seal on January 13,2011; lEU's brief filed imder seal on January 27, 
2011; arui lEU's and Duke's reply briefs filed under seal on February 3,2011. Rule 4901-1-
24(F), O.A.C., provides that, unless otherwise ordered, protective orders issued pursuant 
to Rule 4901-1-24(D), O.A.C., automatically expire after 18 montfis. Therefore, confidwtial 
treatment shall be afforded for a period ending 18 months from the date, of tiiis order or 
until August 23,2012. Until that date, the docketing division should maimtain, under seal, 
the information filed confidentially. Any party wishing to extend the protective order, 
must file an appropriate motion at least 45 days in advance of the expiration date. If ru3 
such motion to extend coi\fidential treatment is filed, the Commission may release tiiis 
information without prior notice to Duke. 

On January 4,2011, lEU filed a motion to dismiss asserting that Duke's application 
should be dismissed (because it does not meet the statutory criteria contained in Section 
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4928142(D), Revised Code, On January 7,2011, Duke filed a n^morandum contra lElTs 
motion to dismiss. lEU's motion and the arguments set forth by botii lEU and Duke will 
be considered later in this order. 

n. APPUCABLELAW 

Duke is a public utility as defined in Section 4905.02̂  Revised Codq, and, as such, is 
subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission. 

Chapter 4928 of the Revised Code provides a roadmap of regulation in which 
specific provisions were put forth to advance state policies of ensuring access to adequate, 
safe, reliable, and reasonably priced electric service in the context oi significant economic 
and environmental challenges. In reviewing Duke's application for an MRO, the 
Commission is aware of the challenges facing Ohioans and tiie electric pcnver industry and 
will be guided by the policies of the state as established by the General Assembly In 
Section 4928.02, Revised Code, which slate, inter aliOr 

(1) ensure the availability to coimuners of adequate, reliable, safe, 
efficient, nondiscriminatory, and reasonably priced retail 
electric service; 

(2) ensure the availability of unbundled and comparable retail 
electric service; 

(3) ensure diversity of electric supplies and suppliers, and the 
development of distributed and small generation fodlities; 

(4) exKourage innovation and market access for cost-effective 
supply- and demand-side retail electric service including, but 
not limited to, demand-side management (DSM), tim^-
differentiated pricing (TDP), and implementation of advanced 
metering infrastructure (AMI); 

(5) encourage cost-effective and efficient access to information 
regarding the operation of tiie transmission and distributk»i 
systems in order to promote both effective customer choice «tnd 
the development of performance standards and targets for 
service qujdity; 

(6) ensure that an electric utilit/s transmission and distribution 
systems are available to customer-generator or owner, of 
distributed generation; 
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(7) recognize the continuing emer^nce of competith?e dectridty 
noarkets through the development and impl&nenlation. of 
flexible regulatory treatment; 

(8) ensure effective retail competition by avoiding anticompetitive 
subsidies; 

(9) ensure retail consumers protection against unreasonable sades 
practices, market deficiofides, and market power; 

(10) provide a means of giving incentives to technologies tiut can 
adapt to potential environmental mandates; 

(11) encourage implementation of distributed generation across 
customer classes by reviewing and updating rules governing 
issues such as interconnection, standby charges, and net 
metering; 

(12) protect at-risk populations including, but not limited to, when 
considering the implementation of any new advanced energy 
or renewable energy resource; 

(13) encourage education of small business owners regardir^ the 
use of, and encourage the use of, energy effidency programs 
and alternative energy resources (AER); and 

(14) facilitate the state's effectiveness in the global economy. 

The applicant's SSO must be consistent witii these policies. Elyria Foundry v. Pub, UUl 
Comm. (2007), 114 OMo St. 3d 305. 

Section 4928.141, Revised Code, requires electric utilities to provide consumes with 
an SSO, consisting of eitiier an MRO (» an electric security plan (KP). The SSO is to serve 
as the electric utility's defaiilt SSO. 

Section 4928142, Revised Code, authorizes an electric utility to file an MRO as its 
SSO, whereby retail electric generation pricing wiD be based, in part, upon the results of a 
competitive bid process (CBi^. Paragraphs (A) and (B) of Section 4928.14?:, Revised Code, 
set forth reqiiirements an electric utility must meet in order to demonstrate that the CBP 
and the MRO proposal comply witii the statute. Paragraph (B) provides ttiat an 
application must detail the utility's proposed compliance with the= statutory CBP 
requirements, with the requirements set fcnih in the Commission's rules, and witii the 
regional transmission organization (RTO) and pricing information requirements. In 
determining whether an MRO meets the requirements of Sections 4928il42(A) and (B), 
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Revised Code, the Commission must read those provisions togetiier witih the polides of 
this state as set forth in Section 4928.0^ Revised Code. 

Paragraphs (D) and (E) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, set folh tiie blended 
price requirements any electric distribution utility, whidv as of July 31,2008, direcBy owns 
operating electric generating fcKsIities tiiat had been used and useful in< tills state, must 
abide by. 

Chapter 4901:1-35,0.A.C, sets tot&i requirements each electric utility must comply 
with when filing an SSO in the form of an MRO, pursuant to Sections 4928.141 and 
4928.142, Revised Code. 

in. DISCUSSION 

A. Background and Summary of Applkation 

Duke provides electrk distribution service to approximatEly 690,000 re^ential, 
commercial, industrial, and public authority customers in southwestern Ohio (Duke Ex. 2 
at 4). Duke currraitiy provides generation service to its customers t^irough an ESP 
pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, and the stipulatiwi approved by the 
Commission on November 17, 2008, in In the Matter of the Application of Dwfe Energy Ohio, 
Inc for Approval of an Ekctnc Security Plan, Case No. 08-920^EL-SSO, et al. (Duke ESP Case). 
According to Duke witness Janson, ttie ESP was approved in the Duke ESP Case as a three-
year price formula for generation service beginning January 1,2009 through December 31, 
2011. Ms. Janson notes tinat the ESP formula consists of two parts, an avoidable price^to-
compare (PTC) component and an unavoidable provider of last resort (PQLR) comp<Hient 
(Duke Ex. 3 atl ; Duke Ex. 2 at 7.) 

In its application in the instant case, Duke sets forth a proposed MRO whereby it 
will conduct a CBP designed to j«:ocure supply for tiie provision of SSO dectric generation 
service beginning January 1, 2012, to the company's retail electric customers who do not 
purchase electric generation service fi'om a competitive retail electric service (CRES) 
provider (Duke Ex. 3 at 12). Duke requests that the Commission determine that its 
proposed MRO meets the requirements foimd in Sections 4928.141 and 4928,14% Revised 
Code, as well as Chapter 4901:1-35, O.A.C (Duke Ex. 3 at 1). In addition, Duke submits 
that its MRO proposal is consistent vdth the policies of tiie state oi Ohio, as established in 
Section 4928.02, Revised Code (Duke Ex. 2 at 16-29). 

Prior to considering whetiier the MRO application filed by Duke is in compliance 
with paragraphs (A) and (B) of Section 49K.142, Revised Code, the state policy, and the 
Commission's rules, we must first address the parties' disagreement regazding tiie correct 
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Interpretation of paragraphs (D) and (E) of Section 4928,142, Revised Code, pertaining to 
tiie required blending price. 

B. Sections 4928,142(D^ and (B. Revised Code. Duke's Blended Prke Proposal 

Section 492S.142(D), Revised Code, provides that ti:ie first MRO applicaticm filed by 
a utility that, as of July 31,2008, owns electric generating facilities: 

shall require that a portion of titat utility's standard service 
offer load for the first five years of the market rate offer be 
competitively bid... as follows: ten per cent of tiie load in year 
one/ not more than twenty per cent in year two, thirty per cent 
in year three, forty per cent in year four, and fifty per cent in 
year five. Consistent with those perc^itages, the commission 
shall determine the actual percentages for each year co* years 
one through five. 

Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code, provides, inter alia, tfiat 

Beginning in the second year of a blended price under divisicm 
(D) of this section and notwithstanding any otiier requirement 
of this sectioiv the commission may alter prospectively the 
proportions specified in that division to mitigate any effect of 
an abrupt or ^gnificant change in the electric distribution 
utility's standard service offer price that would otherwise 
result in general or with respect to any rate group or rate 
schedule but for such alteration. 

The statute prohibits such an alteration from being made more oft^ tiian annually and the 
Commission can not, through such alteration, cause tiie blending period to exceed 10 
years. 

ff this application complies with the statutory filing requirements for such 
applications, this will be Duke's first MRO applkation. In light of the fed that Duke has 
ownership of electric generating facilities as of July 31, 2008, Duke acknowledges that it 
must apply tiie blending requirements set forth in Section 4928.142(D)̂  Revised Code. 
(Duke Ex. 3 at 1?; Duke Ex, 16 at 5.) Thus, Duke must transition from its current structure, 
where its retail rates were established under an ESP, to a full MRO. (Duke Ex. 3 at 9-10). 

In describing the proposed retail rate design, Duke explains that, pursuant to the 
statute, tiie SSO price during tiie MRO Mending period (blended SSO price) is the sum of a 
percentage of t l^ auction price (market price) and a percentage of Duke's current ESP 
generation service price (ESP price). Duke proposes that the ESP price to be blended with 
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the winning auction price is the SSO price for generation that wUI exist as of December 
2011, adjusted for any over- or under-recovery of eliminated ESP-era riders. (Duke Ex, 3 at 
3334.) 

Duke witness Wathen submits tiiab abs^it any other factorsr Duke would follow 
tiie five-year blending schedule set forth in the statute. According to M .̂ Watheiv based 
on Duke's expectations of the market prices, current trends, and current fcvward prices, 
for tiie first two years of tfie MRO, the blended SSO price Is expected to be higher than tiie 
market price; however, Duke expects that the blended SSO price will be lower than the 
current ESP price. Mr. Wathen explains that, at the time the a>mpany's ESP was approved 
in July 2008, market prices for power were at or above the compan/s expected ESP price; 
since that time, market prices have been and are expected to remain below die company's 
current ESP price. Duke expects that the retail market price will remain below ti^e 
company's blended SSO price until 2014, when Duke expects the ESP price and the market 
price will converge. (Duke Ex. 16 at 9-10.) 

Duke asserts that the intent of the statute is for the blending; requirement to 
function in a way that would simultaneously protect botii Duke and its customers during 
the migration firom the compan/s most recent ESP price to the ccHnpetitjve market price 
(Duke Ex, 3 at 3; Duke Ex. 2 at 12). Duke avers that blending is intended to lessen the risk 
of dramatic price changes for customers, while simultaneously ensuring appropriate 
recovery by Duke of the costs to serve its SSO customers and protecting the utility's 
financial integrity (Duke Ex. 3 at 11; Duke Br. at 29). Therefore, Ehike argues that, when 
the company's most recent ESP price and ihe market price converge (which Duke believes 
with likely occur in tiie tiiird y ^ r of the MRO, 2014), tfie impact of proportionately 
combining the ESP price and the market rate, in order to mitigate price volatility while 
allowing full cost recovery to the company, is rendered nonexistent. (Duke Ex. 3 at 4; 
Duke Ex. 16 at 10.) According to Ms. Janson, blending during the first two years will allow 
customers to obtain an increasing fraction of the commodity at market prices, while 
protecting Duke's economic viability and the CRES providers' ability to compete against 
the SSO price (Duke Ex. 2 at 13-14). 

Because the market price and the ESP price will converge In tiie tWrd year of the 
MRO and, because the company is proposing to transfer its legacy generation to an 
affiliate no later than the beginning of year tluree, Duke proposes to ^id the blending 
period at the beginning of year tiiree and make available to customers an SSO price based 
exclusively on the market prices derived from an auction. Mr. Wathen further explains 
that the blending period must end when the generation assets are transferred from Duke, 
insofar as the electric distribution utility can tiien only meet its SSO obligation through 
market purchases. (Duke Ex. 16 at 10-12.) 
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Duke witness Whitiock explains that Duke is not requesting approval of tiie 
transfer of its legacy generation assets in this case, but Dute will be filing a rabsequent 
case requesting such approval (Duke Ex. 11 at 8). Mr. Whitiock believes {that the transfer 
of Duke's generation assets into a separate company advances competition in Ohio and 
benefits Duke and its customers (Duke Ex. 11 at 3). Duke explains that there are several 
reasons why it should transfer the legacy assets to an affiliate. First tfie nexus between 
Duke's ownership of generation assets and the dedication of those gjen^tion assets to 
serve its SSO load no long^ exists. Second, it allows Duke to effectively plan for reliable 
service in the wake of competition and assure customers of the lowest market price. Third, 
the competitive market is fully functioning. Fourth, it will protect Duke's financial 
stability by removing tiie uncertainty of future capital deployment and operatum 
expenditures, which are affected by customer switching, (Duke Ex, 2 at l3; Duke Ex. 11 at 
9.) In support of his view, Mr. Whitiock notes that (hs 60 percent of Duke's load served by 
CRES providers breaks down to 89 parent of tiie industrial load/ 70 percent of tte 
commercial load/ and 29 percent of the residential load (Duke Ex. 11 at 19). 

OEG witness Baron opposes Duke's plan to transfer its legacy ^neration assets 
pointing out that, following the transfer, the blended rate would be comprised of a 
weighted average of the price of power purchased under a purchased power agreement 
(PPA) and the market rate. Since the PPA would logically be priced at maricet, Mr. Baron 
beHeves that there would be no need for blending of the ESP price and market prices. Mr, 
Baron submits that Duke's argument that the transfer of the legacy generation supports 
Duke's proposed shortened blending period only has merit if the Cornmission grants 
Duke's request to transfer the generation assets. However, if the Commission denied the 
transfer, customers would continue to be protected dxuring the full five years of the 
blending period, up to 10 years under tiie statute. (OEG Ex. 1 at 10-11; OEG Br. at 8.) Mr. 
Baron advocates, and OPAE agrees, that the Commission not authorize a transfer of the 
legacy generation assets until after the five- to ten-year blending period (QBG Ex. 1 at 16; 
OEG Br. at 8-9; OPAE Br. at 6). OPAE asserts that tiie purpose of Section 4928.142(1), 
Revised Code, is to further protect consmners from tiie vagaries of the mailketplace (OPAE 
Br. at 2). 

Under the MRO, Duke proposes that its SSO supply be acquired through CBP 
auctions. Duke explains that the auctions wiD be conducted on at least an annual basis, 
witii the first auction occurring in June 2011- Because Duke plans on joining PJM 
Interconnection (PJM) before the beginning of the MRO and Duke will be conducting the 
auction in the FJM market for that share of the load being blended to create the blended 
SSO price, Duke seeks to align its CBP auction schedule witii PJM's afuction schedule, 
which is a 12-month period beginning in June of each year. Therefore, Duke proposes tiiat 
the first year of its MRO be defined as including 17 months, from January.!, 2012 tivough 
May 31,2013. (Duke Ex. 3 at 12-13; Duke Ex. 16 at 8.) Duke asserts tiiat following tiie PJM 
auction cycle will provide participants in the Duke auction with increased certainly 
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around capacity prices on a fcmvard-looking three-year basis, thus enabling them to better 
manage price ri£k. According to Duke, this improved risk management should translate 
into an ^ihanced bidding process that yields more competitive prices. (Duke Ex. 3 at 12-
13; Duke Ex. 8 at 5-6.) 

Duke believes tiiat the statutory language, in Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code, 
that confers upon the Commission tiie ability to alter the blending period was created in 
the event the acceleration of tiie blending period could more quickly: realize a fully-
competitive market (Duke Ex. 3 at 11), Duke requests ttiat the Comird^on exercise its 
discretion, pursuant to Section 4928.1^ Revised Code, to revise the blending period, and 
that the following blended SSO price be implemented for Duke's MRQ 

(1) Year One - January 1,2012 throu^ May 31, 2013 - 10 pen:^t 
market price and 90 peitent EK* price. 

(2) Year Two - June 1, 2013 tiirough May 31, 2014 - 20 percent 
market price and 80 percent ESP price. 

(3) Year Three and Beyond -100 percent market price, 

Duke witness Wath^ explains that, during the blending period, Duke is permitted 
to adjust the ESP price component for chaises in fuel, purchased power, and 
environmental costs. However, Duke proposes that, as explained in detail bdow, 
contingent on the Commission accepting its proposed blending period, the ESP price 
component of the blended SSO price be frozen for the two-year blending period. (Duke 
Ex. 3 at 33-34; Duke Ex. 16 at 13.) Duke offers that its proposed blending period, together 
with a properly formulated CBP plaa will not result in abrupt or significant rate changes 
for customers, because Duke is willing to forego any adjustments to its most rec^it SSO 
price under tine ESP during the blending period. (Diike Ex. 3 at IZ) However, if flie 
blending period is extended and the graieration asset tranter does not occixr before June 1, 
2014, Duke has provided proposed tariffs that would be used to adjust tiie ESP price 
component on a quarterly basis to address changes in fuel, purchased power, and 
environmental costs (Duke Ex, 16 at 14). 

C Positions on Convergence of the ESP Price and the Market Prfce 

Duke witness Rose offers that the formulas that n:iake up portions of the current 
ESP price do not track short-term perturbations in wholesale or retail market conditions. 
Mr. Rose notes that Duke is not permitted to adjust its ESP price in re8{>onse to maricet 
conditions. The witness points out that, after the ESP was approved in 2008, due to the 
economic recession, the wholesale and retail market prices decreased dramatically, e.gv 
wholesale prices decreased 43 percent by 2009. He explains that current wholesale prices 
are lower than average because: due to tiie recent recession there is lower peak electricity 
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demand, which results in excess capacity and lower capacity prioes in the market; natural 
gas prices are low, in part, due to tiie recession; lower demand lowers the price d electric 
energy; and environmental regulations have lowered the cost of generating electric energy 
using coal plants. Mr, Rose states that, as a result, by September 2010, 62 percent of 
Duke's load d^riand per megawatt hour (MWh) had switched to CRES provklexs. Mr. 
Rose notes that the switching is occurring across all classes, but more so in die connm^rial 
and industrial categories. In light of these developments, Mr. Rose states tiiat Duke is 
proposing an MRO starting in 2012, ratiier than an ESP (Duke Ex. 4 at 5-6,13-14; 22-23). 

According to Mr. Rose, tiie convergence of the retail market price and tiie legacy 
ESP price is the result of the expectation tiiat wholesale power prices delivered to Duke 
will increase over time. The witness bases his conclusion principally on the observable 
forward prices for the delivery of wholesale power to Duke AvsA are available for the 
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). Mr. Rose states that tiie information shows a wholesale 
power price increase between 2009 and 2014 cumulativdy on a nominal basis of 54 
percent; thus, bringing the retail prices very close to the avoidable portioh of Duke's ESP 
prices. He believes tiiat tiie prices may increase due to: tiie retirement of coal power phmts 
due to enviionmental regulations; the economic recovery in the United States and PJM; 
rising electricity demand; and rising gas prices. While tt^ witness notes that there are no 
forward prices available after 2014, he states that there is potential for higher power prices 
affer June 1,2014, due to the potential for tighter emission regulations and higher natural 
gas prices. In additior>, Mr. Rose projected the capacity prices for 2012 to 2014, based on 
the PJM forward capacity price. Mr. Rose projects tiiat the average RTO capacity price for 
the PJM ReliabiHty Pricing Model (RPM) for 2012 to 2014 wiU be $8.8 per kilowatt (kW) 
per year. (Duke Ex. 4 at 7-8,27-29,) 

Furthermore, Mr. Rose testifies that retail power prices generally Itrack wholesale 
power prices; thus, retail power prices are expected to increase. The witness eq)lains that 
retail prices axe not as observable as wholesale prices because each customer or dass of 
customers has a different cost of service and prices can vary; tfaarefore, to address this 
problem, he projected retail prices on the assumption that prices will reflect tiie cost of 
service. The components of the witness* retail price projection are: the inarket index of 
energy prices; tiie capacity price; the broker's fee or a^-adder; the covariimce adjustment 
to accotmt for the covariance between tiie customer load variation and the price variation; 
the energy and demand losses in tiie transmission and distribution system; a supply 
management fee; and an operating risk adjustment Mr. Rose projects th^t the 2014 retafl 
market price is expected to be 23 percent h i g ^ ttian the 2012 price. (Duke Ex, 4 at 7-B, 31-
37.) Mr. Rose calculates that the wei^ted ava<age energy charge or retiil market price;, 
excluding POLR costs, for all customer classes in 2012 will be $.(B82 per JcW hour ^Wh) 
(Duke Ex, 4 at 42). 
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According to Mr. Rose, tiie 2014 retail market price ($.0717 per kWh) is expected to 
be very close to the prelected avoidable legacy ESP price for generation ($.0734 per kWh). 
Thus, when the blended price is proposed to end in 2014, the prices are expected to be 
close and, were the market prices and legacy ESP price to continue at tiiese levels, 
continued blending would have no effect on the price available to customers, hi tiie event 
the forecast is wroi^ and the market prices remain at a discount, Mr. Ro$e states that tiie 
proposal has the advantage of maximum access to lower market prices. (Duke Ex. 4 at 9.) 

OEG witness Baron notes that if Mr. Rose's projections are wrong, in year tiiree, the 
market rates could substantially ^ceed the oOierwise applicable blended SSO price. Mr. 
Baron points out that Mr. Rose does not offer any projection for market rates beyond 2014. 
Mr. Baron believes that, since Mr, Rose expects substantial increases in market prices 
through 2014, which closes the gap with Duke's ESP price, it seems reasonable to bdieve 
that market prices could begin accelerating b^ond the ESP price in 2015 and 2016. Mr. 
Baron states, and OPAE agrees, if market prices inaease beyond the ESP prices in 2015 
and 2016, that is the time that ratepayers will need the protection afford by the statutory 
minimum five-year blending period. Mr, Baron points out that, if the ESP prices and 
market prices will be roughly identical by 2014, Duke would receive essentially the same 
level of SSO revenues ui^er a 29-montii transition period and a 60-month period as is 
called for by tiie statute. (OEG Ex. 1 at 8-9; OPAE Br, 5.) Mr. Baron argues, and OPAE 
agrees, that Duke's proposed 29-month transition plan transfers substantial risk to retail 
customers who no longer have the legacy ESP price options in years three through ten as 
contemplated by the statute. OPAE dso agrees with Mr. Baron's assertion that the 
blending provisions in the statute establish a schedule to share the risks and rewards of 
market pridng between Duke's shareholders and its retail customers. Mr. Baron argues 
that Duke's proposed 29-mDntii transition plan transfers substantial risk to retail 
customers and elinunates the potential relief the Commission could offer i:o customers by 
extending the blending period for up to 10 years. Furfliermore, OPAE notes that market 
rates could substsuitially exceed the blended SSO price, which would mean that Duke's 
revenues would be higher as a result of ihe shortened blending period. (OEG Ex. 1 at 9, 
14-15; OEG Br. at 7 and 11; OPAE Br. at 4-5.) 

Kroger argues tiiat Duke's contention that, in the third year of the MRO, the 
projected market price will approximately equal the legacy ESP price is not a sufficient 
reason to jettison all but two years of the required five- to ten-year blended price, even if it 
is permissible under the statute. Kroger notes tiiat the 2014 market price set f ortii by Duke 
is a forecasted price and forecasted energy prices are often vnong. Furthermore/ even if 
the prices do converge in the third year, that could be t^nporary and the Ccnnmission 
should be concerned about the price implications for the entire blending period not just 
what may occur in 2014. In addition, Kioger submits that, even if the prices do converge, 
customers would not be harmed by blending two similar prices for sev^al years, and the 
Commission should err on the side of cautiort Kroger offers that the blending period is 
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important to ensure that a robust market materializes under an MRO and tiie full blending 
period would allow the Commission to monitor the development of the retail market 
(Kroger Br. at 8-9.) 

D. Section 4928.l42rD1. Revised c;:Qde. Blended Price Pereentagefi 

All parties agree that Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, also provides tfiat the 
blended SSO price for retail electric generation service tmder tiie first MRO application 
shall be a proportionate blend of the auctioned market price and tiie legacy ESP price. 
Furthermore, there is no contest that the statute provides that the E ^ price may be 
adjusted up or down as the Commission determines is reasonable for certain costs xvhich 
are reflected in the utilit/s most recent ESP price, i.e., fuel costs, purchased power, supply 
and portfolio requirements, and environmental compliance. 

In additioa the Commission notes that no party disputes the hdt that pa r^aph 
(D) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, requires that the blending percentage for year one 
of the MRO must be 10 percent Likewise, it is imdisputed that the blending percentage in 
year two must be no more than 20 percent, as determined by the Commission. 

However, there is strong disagreement between the parties witii regard to the 
interpretation of the statute and the required blended price percentages; for years three, 
four, and five of the MRO. Therefore, the following discussion regarding paragraph (D) of 
Section 4928.142, Revised Code, will focus on the parties' arguments pertaining to years 
tiiree, four, and five. 

According to Duke, the statute, "suggests a five-year migration toimarket, with an 
initial acpectation that the electric distribution utility initiate an auction for its entire load 
beginning in year sbc," (Ehike Ex. 3 at WO). Duke submits that paragraph (jD) of Section 
4928.142, Revised Code, establishes baseline blending percentages, and then, in paragraph 
(E) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, the Commission is granted the flexiMlity to change 
the percentages after the second year of the MRO (Duke Br. at 22), 

Duke asserts tiiat the words "not more tiian" in paragraph P ) of Section 4928.142^ 
Revised Code, do not apply to the percentages applicable to years three, four, and five erf 
tiie blending period years. Iherefore, Duke maintains that the Commission's 
determination does not have to result in percentages that do not exceed 30, 40, and 50 
percent market prices in years three, four, and five, respectively. According to Duke, there 
would have to be an "and" inserted before "not more than" if this Ifanitation were to apply 
to these subsequent years as well. (Duke Br. 25; Duke Reply Br. at 23.) 

GCHC and Eagle believe that, based on the plain language of paragraph (D) of 
Section 4928142, Revised Code, and its legislative history, an MRO must use blaiding 
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percentages of exactiy 30 percent in year tiiree, 40 percent in year four, and 50 percent in 
year five. In support of tiieir view, GCHC and Eagle note that in previous drafts of tiie 
legislation, the language alternated between making the blending percentages mbiimums 
and maximums, but the final language settied on fixed percentages for aU but year two. 
GCHC and Eagle assert tiiat Section 4928.142(D), Revised C6de, permits tiie Commission 
to look forward one year, but no further, and allows tiiat Commission to slow down the 
blending if it foresees that a 20 percent blendir^ requirement would be inappropriate in 
year two. Then, in accordance with paragraph (E) of Section 4928.14^ Revised Code, 
beginning in year two, the Commission has the authority to vary frcmi the f̂ixed 30,40, and 
50 percent blending rates for years three, four, and five, and potentially to year ten. GCHC 
and Eagle point out that, at that point, the Commission would have more current 
information about the market conditions to make a better decision. (GCHC Br. at 9-10.) 

Kroger believes that Duke interprets the first sentence in paragraph (D) of Section 
4928.142, Revised Code, to provide that the phrase "not more than" modifies only 20 
perc^t, and not tiie 30,40, and 50 percent that follow. Contrary to Duke's belief, Kroger 
asserts that "not more tiian" applies not just to 20 percent, but to all items that fdlow. In 
addition, Kroger points to die second sentence in Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, to 
require that, for the Commissicm to determine actual percentages that are consistent with 
the enumerated percentages, some rai^e of percentages would be implicit in the 
enumerated percentages. Kroger believes tiiat Duke's interpretation of tiie second 
sentence is that a range of percentages is indicated only for the second year of the MRO. 
Kroger disagrees with Duke's allegation that the proportionate weight g^ven to tiie bid 
price of 100 percent could be assigned in years tiiree, four, and five of tiie MRQ; ratiier, 
Kroger submits that the only rational int^retation is that the weight given fra: years 
three, four, and five can be "no more than" 30 percent, 40 percent, and 50 pracent 
respectively. Thus, the Commission could adjust tiie bid price proportion in an amount up 
to the percentages, but not beyond. Therefore, Kroger asserts that Dukes's application does 
not comply with Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, and should be rqeqted as deficient 
(Kroger Br. at 7-8.) 

The Commission finds that the words, "not more than" in paragraph (D) of Section 
4928.142, Revised Code, apply to years two, tiiree, four, and five of the blending period 
and not just to year two, as argued by Duke. In accordance with Section 4928.142(0), 
Revised Code, tiie Commission is to determine tiie actual percentages for each year. 
Furthermore, as discussed below, paragraph (E) of Section 4928.142,; Revised Code, 
provides the Commission with additional autiiority to alter the blending percentage in 
order to mitigate an effect of any abrupt a: significant change in the SSO price. 
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E. Section 4928.142fB. Revised Code, Alteraticm of the Blended Price 
Percentaggs 

There is disagreement between the parties in tiiis case regarding Ae interpretation 
of paragraph (E) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, axid, specifically: 

(1) the meaning of the lar^uage "beginning in tiie second year of 
the blended price" and the timing of the CommissicKi's 
consideration to alter the blended price percentages; 

(2) whether the Commission can approve a two-year blending 
period as proposed by Duke; and 

(3) the meaning of the phrase "to mitigate any effect of an abropt 
or significant change in tiie utility's SSO price." 

To understand the meaning behind the statutory language, paragraph (E) of Section 
4928.142, Revised Code, must be read in conjunction with the requirements set forth in 
paragraph (D) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code. 

1, Timing of Consideration to Alter Blended Price Percentages 

Duke believes that the statute unambiguously says tiiat the Comrbission can alter 
the blend beginning m the second year and that tiie alterations must be done 
prospectively. Duke argues tiiat paragraph (JS) of Section 4928.142;̂  Revised Code, does 
not limit how long before tlie second year the alterations to tfie Mending percentages may 
be made. (Duke Br. at 24-26.) FES agrees that notiiing in the statute prevents tiie 
Commission fi'om deciding the blending portions in Duke's MRO now^ (FES Br. at 12). 
Duke states that the clear and unainbiguous lar^age of the statute allows tiie 
Commission to act now to alter the blending percentages that are applicable in year three 
and beyond. Duke argues that even if the Commission were to find amtngoity with 
regard to when it may alter the blending percentages, the factors enumerated in Section 
1.49, Revised Code, support Duke's contention that tiie Commission can act now. (Duke 
Reply Br. at 25-26.) 

Staff witness ^ o m states that; while Duke proposes that tiie Commission 
determine now that the requisite blend be altered in year three of the MRO, he believes 
that such a determination to alter the proportions of the blend is to be made based on the 
actual dicumstances that exist at some future time. Mr. Strom states that current forecasts 
may show an expectation for future market and ESP pricing relationship^; however, such 
forecasts are subject to error. The witness believes that using a forecast to make a current 
determination to alter the blending percentages several years in the future, regardless of 
what actual circumstances might arise in the future, would not be in compliance with the 
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statute. Staff believes that Duke's request for a two-year blending period is premature as 
the Commission has no discretion to alter Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, now and 
approve Duke's proposed plan to reach an auction market share in year three. 
Furthermore, Staff points out that Duke's application is deficient because Duke fidled to 
provide a forecast of wholesale and retail prices in years four and five. SJaff submits that 
all of the deficiencies in Duke's application cannot be remedied without a major overhaul 
of the application to comply with tiie MRO stetutes and Commission rules; tiierefcve. Staff 
advocates tiiat the Commission not approve Duke's MRO as proposed, ^taff Ex. 2 at 3-4; 
Staff Br. at 10-11.) OPAE agrees witii Mr. Strom's assessment and recoinmends that the 
Commission adopt the recommendations of Staff witness Strom (OPAE Br; at 2-3). 

GCHC, Eagle, OMA, and OEG submit that the plain language of ^>aragraph (B) of 
Section 4928.142, Revised Code, prohibits the Commission from considering ac^tments 
to the blending schedule until the beginning of ihe second year of blendir^g, which, under 
Duke's proposal would be June 1,2013. Had it been intended that die Cpmmission have 
the discretion to set any of the blending perc^itages at the outset and npt wait until the 
second year̂  GCHC and Ea^e reason that tills would have been addressed in paragraph 
(D) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code. (GCHC Rr. at 9; Eagle Br. at 2; OMA Br. at 4; OEG 
Br. at 3.) 

OCC agrees that the stetute does not allow the Commission to alter the proportions 
three to five years before tiie blending occurs, OCC states that tiie Commission can not 
alter the proportions before it is able to compare the price that comes out of the 
competitive bid to the current ESP price. Acconiing to OCC, tiie bileiiding process is 
designed to be an incremental process where the Commission can adjust the SSO price, 
based on changing market conditions, for a specific period of time, and if is not intcaided 
to be based on market forecasts that are not reliable and applied cme :time b^Fore the 
blending begins. (OCC Br. at 40-41,) 

Upon review of the statute and the arguments set fortii by the parties, the 
Commission finds that we must wait tmtil year two of tfie MRO to consider whether the 
blended price percentages set forth in paragraph (D) of Section 4928.1421, Revised Code, 
should be altered pursuant to paragraph (E) of Section 4828.142, Revised Qxie. 

The Commission's determination to alter the proportions of the blended SSO price 
must be based on actual evidence that exists at some future point The evidence pr^ented 
on the record in this case is all speculative and based on events that mky, or may not, 
occur, such as: the possible convergence of the BSP and market prices; tiie, as yet to be 
filed by Duke and considered by the Commission, request by Didoe to transfer its legacy 
generation assets; and the pro^)ective transfer of Duke to PJM and Duke's election to 
purchase generation services in PJM markets, which has not yet been confirmed. 
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Duke cites its intent to request, sometime in the future, authorization from the 
Commission to transfer its legacy generation assets to an affiliate ^ective in 2014, as 
support for its move to full market-based rates in year three of the MRO. On flie record, 
there was substantial opposition to Duke's proposal to transfer these generation assets 
prior to the end of the blending period. Did^e has not sought to transfer its generation 
assets to a nonaf filiate or to amend its corporate separation plan in a manner consistent 
with Section 4928.02 and 4928.17, Revised Code. As the applkation requesting autiiority to 
transfer has yet to be filed, and any issues that may need to be addressed in our 
consideration of such an application have not yet been identified. It is premature ior the 
Commission to even speculate on whether such an applicaticai would be approved. That 
being said, it is likewise inappropriate for tiie Commission to take the possible transfer of 
tiie legacy generation assets into consideration tn tiiis case when determining whether or 
not Duke's proposal for a two-year blending period is permitted. 

Duke also argues that its forecast that the ESP i»ice and the inarket price will 
converge in 2014 warrants the end of the blending period and the beginning oi Duke^s 
move to 100 percent market price tha-eafter. Whether or not the two prices do, in fact, 
converge in 2014, has yet to be seen and even the most reliable forecasts have proven to be 
incorrect. Duke witness Rose even agrees that electric prices are volatile knd forecasts do 
change. For example, market prices in 2008, when Duke's ESP was approved, were 
forecasted to continue to increase; however, the exact opposite occurred and market prices 
decreased to the point where they are now below the current ESP price. While the 
eventual convergence of the ESP price and the market price may be a relevant fector for 
the Commission to take into consideration in determining what the percentage portions 
for years three through the end of the blending period should be, the Commission finds 
that it is premature for us to predict that tiiis l ^ o r alone warrants tiie conversion to 100 
percent market prices two years from now. 

Moreover, the Commissicm notes that Duke witness Rose agre^ that, after 2014, 
when he predicts the ESP price and the market price will converge and, tiius, ratepayers 
should pay 100 percent the market price, there is potential for higher wholesale power 
prices, which will result in higher retail power prices since they typicaDy track the 
wholesale prices, ff, in fact, the market prices do continue to increase, the Commission 
believes ttiat such an occurrence would warrant the Commission's review of the Mending 
proportions and possible alteration of the prop^tions. 

While it may be true that, in the future, power prices will remain lower and it may 
be advantageous for the Commission to consid^* alterii^ prospectively, flie blending 
proportions, such speculation is not appropriate at this time, even if it was allowed by the 
statute. The statote requires that, in year two of an MRO, the Commission may con^der 
altering the blending proportions. However, that time is not today. 
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2. Duke's Fft>posed Two-vear Blending Period 

a. ProPOTients for a Shortened Blending Period 

Duke states that paragraph (D) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, provides the 
Commission with the flexibility to "alter" the blending percentages by dthra increasing or 
decreasuig tiie percentages. Duke asserts that defining ""alt^" to mean that the 
Commission can only extend the blending period beyond five years, would compel the 
Commission to restrict, qualify, or narrow the dear meaning of the stetute. According to 
Duke, nothing in the stetute xruuidates a minimtmi blending period of five years, notiung 
precludes a 100 percent auction-based price in year tiu«e, and notiiing precludes 
acceleration of the blend in year three or any other year. Duke urges that die statute 
cannot reasonably be construed as barring a transition to full market prices in less than 
five years. (Duke Br. at 26-27.) 

RESA supports Duke's proposal for a two-year blending period. RiESA argues that 
prolonging the blend to market is not in the public interest of lowering consumer prices 
and promoting market efficiency, and makes it more difficult for market participants to 
enter into long-term contracts because of the uncertainty surrounding regulation (RESA 
Br. at 17-18.) Likewise, Wal-Mart does not oppose Duke's use of an MRO for the SSO or 
tiie proposed blending period (Wal-Mart Ex. 1 at 3; Wal-Mart Br. at 2), 

FES agrees with Duke's interpretation of tiie statute and goes even further 
advocating that, because there is a likelihood that inarket prices will be well below Duke's 
ESP price, the Commission can, and should, improve upon Duke's MRO by requiring that 
Duke procure 10 percent of its nonshopping load in year one and 100 percent of tiiat load 
in year two. FES asserts that moving to full market rates in year two will benefit 
nonshopping customers by providing them with lower geivi^ation prices sooner tfian 
under tiie current E ^ . FES submits that FirstEnergy's auction price, approved in Case 
No. 10-1284-EL-UNC (10-1284),̂  is a good proxy for the price tiiat Duke could obtain 
during its initial MRO auctions. Thus, comparing tiie prices from the FirstEnergy auction 
in 10-1284, which resulted in a r a i ^ of prices fiiom $54.10 to $57.47 per MWh begfamir^ ta 
June 1, 2011, FES points out that FirstEnergy's price is lower than Duke's projected ESP 
price between 2012 and 2014, whidi is $.0734 per kWh (FES Br. at 6-8; Duke Ex. 4 at 10-11). 
FES maintains tiiat, by setting rates based on a CBP, retail competition in Duke's service 
territory will further develop and customers will be provided more opportunities to 
choose, while at the same time retaining competitively priced SSO supply as an alternative 
option. FES believes that Duke's MRO will benefit both wholesale and reMl competition 
in Duke's territory. (FES Br. at 2-3.) Further, FES maintains that, since Duke proposes to 

^ See In Oie Matter of the Pncumwni of Standard S&vke Offir Generation for Oligomers nf CM» EtUwn 
Company, The Cleveland Bectric Uhminating ComjMmy, end The Toledo Edison Companŷ  Cast No. 10-1284-EL-
UNC Finding and Orders (October 22,2010 and laimary 27,2011). 
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stagger the auctions of multiyear products, an accelerated version of Duke's proposed 
MRO will mitigate volatility and any likelihood of an abrupt or significant change in the 
SSO price (Tr. HI at 623; FES Br. at 8), FES inaisfs tfiat tiie statute contains no five-year 
mirumum, pointing out that the only limitation in the statute regarding the duration of the 
blending period is a maxttnum provision prohibiting the blending period from lasting 
longer tiian 10 years (FES Br. at 11). 

b. Opponents to a Two-year Blending Period 

Many of the intervenors argue that a five-year minimum blending period is 
required by Sections 4928.142(D) and (E), Revised Code. They assert tiiat because tiie 
MRO proposed in this case does not comply with this requirement. Duke's MRO is 
deficient and must be rejected. 

OEG submits that the purpose of the MRO blending transition is two-fold. First, it 
allows rates to move toward the market gradually using a diver^fied combinatian of 
prices consisting of a market component and the legacy ESP OHrqxinient Seccffid, it 
provides an emer^ncy mechanism in the form of Commission jurisdictiim over rates to 
protect consumers against unexpected price surges. (OPAE Br. at 6-7.) 

OEG witness Baron sut»nits that, since Duke's MRO proposes a 29^month blending 
period, tiie MRO fails to meet the requirements of Section 4928142(D); Revised Code, 
which requires a five-year (60-montii) minimum transition period in which the market 
prices are blended with the existing BSP prices. OEG, lEU, GCHQ Eagle, and OPAE agree 
that the statute requires a minimum five-year transition period before implementing 100 
percent market rates. (OBG Ex, 1 at 4-6; OEG Br. at 4; lEU Br. at 5; GCHC Br. at 6; OPAE 
Br. at 2.) Mr. Baron advocates that the statute's provision that the CcHnmission can 
evaluate the potential rate impact on customers annually beginning in the second year of 
the blendbig period is a necessary consumer protection l)ecau5e of tiie volatile nature of 
dectric generation pricing. Mr. Baron insists, as does OPAE, that tiie Commission require 
a full five-year minimum blending period and that annual reviews be established and, if 
the Commission finds an abrupt or significant change in SSO rates, the Commission 
should then make the appropriate changes. (OEG Ex. 1 at 13,15; OEG Br. at 7 and 11; 
OPAE Br. at 6.) 

OMA agrees that the Commission's discretion to alter the Idendixig percaitages is 
optional and can not take place until some time in the future, if at all. Moreover, OMA 
notes that the Commission may only exercise its discretionary authority if it finds an 
^'abrupt or significant change.'' Since electricity markets are volatile and djmamic by 
nature, OMA asserts that a finding of an abrupt and significant charge as part of the 
instant case before the Commission would be imprudent, untimely, and contrary to 
Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code. OMA states that Duke's proposal for a two-year 
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blending period is contrary to tiie statute and implidtiy requests the-Commission to 
abdicate it statutory obligation to establish a five-year blending period ^nd to determine 
tiie actual percentages for years one through five of the Mending period. (OMA Br. at 3,5.) 

Krog^ witness Higgins agrees that Duke's proposal for a price4)lending period 
that lasts only two years, instead of tiie five to ten years indicated in the statute, is not 
compatible with the policy of gradual transformation to an SSO market price for 
generation under Section 4928.142(D), Revised Q>de; therefore. Duke's MRO application 
should be rejected as defidait (Kroger Ex. 1 at 34; Kroger Br. at 2). Mr. Higgins believes 
that, under Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code, if agnificant changes were to occur in the 
SSO price it would the result of the new bid price component not the legacy ESP price 
cranponent; therefore, he reasons that tiie mitigation of price changes- hy altering tfie 
proportion of the blended price could only occur mathematically by reducing tiie bid price 
component, not by increasing i t as Duke proposes (Kroger Ex. 1 at 8; Kroger Br. at 6). Mr. 
Ffiggins notes that Duke has not explained how a statute that ccffifers specific discretion to 
the Commission to act in 2013 can be exercised today (Kroger Ex. 1 at 9; KrogCT Br. at 6). 
Mr. Higgins asserts that the blending period is important to ensure that^a robust market 
materializes for customers (Kroger Ex. 1 at 11). While Duke reports that'64 percent of its 
ESP load has switched to a CRES supplier, Mr. Higgins notes that 60 percent of the 
switched customer load has been acquired by a single supplier. Duke's affiliate, DERS 
(Kroger Ex.1 at 12). 

GCHC and Eagle contend that the premise of Duke's argumeint to accelerate 
blending to 100 percent inarket rate after only 29 months because the le^cy ESP price and 
the market price will converge, therein negatir^ any furtiier need for Mending, is both 
inherentiy illogical and at odds witii tiie statutory language. GCHC notes tiiat Duke relies 
on Mr. Rose's testimony to support the projections of expected retail prices tiirou^ 2014; 
however, GCHC points out that Mr. Rose was also tiie witness in the Duke ESP Case that 
predicted, incorrectiy, that the market prices in 2011 would be well above Duke's ESP 
price right now. (GCHC Br. at 12; Tr. I at 150.) 

In addition, GCHC and Eagle believe that Duke's desire to go to 100 percent market 
in year tiiree is not to provide customers with lower rates, pdnting to Duke's intent to 
transfer its generation assets and take advantage of higher market prices not restricted by 
the legacy ESP price. (GCHC Br, at 15; Tr. 1 at 26; Tr. IE at 631.) GCHC and Eag^e point 
out that the record reflects tiiat Ehike objects to the ESP price because, when the market 
price is below the ESP price, Duke is vidnerable to shopping and, when tiie market price is 
above the ESP price, Ehike cannot raise its rates to take advantage of the increase. GCHC 
and Eagle note that nothing prohibits Duke frcnn lowering its rates. Furthermore, GCHC 
and Eagle indicate that Duke has been selling its excess generaticm service at market 
prices. (GCHC Br. at 15-16; Tr, n 388; Tr, m at 627; Tr. IV at 777.) Thus, since Duke has 
options to adapt to lower market prices, GCHC and Eagle assert ttiat tiie only reason for 
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Duke's market rate proposal is its desire to follow the market price upwatrds when prices 
exceed tiie ESP price. According to GCHC and Ea^e, that is wJq̂  consumers need the 
protection of tiie blending schedule in Section 4928.142(D), Revised Cod^. (GCHC Br. at 
15-16; Tr. IV at 747-748,778,793.) 

GCHC and Eagle maintain tiiat, even if the Commission was permitted to allow 
Duke to go to 100 percent market in year three, it would not be prudent to approve such a 
plan. GCGH and Eagle point out tiiat, while Duke has provided no forecast of prices past 
2014, it expects the trend in fwtices to continue upwards after 2014. Thus, they argue that 
Ehike must wait until evidence is available tiiat the fixed Uending percentages will result 
in an abrupt or significant change in price. (GCHC Br. at 15; Ea^e Br. at 2; Tr. I at 1» , 
140.) 

Both lEU and OEG note that̂  while Duke proposes to freeze Riders Fuel and 
Purchased Power (FPP) and Environmental hfivestment Ridw (EIR) if the Mending period 
ends at year three, if there are benefits that could become available to Duke in tiie 
calculation of these riders, the MRO does not provide a process to indude those benefits in 
tiie riders. Thus, OEG offers that adjustments to the ESP cut both ways and Ihike's offer 
to freeze the ESP component of the blended rate may actually cost ratepayers mortey, (IBU 
Br. at 6; OEG Br. at 10.) 

OCC states that the statote does not allow the Commission to alter the blending 
period, only the blending proportions. OCC asserts that the only way the blending period 
can be altered is if the Commission finds it necessary to alter the blendii^ proportions and 
extend the blending period.. (OCC Br. at 41.) 

Staff believes tiiat Duke's MRO is contrary to Sections 4928.142(D) and (E), Revised 
Code, because it prematurely calls for a predetermined two-year transition to market 
when a five-year blending plan and transition to market is first required.' Staff notes that 
the core of Duke's MRO plan is the two-year transition to market and that all of the other 
parts of Duke's plan are structured around this two-year period. Staff argues that, not 
only is the core of Ihike's plan deficient, but other parts of the plan that are required by 
statote also have deficiencies (Staff Br. at 2-3). Stafi emphasizes that information required 
by Section 4928.142, Revised Code, and Rule 4901:1-35-03,0.A.C., for blending years four 
and five are unaccounted for in Duke^s application, testimony, and exhibits. For example. 
Staff points out that Duke failed to provide preceded statements of income, balance sheets, 
and soiurces of uses of funds for bl^iding years four and five. In additiCHi, Staff points out 
that Ehike's pro forma projections are based on the assumption that Duke's legacy 
generation assets will be transferred in year three of the MRO and tiiat all of the load in 
Duke's territory will be served via EHike's MRO. Staff states that Duke's proposed bransfer 
of its legacy generation, at least during the duration of the five-year blending period, is 
material to the SSO charges derived from the auction procere for blending years four and 
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five tiiat Duke failed to include in Its plan (Staff Br. at 8-9). Thus, Staff sul»nits tfiat fixing 
the blending period of tfie plan requires the filing of a new application, because the 
remaining parts of the plan can not be reconfigured to a planned five-year period, which is 
required by statute (Staff Br. at 3). GCHC, Ea^e, and OBG agree that Duke's application 
fails to comply witii Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, and Rule 4901:l-35-03(2)(j), 
O.A.C., which requires tiiat Ehike's applfcation stete how the company will s a t i ^ 
blending requirements for Hie first five years of the application (GCHC Br. at 6; Eagle Br. 
at 2; OEG Br. at 9). OMA agrees that Duke's failure to provide the necessary information 
and pro fonna financial projections required by Rules 4901;l-35-03(B)P)(b) and (c), O.A.C., 
renders the MRO fatally deficient (OMA Br. at 6). 

c. Concluaon on Duke's Proposed Two^vear Blepding 
Period 

The Commission finds that the statute permits die alteration of ttie blendir^ 
proportions to be modified in accordance with Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code. Ihus, 
consistent vdih our conclusion regarding the timing of a determination to alter tiie 
blending percentages, a party could come forward, beginning in year two, and request 
that the Commission alter, prospectively, the proportions specked in Section 4928.142(D), 
Revised Code, in order to mitigate any effect of an abrupt or signiticant change in the SSO 
price that would otherwise result, or the Commission could make such a det^nunation on 
its own. 

The Commission agrees with Staff that, under Sections 4928.142(D) and (E), Revised 
Code, as well as Chapter 4901:1-35,0.A.C, Duke was required to file a five-year blending 
plan and transition to market. Failure to do so renders Duke's proposed MRO application 
in noncompliance with the statutory requirements. 

3. Mitigate anv Effect of Abrupt or Significant Change 

Duke analyzes what is meant in paragraph (D) of Section 4928.142^ Revised Code, 
by the phrase permitting the Commission to alter the percentages ''to mitigate any effect of 
an abrupt or significant change in the. . .utility's standard service offer price..." InitiaUy, 
Chike envisions that the legislature based tiie requirement for a blending period on the 
assumption that market prices and previous SSO prices would be substarvtially divergent, 
reasoning that, without that understanding, the lengthy blending requiremait would be of 
negligible effect; therefore, Duke believes a change in this bask: fact must be "^gnificant" 
X>vke argues the record shows that, in year three, eittier tine ESP price will converge with 
the market price or the market price will be lower than the most recent ESP price, Duke 
submits that there is no evidence that the market price will exceed the ESP price from 2012 
to 2015, and beyond, Duke contends that, in year tiuree, if the market price is less than the 
ESP price, altering the blend to enable full market prices at that time would provide lower 
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rates to customers. Even if tfie ESP rate and the market rate converge in year three, Duke 
offers that customers would be paying tiie market rate, as intended by the legislature. 
(Duke Br. at 27-29.) Likewise, FES submits that Section 4928.142(E), Revised Code, does 
not say that tiie proportions allocated to the market price may only be decreased or 
lessened; rather, it says tiiat they may be altered, which could result in an increase or a 
decrease (FES Br. at 12), 

Staff disagrees v̂ dth Ehike's assertion that Sectim 4928.142(E), Revised Code, is 
meant to mitigate against significant changes in customer rates based on Duke 
volunteering to waive its recovery of potential costs associated! witfi Sections 
4928.142(D)(1) through (4), Revised Code. Rather, Staff believes that tfiis secticm is meant 
to mitigate any effect of an abrupt or significant change in Duke's SSO price as a result of 
unforeseen economic circumstances impacting market prices. (Staff Br. at 4.) 

GCHC and Eagle state that an evaluatkm erf the language "to mitigate any effect of 
an abrupt or significant change ia the . . . utility's standard s^rvke offer price . . . ," 
requires an analysis of the prices that would r^ult from the percentages specified in 
Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code. Furthermore, tiiey point out that the jwrord "mitigate" 
means to cause to become less harsh, or to make less severe or painfuL Thus, GCHC and 
Eagle argue that the purpose of making any future change to the preestabli^^ blending 
schedule must be to reduce the amount of change in prices that would otherwise result 
from the existing blending schedule. (GCHC Br. at 11.) 

GCHC and Eagle point out that Ehzke witness Rose projects comparable retail 
market prices of $.0582, $0634, and $.0717per kWh in 2012, 2013, and 2014, respectively. 
Using statements by Duke witnesses Rose and Watiien that the blended MRO prices 
would be $.0719, $.0714, and $.0722 per kWh, in 2012,2013, and 2014, respectively, GCHC 
and Eagle submit that the projected market prices would be a decrease in year one from 
Ehike's legacy ESP price of two percent, a decrease in year two of 0.1 [percent, and an 
increase in year tiiree of 1.1 percent (GCHC Br. at 13; Tr. HI at 659-660.) Therefore, GCHC 
and Eagle offer that, for the Ccnnmission to alter the blending percenta l from tiie fixed 
30 percent in year three, it would have to first find that an anticipated 1.1 ipercent increase 
in Ehike's SSO price would be an abrupt or signifKant change. GCHC and Eagle point out 
that Duke witoess Wathen admitted that he would not characterize a two percent increase 
as abrupt or significant. (GCHC Br. at 13; Tr. Ill at 653-655.) 

The Commission agrees that the primary reason for the blendii^ requirement is the 
goal to, during the migration from tiie ESP price to a 100 percent market price, safeguard 
ratepayers frcon the risk of abrupt or significant increases in prices. Contrary to Ehike's 
assertions, the Commission does not bdieve that the Commission was tgiven authority 
under Section 492g.l42(E), Revised Code, in order to alter the blendir^ piioportions solely 
for the purpose of moving the company expeditiously to a fully competitive inarket. 
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Duke also points to its willingness to forego making changes to tiie ESP price 
component of tiie blended SSO price during the blending period for changes in its fuel, 
purchase power, and environmental costs, as permitted by stetute, ff ite two-year blending 
proposal is approved. Duke believes tfiat, t>y waiving the collection of tiiese charges, Duke 
has addressed the statutory criterion for alteration of the Wending period, because its 
proposed blending period and CBP plan will not result in alnupt or significant rate 
changes for customers during the blending period. The Commission is appreciative of 
Duke's willingness to sacrifice any possible increase in such charges for the ^>od of its 
customers. However, the Commission notes that the statute permits the SSO price to be 
adjusted upward or downward, as determined to be reasonable by the Commission, based 
on changes in known and measurable costs and subject to a significantiy excess earnings 
test. The Commission believes that what is most important is that we move toward a 
competitive market environment that fully supports the policies of the state and consider 
the facts of the market on an annual basis as required by the stetute, rather than relying on 
price forecasts that are known to change. 

As provided in paragraph (E) of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, "notwithstanding 
any other requirement of [paragraph (D)], the commission may alter prospectively the 
proportions specified in [paragraph (D)] to mitigate any effect of an abrupt or significant 
change in the . . . utility's standard service offer price that would otherwise result in 
general or with resj>ect to any rate ^oup or rate sdiedule . . . . " In accordance with this 
language, tiie Commission finds that the percentage proportions set forth in paragraph (D) 
of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, could be increased or decreased depending on what 
proves to be necessary in order to mitigate or reduce the effect of tlw SSO price change tiiat 
would otherwise occiur. 

F, Conclusion Blended Price. Sections 4928.142(0) and (m> Rgvised Code 

The statote requires that Ehike's application set fortii a five-year blending proposal; 
then two years down the road, in order to mitigate any effect of an abnqTt or significant 
change, the company or any other party could request that the Uending portions be 
altered. However, to request such a change now, at the outset of the proposed MRO, is 
prematore and would necessitate that the Commission prejudge circumstances that are 
neither present currentiy nor reflected in the record. 

We believe that one of the primary intents of the statutory lar^uage is to protect the 
company's customers from drastic rate changes. Duke's belief that the Commiasion was 
permitted to alter the blending period now is erroneous- Consumer protection is 
evidenced by the fact that the Commiraion may, sua sponte, require that the blending 
proportions be altered. The record in tiiis case provides no insigfit into the market 
conditions after year two of the MRO, as Duke neglected to provide any information, as 
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required by the statute and the rules pertaining to years three, four, and five of the 
statutory blending period. Duke attempts to use this hole in the record to support its 
position by stating tiiat there is no evidence that flie market price wiD exceed the ESP price 
from 2012 to 2015, and l)eyond; however, tiie only reason there is no evidence is because 
Duke did not comply with the requiranents for the filing of an MRO and provide 
information for years three through five. 

Duke chose to file an MRO, contrary to the advice of Staff which clearly stated in its 
comments and on brief that it believes an ESP would be more beneficial and cxffer 
significant advantages to Duke, stakeholders, and the public < t̂aff Ex. 2 at 2). Having 
decided to pursue an MRO, Ehike is obligated to ccnnply with requiremaits set fortii in the 
statote and the Commission's rules. Pursuant to the statute and the rules, for its first MRO 
application, Duke must submit a five-year plan settii^ forth all of the reqttisite supporting 
documentation for all five years. Instead, Duke took the chance that its view of the 
statotory constraints was correct and only filed supporting documentation for three years. 

As Duke pointe out, the statote provides that ihe Commission ;diall determine 
whether tiie application meets the necessary requiremente. The Commission can only 
make this determination if the applicant first complies with the statote and submita all of 
the information required for ti:^ Commission's analysis and determinatipn. The statute 
does not call for a determination in the sitoation where a utility files an incomplete 
application. In light of the fact tiuit Duke has failed to file an application for a five*year 
MRO, as required by statote, setting forth all of the information necessary in order f<ff the 
Comiiussion to make a detsmnination. Duke's application is not an application within ti» 
meaning of Section 4928.142, Revised Code, because, on its face, it is deficient Therefore, 
we can not consider tills filing to be an MRO filing under the statote and we have no 
choice other tiian to find that Ehike's application does not meet the reqiliirem^its of tiie 
statute. Since Duke has not presented a complete MRO application, the application Is in 
noncompIidTKe witii the statote and this case can not proceed as filed. 

As stated previously, lEU filed a motion to dismiss on January 4,2011. Specifically, 
lEU asserts that Duke's application does not comply witfi Section 4928.142(D), Revised 
Code, which requires that "a portion of [Duke's] standard servtee offer load for the first 
five years of the market rate offer be competitivdy trid." In its applicaticm^ Duke proposes 
to competitively bid a portion of its standard servke offer load for only 29 montiis. 
Therefore, lEU argues that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to consider Duke's 
application. 

In its memorandum contra lEU's motion, filed on January 7, 2011,. Duke contends 
that its application meets the statotory criteria contained in Section 4928.142, Reused 
Code, and that, even if it did not meet the statotory criteria, the Commission does not lose 
jurisdiction over the applicatiort RESA and Constellation also filed a memorandum 
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contra on January 7,2011, asserting tiiat lEU offered no legal support for its ];4:emise that 
the Commission's jurisdiction would be limited ff an application did not meet statotory 
requirements-

Ths Commission has found that Duke's MRO applicaticm is not in compliance with 
the statotoiy requirements and, therefore, this case can not proceed. Accordingly, the 
Commission finds tiiat it is unnecessary for us to rule on lEU's January 4y 2011, motion to 
dismiss, as it is moot. 

Even though we are unable to reach the merits of Ihikef's af^licdtion, due to tiie 
deficiencies of the application, in order to provide useful guidance for any future 
application filed by Duke, we have gc«ie to great lengths in this order to provide guidance 
on some of the issues raised by various parties. We note, however, that, while below we 
comment on some of the issues presented on the record in tiiis casei, our failure to 
comment on a given issue or opine on a particular position should not be ccmstrued as our 
approval or disapproval of such position. Ratiier, there are many issues that were raised 
by Staff and the intervenors that were not adequately refuted on the record; therefore, we 
encourage Duke to consider these issues in any futore application and xespond to them 
accordingly. 

G. CBP Requirements, Section 4928.142fA>fll. Revised Code 

Section 4928.142(A)(1), Revised Code, reqmres tiiat an MRO be deternuned tfuough 
a CBP tiiat provides for all of the foUovdng: an open, fair, and transparesit competitive 
solicitation; a clear product definition; standardized bid evaluation criteria; oversi^t by 
an independent third party; and evaluation of submitted bids prior to selection of the 
least<ost bid winner(s). The Commission is mandated by Section 4928.142(A)(2), Revised 
Code, to adopt rules concerning the conduct of the CBP and tfie qualifications of bidders, 
which foster supplier participation in tiie CBP and are consistent with the requirements of 
Section 4928.142(A)(1), Revised Code. Applicants filing an MRO are reiquired to detail 
their compliance with the requirements <rf Section 4928.142(A)(1), Revised Code, and tfie 
Commission's rules promfulgated under Section 4928.142(A)(2), Revised Code. 

1. Open, Fair, and Transparent Qanpetitive Sdkitetion, gection 
4928.142f A^mra^, Revised Code 

Duke witness Janson testifies that Ehike's proposed MRO is based on an open, fair, 
and transparent competitive solicitation process that will: produce prices for customers 
that are more in line with the marked preserve customers' rights to shop; provide clarity 
for Duke's business; and afford greater regulatory certainty because it is not a short-term 
plan. According to Ms, Jansoiv the CBP plan incorporates stagg^ed procurements. 
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provides suppliers witfi a fair opportunity to compete for Duke's Ipad obligations, 
mitigates price volatility, and yields stable and certain prices. (Duke Ex. 2 at 9-10.) 

Integral to an operv fair, and transparent CBP is tiie equal and nondiscriminatory 
exchange of information and application of bidding requirements, according to Duke. To 
ensure that all prospective bidders will have access to tiie same information, the CBP plan 
incorporates bidder information and training sessions, and an active info^rmational wel^te 
wdll be available; in addition, mock auctions will be held prior to the first aucticm. So that 
all prospective biddera are on equal footing, the CBP plan includes appropriate 
confidentiality provisions. Furthermo^, Duke notes that the rules pursuant to whidi tfie 
bidding will occur and bids will be evaluated are set forth in DukeTs application so that no 
prospective bidder is advantaged. Duke also believes that the staggered auction format 
confirms the open, fair, and transparent nature of the CPB because it smootiiens out 
potentially volatile inarket prices, provides for longer-term price stalnlity, and encourage 
efficient pricing of the products. Moreover, since there is no requirement that bidders own 
generation assets to qualify for participation, no one supplier can be preferred over 
another. The CBP plan encourages diverse participation. (Duke Ex, 3 at 14-15; Ehike Ex, 8 
at 11.) 

Duke witoess Lee states that the major elementa of the CBP p^m indude; the 
products and terms in the Master Standard Service Offer Agre^nent (MSSOA) that 
encourage participation; maintaining the CBP information website; coilducting Indder 
information sessions and other prebidding acthdties to promote participation; developing 
communications protocols to ensure equal access to information; administering the two-
part application process, including establishing financial and nonfinandti requirements; 
developing an auction design and bidding procedures that attract bidders; educating and 
training bidders through informational materials and mock auctions; customizing and 
testing the bidding platforms and help desk; providing starting prices to attract bidding; 
conducting each solicitation; and submitting a post-bid report to tiie Conrttnission, (Duke 
Ex. 7 at 5-6; Duke Ex. 3 at Att. E and Att. Fl.) In addition, Mr, Lee statfes tisat the CBP 
information website will include post-auction information that wID hdp winning bidders 
understand their risk profile (Duke Br. at 16; Tr. I at 169), Duke also explains that all 
prospective bidd^s will be subject to the same prebid requirements and all successful 
bidders must adhere to and assume the same contractoal commitments (Duke Ex. 3 at 14). 

Duke witness Lee contends that the CBP is designed to encourage participation in 
the auction and ensure ttiat no one bidder is advantaged. According to Mr. Lee, this is 
evidenced through the fact that physical generation assets are not required to participate 
in the CBP or to bid on and win tranches; financial partidpante can bid and if̂ in tranches. 
Furthermore, there is a level playing field for all participants in that they are all provided 
the same infc»7nation, bid on standardized supply contracts, and are sulqect to identical 
financial and credit requirements. (Duke Ex. 7 at 17-18.) 
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With regard to any potential concern related to market power, Duke asserts that 
there has not been and can not be any suggestion of market power with regard to its 
affiliates. According to Duke, while its retail nuurketing affiliate has been certified for 
several years, it has only recentiy aoiuired more than a nominal share of tfie retail market, 
Duke abo points out that the last Commission-ordered audit of the compan/s corp<»rate 
separation plan confirmed compliance with the Commis^on's cc»qporate separation rules. 
(Duke Ex. 3 at 16; Duke Reply Br at 10.) Duke witness Jones testifies tfiat Duke's 
corporate separation plan follows the requirements set forth in Rule 4901:1-37-04^ O A C 
Moreover, Duke asserts that its corporate separation plan is consistent witfi the policies of 
tiie state as articulated in Section 4928,02, Revised Code. Specifically, Duke explains that 
its corporate separation plan prohibits any anticcnnpetitive subsidies flowing from Duke's 
regulated business to its retail electric sendees (Duke Ex. 18 at 7). Duke avers that its 
corporate separation plan does not, in any way, obviate compliariGe witfi the 
Commission's consumer protection rules that apply to both utilities and CRES providers. 
Duke explains that it will continue to comply with the Commission's rules and avers that 
its participation in an RTO serves to further mitigate any market pow^. ([hike Ex, 18 at 8-
9.) Finally, Mr. Lee points out that the communications jvotocols for tfie CBP protect 
against market abuses by requiring that affiliates of Duke caruiot be provided with any 
information regarding tiie CBP plan that would faxjvide them an unfair competitive 
advantage (Duke Ex. 7 at 19; Duke Ex. 3 at Att. E). Ms. Janson asserts tiiat Duke ensures 
that, in its rate structure, no generation-related coste will be recovered through 
distribution or transmission rates, (Duke Ex. 2 at 24.) 

Duke submits that, in keeping wititi the policy objectives in Section 4928.02, Revised 
Code, witii the independent auction process, which benefits firom federal oversight of the 
wholesale power market, customers will be protected from potential market power abuses 
and imreasonable sales practices. In additioiv Ms. Janson offers that Duke will continue to 
comply with ihe Commission's consuma* protection rules that guard agairist unreasonable 
sales practices. (Duke Ex. 3 at 3; Duke Ex. 2 at 25.) 

OCC maintains that, witfi the Commission's review and supervision of the CBP 
provided for in Rule 4901:1-35-11^), O.A.C, the CBP vriU entire that maricet deficiencies 
and market power problems are addressed. According to OCC an ESP focuses too much 
on cost recovery for the electric distribution ccnmpany to ensure a level playing field for all 
generation providers. The rider mechanisms provide the opportunity for cros»-
subsidization of Duke's competitive customers by Duke's SSO customers; thus, without 
the riders, Duke vk̂ ill be less likely to maintain market power. (OCC Br. at 14.) 

Duke explains that, under the government aggregation process, municipalities, 
townships, or counties may negotiate for rates for the collective lc«id of the nonmercantile 
customers in the area, a process tfiat is governed by Section 492820, Revised Code, Duke 
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avers that nothing in ite proposed MRO inhibits governmental allegation; instead the 
MRO virill aid the process by establishing a market-rate generation tariff̂  encouraging the 
provision of improved pricing options. (Duke Ex. 18 at 9-11.) 

In further support of the applicatioiv Duke points out that its'MRO proposal 
includes TDP and dynamic retail pricing options and that it is open to jpartidpaticm by 
distributed and small generati<m facilities^ and cost-effective and D ^ resources in 
keeping with the state policy in Section 4928.02, Revised Code, Duke will continue its 
deployment of SmartGrid advanced energy infrastnictore, which provides the necessary 
infrastructure for AMI to support TDP, as well as innovative energy efficiency and DSM 
service offerings. Finally, Duke expounds that the CBP plan contemplates Commission 
review, through the production of a post-auction report and the ret^ition of a separate 
consultant. (Duke Ex. 3 at 3,15-16; Duke Ex. 2 at 21-22.) 

Staff points out that participation in Duke's TDP and dynamic retail pricing options 
is very low and almost nonexistent. Staff notes that Duke witness Bailey estimatkl that 
the participation in the TDP and dynamic retail pricing programs is less than 100 
customers. Staff emphasizes that a program with litfle or no participation does not 
address the Commission's overall concern to provide customers with information they 
will need to control bills and make appropriate decisions regarding the purchasing of 
power. Thus, Staff is concerned about Duke's ability to demonstrate that the MRO 
provides an open, fair, and transparent competitive solicitation. (Staff Br. at 16-17.) In 
response, Duke asserts that the standard of openness, fairness, and transparency of the 
CBP relates to the process by which generation suppliers may bid for a tranche, not to 
consumers piuchasing decisions and the presence of TDP and dynamic retail pricing 
options (Duke Reply Br. at 6). 

RESA witoess Ringenbach submits that Duke's MRO will create tfie regulatory 
certainty needed to preserve and expand the existing competitive retail electric mark^ and 
provide customers with a greater variety of options for their electric supply. According to 
Ms. Ringenbach, imder an ESP, a utility is discouraged from creating an SSO that goes 
beyond three years because anytfiing longer triggers regulatory review and possible 
repricing. The witoess contends tiiat, not only was Duke's PTC during the ESP complex, 
but there were numerous riders, some of which were avoidable if tfie customer pledged 
not to return to the SSO for the remainder of the ESP. However, if a customer returns to 
the SSO prior to the close date of the ESP, there was a penalty, tfitis, the product the CRES 
provider could offer was limited. According to Ms. Ringenbach, the MRO ensures the SSO 
continues indefinitely with market-based procursnent and that unavoidable generatton 
costs that can kill a market are no longer a concern. The MRO also ensijUKs a consistent 
SSO structure without an artificial tiiree-year dock; tiius, allowing customers to choose tiie 
contract term suited to the customer's use and market conditicms. (RESA Ex. 1 at 5-6; 
RESA Br. at 2-3.) 
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Subgect to several modifications. Constellation reccHnmends the adoption of Duke's 
MRO proposal (Constellation Ex. 1 at 6), RESA recommends that Duke's MRO, as 
amended, be adopted, stating tiiat it meets the statotory requirements and provides 
ben^ts to consumers (RESA Br. at 2). Likewise, OCC submits that Ehike's MRO, subject 
to certain revisions, is preferable to an ESP, because it could provide lower prioes to 
customers and it is more likely to further state policy under Section 4928.02, Revised Code 
(OCC Br. at 6-7). 

Duke states that it considered alternative methods of procurement and concluded 
that the procurement option proposed in this MRO is appropriate (Duke Ex. 3 at 33). 
Options tfiat were considered by Duke, other than the proposed descending-dock, slice-of-
system approach, indude a one-shot sealed-bid format aiid active portfolio managem^it 
by Duke and the use of requests for proposal (RFP). According to Duke witoess Lee, the 
descending-price clock auction format offers several advantages over the pne-«ihot, sealed 
bid format (Duke Ex. 3 at 29; Duke Ex. 8 at 8-11; Duke Ex. 7 at 20-22). 

GCHC and Eagle point out that Duke barely discussed an active portfolio 
management and RFPs. By not even considering tfiese and other alternatives, GCHC and 
Eagle argue that Duke has not established that ite CBP would achieve the lowest and best 
price for consumers. (GCHC Br. at 27). In response, Duke states that there is no 
requirement that an MRO applicant prove that its du>ice is optimal, only that it discuss the 
options considered and explain he rationale (Duke Reply Br. at 3^ . 

GCHC and Eagle point out that a reva'se auction format allows a bidder holding a 
significant concentration of the generation to strategically withhold some of its generation 
to secure a higher price. They note that the record reflects that a significant concentration 
of the generation available for bidding is imder the control of Duke. Therefore, GCHC and 
Eagle recommend tfiat the Commission carefully consider whetfier the revarse auction 
format will protect customers from the potential of Duke to exercise market power, and 
provide for an op«x fair, and transparent solicitation, (GCHC Br. at 25.) 

GCHC and Eagle note that Duke has offered no evidence of the level of 
participation that would be expected in its auction. They point out that reliance on the 
results in FirstEnergj^s auction is not appropriate because the FirstEnergy market is a 
different market the proximity of nonrDuke generation assets is different tiie cost of 
transmission into the market is different, and the capadty committed to serving 
FirstEnergy's customer load is not available to bid in the Duke auction. GCHC and Eagle 
foresee a scenario where, under the auction format proposed by Duke, it may have the 
market power to artificially stop the auction early, thereby securir^ a higher clearing price 
than would occur under competitive conditions. GCHC and Eagle are concerned about 
market power, pointing out that, while the generation business is functionally separate 
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from the regulated distribution business, the same management operate^ the generatkm 
business and the DERS CRES business. Furthermore, they note that Duke's corporate 
separation plan does not address tnisiness relationships between the gena*ation ^de of 
Duke's busbiess and DERS. Duke and DERS have bilateral supply contracta that t h ^ 
consider secret and vwU not disclose. GCHC and Eagle also stete that tfie bidding rules do 
not prohibit Duke's generation business and DERS from affiliating with each other in the 
auction as long as it is disdosed. GCHC and Eagle offer that Duke should be required to 
demonstrate that its market is truly competitive and that Duke and ite affiliate DERS 
cannot unduly influence the market dearing price by vfatue of Duke's concentration of 
generation ovmeiship. (GCHC Br. at 25.) 

GCHC and Eagle note that, because Duke currentiy supplies only 40 percent of its 
load under ite ESP prices, there is a wide range of possible demand that tedders would 
have to serve if shoppers return to the SSO service. Therefore, they assert that the slioe-of-
system approach to the auction shifte tiie standby risk to third-party bidders, who would 
assume the same uncertainty that Duke wishes to avoid in an ESP. Acoordixig to GCHC 
and Eagle, this risk would have to be quantified and would be embedded in tiie auction 
price. (GCHC Br. at 26-27,) 

Duke provided financial projections for generation during the MRO for the two-
year period from January 1,2012 through May 31,2014. However, Duke states that, since 
the implementation of the CBP will not affect ite finandal projections for distribution and 
transmission, it did not address transmission or distribution impacte. (Duke Ex. 3 at 34 
Duke Ex. 14 at 3-5; Duke Br. at 35.) According to Duke witness Savoy, provided the legacy 
generation assete are transferred at the end of the second year of the MRO as im>p(wed by 
Ehike, the transfer of tiie legacy generation assets will not affect the pro forma financial 
projections; however, the transfer will function to eliminate any generatiorirrelated items 
from the income statement and balance sheet (Duke Ex. 14 at 6-9; Duke Br, at 35). As 
stated previously. Staff and OMA submit that Duke's failure to provide projected 
statements of income, balance sheets, and sources of uses of funds for blending years four 
and five renders ttie MRO fatally defidrait (Staff Br. at 8-9; OMA Br. at 6). 

Duke submits tiiat the requirement for a comparison of tfie prelected adjusted 
generation service prices under the CBP plan to the projected adjusted generation service 
prices under its ESP is not applicable to this proceeding, because there is no requirement 
that an applicant for an MRO also prepare an ESP in order to compare the projected 
adjusted generation service prices under the ESP with the prices under the CBP (Duke Br. 
at 29-30). OEG witness Baron disagrees, stating that Duke did not cwiply with this 
requirement because it failed to present any legacy ESP rate prelections or projected 
market prices under tiie CBP plan Iwyond 2014 (OEG Ex. 1 at 13), 
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Constellation witness Fein pointe out that the bidding rules proposed 1^ Duke do 
not appear to provide anjnvhere near the amount of detail as was provided by FirstEnergy 
in its auction and as is provided under other similar CBPs in FJM states (Constellation Ex. 
1 at 14; Ehike Ex. 3 at Att. Q. Accordingly, Mr. Fein recomn^nds Duke provide aucti<»i 
partidpante with the following additional data and information: monthly information 
specific to a munidpal opt-out aggregation program that indudes peak load, hourly 
consumption, and population statistics; hourly load data for eligible and SSO load by 
customer class; customer counte, peak demand and network service peak load (NSPL) for 
eligible and SSO load by customer dass; for network integration trar&mis^<Hi service 
(NIT^ charges, the expected allocation [bdow 138 kilovdte (kV)] by rate class; historical 
distribution losses and any allocated unaccounted for energy; for larger norvesidential 
customers, a distribution of the number of customers above and below 500 kW within a 
rate dass; and hourly consumption, customer counte, peak demand broken out by 
customer class separated by eligible load and load served by CRES providers. 
Furthermore, Mr. Fein recommends Duke provide winning wholesale suppJiere with the 
following additional data and infonnatioru peak load or hourly consumption data that is 
updated monthly beginning after the execution of the MSSOA tfiat shows ;eligible load and 
load taking services firom a CRES provider; initial settiement hourly date; from tfie time 
the MSSOAs are executed, daily estimations for the capadty peak load contribution data 
seven days forward; and the energy and capacity information that Duke provides to PJM 
related to suppliers' SSO obligations. Mr. Fein states tfiat this additional information will 
allow bid partidpants to provide more accurate and competitive bids, and mil allow 
wituiing suppliers to better manage risks of supplying load (ConsteEatipn Ex. 1 at 12-14; 
Constellation Br. at 5-7). 

Constellation witoess Fein recommends thai Duke provide additional clarity 
regarding the authority of the auction manager, CRA International, Inc. d/b/a Charles 
Rivers Associates (CRA), in order to provide greater regulatory certainty and information. 
Specifically, Mr. Fein proposes that tfie CRA and/or Duke should not be allowed to 
develop a reservation price as part of the CBP. Mr. Fein further recommends tfiat CRA 
should notify winning bidders when tfie required report has been provided to tfie 
Commission and commit to providing responses to frequentfy asked questions witfiin two 
business days of submission. (Constellation Ex. 1 at 15-16; Constellation Bn at 8.) 
Constellation explains that a reservation price is an undisdosed price above which the 
utility would not buy power even if ttie auction dosed with the proper number of bidders 
and there was no evidence of fraud or coUusioa Constellation argues that the use of 
reservation prices is at odds witii the statotory mandate that the CBP be opeiv fair, and 
transparent. Furthermore, Constellation believes that the use of a reservation price makes 
the auction less attractive to wholesale suppliers, because a bidder could go through the 
auction believing that it is providing tiie lowest price, only to find out that Duke, on ite 
own, is rejecting tfie resulte because of the secret reservation price. Conatdlation bdieves 
that it is possible that Duke reject the original auction price won by a nonaffiliated supplier 
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because the closing price was above the reservation price, tfietv on tfie replac^nent 
auction, award the tranches to ite affiliate at a higher price. (Constdlaticm Br. at 8.) 

Duke asserte that it has Incorporated the option of a reservation price in ite MRO to 
prevent a large supplier from prematurely withdrawing fiom the auction, tfius unilaterally 
prompting tiie roll back feature of the auction design. Duke witness Lee explains thai 
with a reservation price, there is some risk for a bidder to bring the aucticm to a dose 
artificially; the reservation price is there to ensure the bidders are expressing their lowest 
bid. Thus, Mr. Lee states tiiat in tfiat sense, a reservaticm price is a safeguard fra* 
ratepayers. (Duke Reply Br. at 11-12; Tr. I at 194-195.) 

Staff notes that Duke does not propose to use a load cap, or limit on the number of 
trandies that can be won by a single bidder; rather, Duke will allow any; supplier to win 
up to 100 percent of the competitively bid load. Staff supports the use of a load cap, 
pointing out that load caps have been applied in other similar situations, iiiiduding In prior 
auctions by FirstEnergy, whereby the Commission required load caps of 65 percent and 80 
percent^ Staff recommends a load cap as a means to encourage partidpation by bidders 
and to assure diversity of supply in the auction. (Staff Ex. 2 at 4; Staff Bjr. at 26.) OPAE 
agrees v^th Mr. Strom's recommendation (OPAE Br. at 7), Duke explairts that it has not 
incorporated a load cap so as to ensure that the least-cost bidder emerges as tfie \rauiing 
bidder (Duke Reply Br at 12), 

While it is not possible for the Commissicm to consider this filing an MRO 
application under Section 4928.142, Revised Code, because it is not in conjpliance with the 
statotory requiremente, we will atteanpt henceforth to provide some guidance for any 
futore filing regarding the competitive solidtatioiv as proposed in Duke's filing. Initially, 
we would note that had this been an appropriate application, based on ^ record, Duke 
does not appear to have demonstrated that ite proposal would result in an open, fair, and 
transparent competitive solidtatioa 

First, as stated previously, Duke has failed to provide vital infcnmation in ite 
application regarding a five-year bl^iding period that would enable the Commission to 
consider its proposal. For example. Rules 4901:l-35(B)(2)(b) and (j), O.A.C, require Duke 
to provide pro forma financial information of the effect of the CBP plan a|id a comparison 
of the projected market prices to the prefect legacy ESP prices. While Duke provided 

See !n the Matter of OK Application of Ohio Edison Company, The Oeodand Ekctrk Bhtminating Ompmy and 
The Toledo Edison Company for Approosd afa QmpetitiDe Bid Process to Bid Out Their-Retail Electric Load, 
Case No. 04-1371-EL-ATA; In the Matter cf the Apf^cation of Ohio E£son Company, The Cleveland Ekctric 
Illuminating Companyj and The T(Mo Edison Company far Appravtd of a CompeUtwe Biddmg Process far Rf to'Z 
Electric Load, Case No. 05-936-ELrATA; and In ^ Matter of the AppUaOion of OMo p ^ m Ormpany, Ihe 
Ckoeland Electric lUuminating Company, and The Tdedo Edism Company for Authority to EstdiUsh a Standard 
Service Offtr Pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, in the Form of an Electric Securify Phm, Case No. 10-
388-EL.5SO {FirstEnergy 10^388 case). 
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financial information for three years of the MRO, it n^ected to provide all five years as 
required by statote. Furthermore, Duke insisted that the comparison of the projected 
market prices and tiie legacy ESP prices were not applicable to this proceeding; however, 
the Commission disagrees. In order to property cany out state policy and the explidt 
dictates ĉ  the statote, all of this information must be presented in an ap}4icati<Hi in aider 
for it to be considered complete. 

Section 4928.02;, Revised Code, specifically includes tfie promotion of E>SM, TDP, 
and the implementation of AMI as policies of tills state. Rules 4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(e) and (i), 
O.A.C, require Duke to provide, as part of its applicatioiv information regardii^ its 
customer loads, TDP, dynamic pridng, alternative retail rate opticMis, and price elasticity. 
As pointed out by Staff, Duke's TDP and dynamic pricing options are almcist nonexisfcenty 
with participation cA less tiian 100 of Duke's over 690,000 customer. It is necessary for 
customers to have the tools and information necessary to understand and control their 
electridty usage and ultimately their bills. Hiis is especially true with a market-based 
structure where prices can be volatile. Customers must know their options and have the 
ability to make informed decisions. The extremely limited pervasiveness of Duke's 
alternative retail rate options and the foct that Duke has not demonstrated on the record in 
this case how its proposed MRO would promote the policy of the state, leads ihe 
Commission to find that Duke has not adequatdy shown that its MRO achieves an open, 
fair, and competitive soHdtation. 

An MRO solidtation should be open, fair, and transparent from tfie perspectives of 
both potential suppliers and consumers. From the consumer's psspective, the process 
should seek to fadlitate transparent pricing that enables consumers to c o r ^ I tfieir energy 
bills by managing their usage^ reduce unfair cross-subsidies among consumers with 
different load shapes, and be open by not distorting incentives for customer-sited 
distributed generatioa Duke has proposed procuring generation at a s i i^e price covering 
all hours, all SSO customers, and a number of differeit generation products. Duke did not 
even consider soliciting some or all of its SSO energy requirements through RTO-operafed 
competitive markets and reflecting tiie results in TDP or dynamic pric&ig. We do not 
agree with Duke's assertion that it is obligated only to discuss tfie options it considered 
and explain its rationale. An approadi which is fiu- from optimal may not be fair or 
consistent with state policy. The polkies set forth in Section 4928.02, Revised Code, 
ultimately will shape our application of the requirements, "open, fair, and transparent." 
We are not persuaded, at tiiis time, that Duke's proposed method of pirocurement will 
ensure the availability of adequate, reliable, efficient, nondiscriminatcsy^ reasonably 
priced, and unbundled retail dectric service; ensure the development of distritnited and 
small generation facilities; encourage innovation for demand-side retail electric senrice; 
encourage access to information, induding pricing information, regarding the operation of 
the transmission and distribution systems; or facilitate the state's effectiveness in tf»e 
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global economy. Tl^refore, any future application must indude information addresmng 
these issues. 

While we wUI discuss our coraideration of Duke's move to PJMlbdow, we note 
that at tills point, Duke has not yet adequatdy demonstrated that its voluntary business 
decision to procure generation services within PJM's markets, rather than in the Midwest 
hidependent Systems Operator (Midwest ISO), is fair and consistent with state policy* 
Duke's choice to obtain generation services in the PJM RTO will impose certain capadty 
and other costs on consumers which m i ^ t not have been incurred if Duke had elected to 
remain in the Midwest ISO. Duke has not yet made a suffident case that ita choice to 
obtain generation services in FjM is reasonable, such that any additicmal costs are 
recoverable firom consumers. 

The concerns voiced by Staff regarding the at)sence of a load ^ap in the CBP 
likewise concern the Commission. While Duke briefly responds in its reply brief that it 
did not indude a load cap in order to ensure that tiie least-cost bidder emerges as the 
winning bidder, Duke failed to rebut Staff's major cc^icem in this area; ttiat is, to 
encourage the participation of bidders and assure diversity of supply in the auction. 
Without some limit on the number of tranches that can be won by a single suf fe r , it is 
possible that a single supplier could win up to 100 percent of the competitivdy bkl load* 
Absent a reasonable load cap, tiie CBP may not elkit an open and faJr solidtation in 
keeping with the statutory policy. Similarly, we find tfiat Duke did not provide adequate 
information to rebut ConsteUation's concern regarding tiie reservation price. Whlk we do 
not agree that a reservation price established sub|ect to Commission supervision is 
necessarily inconsistent with the statotory mandate for an open, iw , and transparent 
process, additional information is needed regarding the process (or establislting a 
reservation price and tiie conseqitences of invoking the reservation price, in order for us to 
make this determination. 

Upon review of the bidding rules, the Commission finds that the issues raised on 
the record by the mtervenors were not adequatdy addressed by Duke on the record. It is 
essential that tiie bidding rules indude suffid^it detail to allow auction partidpanta to 
submit informed competitive bids and to provide winning suppliers with tiie information 
necessary to manage the risks assodated with supplying its load, Thereftwe, wittout tiie 
inclusion of additicmal detail in the bidding rules, the Commission can not support a 
findir^ that the CBP complies with the statotory requirements. 

Accordingly, the record reflects tiiat Ehike has not presented suffident information 
on the record to satisfy tiie requirement of Section 4928.142(A)(1)(a), Reviied Code> for an 
op^i, fair, and transparent competitive solidtation. 
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2. gear Product Definitian, Section 4928.142f A^mfb ,̂ Revised Code 

Duke witoess Lee explains that, for the bidding design, a version of the 
simultaneous, multiple-round, descending-price dock auction fonnat wiD be used. Mr. 
Lee explains tiiat it is simultaneous in tfiat multiple products and/or multiple tranches are 
bid on simultaneously. As outiined In the bidding rules, for the auction to dose, the 
number of tranches bid for eadi product at the annouiKed price must be less than or equal 
to tfie supply for that product. Mr. Lee notes that, at the close of tfie auction, CRA, tfie 
auction manager, will provide a report to tfie Commission summarizing the bidding 
process and results, and proving a list of the least-cost bidder(s) and the number of least-
cost tranches for each such bidder. (Duke Ex. 7 at 13-15; Duke Ex. 3 at Att C) 

Duke explains that the CBP product being auctioned is an hourly, load-following, 
full requirements tranche of the company's SSO load. Duke proposes to establish a 
tranche as being equal to 1.00 percent of Duke's total SSO load obligation or a slice-of-
system of Duke's hourly SSO load, i.e.. Duke's nonshopping SSO retail load. The CBP 
auction will be for 10 tranches in year one and 20 tranches in year two. In year three and 
beyond, tranches for varying lengths of service will be offered in staggered procurements, 
which will result in Duke's entire SSO load being supplied pursuant to the CBP plan. 
According to Duke witoess Norflirup, there will be an equal distribution of one-, two-, and 
three-year contract durations in tiie third year erf tfie MRO, with each confiract equaling 30 
percent of tiie total SSO load. (Duke Ex. 3 at 16-17; Duke Ex. 8 at 6-7.) The CBP uses a 
slice-of-system approach; thus, winning bidders will serve a share of each customer's SSO 
load in proportion to the share of the overall load won in tfie auctiozt Duice offers tiiat in 
accordance with the bidding rules, it will make tfie following information availaUe to 
prospective suppliers: load data for an historical three-year period; historical houriy load 
data for its total retail load and SSO load; historical switching statistics; and historical load 
profiles. (Duke Ex. 3 at 35, Att, C; Duke Ex. 8 at 7.) 

Duke explains that the auctions will be conducted on at least an aninual b a ^ , with 
the first auction occurring in June 2011. (Duke Ex 3 at 12-13; Duke Ex. 16 at 8.) In each of 
the first two years of the MRO, E)uke intends offer a single product and contracts covering 
17 months and 24 montfis of service, respectivdy. Duke believes tfiat, dnce tiie auctions in 
the first two years of its proposed MRO can not concern 100 percent of theccompan/s SSO 
load, these sin^e offerings in each year will attract more bidders, tiiereby ensuring a 
robust, competitive process. In the tiiird year of tiie MRO, when it intends to acquire all of 
its SSO supply through the competitive process, Duke will off^ tfiree sepajrate products in 
each auction. Duke believes that these additional offerings, of varying l e r ^ ^ wiD provide 
increased opportonity for partidpation in tiie CBP; thusy ensuring the perpetoation of the 
competitive market and efficient pridng from the different contract terms^ and benefitting 
Duke's SSO customers. (Duke Ex, 3 at 13; Duke Ex. 8 at 4.) 
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Staff witness Strom points out tiiat there is no overlap between Duke's proposed 
year-one 17-month product and the flowing 24-manth product Mr. Strom believes that 
overlapping terms of the auction producta can dampen any changes in maricet pricing 
from auction to auction. Therefore, the witness lecommends that the initial auction 
product have a term of 29 months and that the number of traiKhes induded in the second 
auction be reduced to 10. Furthermore, Mr. Strom proposes revisions to tiie schedule set 
forth by Duke that would be necessary to indude the perc^itage requiremoite for tiie first 
five years of the MRO blending process in conformance witii tiie statute. (Staff Ex. 2 at 6, 
AttRWS-1.) 

OCC believes that Duke's CBP should be modified to reduce customer risk and 
comply with the statote. First, OCC offers that customer risk could be mitigated and 
potentiaDy bidder partidpation Increased by Increasing the number of solicitations per 
year. OCC advocates tiiat Duke be required to hold at least two auctions per year when 30 
percent or more of tiie SSO load is to be auctioned and, if 50 percent or more is to be 
auctioned in a year, then at least four auctions should be required. In addition, OCC 
recommends tiiat Ehike not be permitted to hold auctions during peak months. (OCC Br. 
at 14-16.) In response to tills proposal, Duke states that OCC f^ to dte any evidence to 
support its contention that there is significant risk to customers under Duke's schedule 
and fails to dte any record support for OCCs proposed auction schedule. Furtiiermore, 
Duke contends that OCC ignores tiie additional costa that would he incurred in 
conducting multiple auctions each year and offers no evidence to confirm that these costs 
would be offset by lower prices. (Duke Reply Br. at 17.) 

Second, OCC submits that the Commission should inquire into tfie possUwlity of 
induding a long-term product component into the auction (OCC Br. at 16), Conversdy, 
Duke argues that OCC offers no evidence that suppliers under long-term contracts would 
not incorporate additional risk premiums to account for the uncertainty of, among otfier 
things, capacity prices that woidd be incorporated into contracta with duration of longer 
than tiu%e years (Duke Reply Br. at 18). 

Constellation witoess Fein recommends, and OCC agrees, tfiat a collaborative 
process be used so that all stakeholders can discuss potential improvements to future 
CBPs (Constellation Ex. 1 at 42-42; Considlation Br. at 14-15; OCC Br. at 18). 

The MSSOA sets forth the contractoal obligations of successful suppliers and Duke 
with respect to each auction (Duke Ex. 3 at Att. F2; Duke Ex. 8 at 12). According to Duke, 
the products incorporated into the CBP plan, which are thoroughly described in the 
product definition of tiie company's MSSOA, indude: unbundled energy, capadty, firm 
transmission service, and andUary and resource adequacy services. Duke pointe out that 
it did not include nonmarket-based transmission service in ite product definition; rather, 
Duke proposes to address NITS and certain ottier transmission costs billed to Duke by an 
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RTO under Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERQ-approved tariffs tfumi^ tfie 
Base Transmissim Rider (Rider BTR). (Duke Ex. 3 at 17; Duke Ex. 8 at 3.) Mr. Lee asserts 
that, as proposed by Duke, the Wd producte can be readily evaluated and priced by 
bidders (Duke Ex. 7 at 25). 

Duke points out tiiat, based upon the testimony submitted by potential CBP 
participants, who intervened in this case. Duke's revised the proposed WESOA to 
incorporate many of the suggestions made by those parties (Duke Ex. 3 at Att. F-1; Duke 
Br. at 38). In the revised MSSOA, the auction fcmnat concerns load-followlrigr full 
reqwrements service. To enable transparent pricing under the auction and not dissuade 
prospective bidders, Duke excluded renewable energy credita (RECs) from tfie product 
definition. According to Duke, separating tfie AER compliance obligation from the load 
auction provides greater transparency around compliance costa. In addition, such 
separation affords more assurance that the compliance targeta will be met if Duke retains 
the AER compliance obligation. Moreover, the auction will be more straightforward to 
bidders if the REC requirement is not induded, because the RBC obligations are based on 
Duke's historical sales and the load auction is prospective. (Duke Ex. 3 at 26-27; Duke Ex. 
8 at 9.) Finally, Duke notes that the MSSOA has a provision for default by a supplier and 
die remedies available to mitigate the impacts of such a default on customers (Duke Ex. 3 
at 28; Duke Ex. 8 at 12). 

While some of Constellation's concerns were addressed with the revised IvKSOA, 
Mr. Fein recommends that Duke revise its proposed MSSOA in order to make it more 
consistent v«th other industry-standard agreemente for wholesale supply and to provide 
greater darity. According to the witness, such revisions will promote more robust 
competition and the most competitive SSO prices. (Constellation Ex. 1 at 17.) Initially, Mr. 
Fein notes that he supporte the exclusion of NITS from the auction product He 
recommends the following credit-related improvements to the NESOA: removal of the 
independent credit requirement (ICR); adding tfu-esholds for lower credit ratings; moving 
toward a weekly settiement process consistent vdth PJM practices; in the event the MSSOA 
does not indude weekly settiemente, adding provisions to accderate paymenta on a 
weekly basis from Duke if E>uke falls bdow investment grade; and clarifyir^ tfie SSO 
supplier's need to provide notke to Duke of a change that would affect the SSO supplier's 
credit standing, (Constellation Ex, 1 at 18-19,26-27.) Mr. Fein explains that the ICR should 
be eliminated firom tiie MSSOA because Duke's credit exposure for the term of the MSSOA 
is already covered in daily mark-to-market (MtM) calculations; thus, the ICR in 
conjunction witfi the MtM calculatic^is represente repetitive collateralization that may 
require suppliers to increase their bids and customers' costs, while > providing Uttie 
additional credit protection to Duke In addition, Mr. Fein notes that CBPd that call for less 
utilization of a wholesale supplier's credit capadty will have a competitive advantage and 
likdy see greater partidpatiort (Constellation Ex. 1 at 23; Constellation Br. at 10.) 
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Constellation also points out that, while tfie MSSOA addresses tfi^ need for credit 
arrangements for suppliers, no similar standards are required of Duke even though 
suppliers will be advancing Duke energy for a period of time before the suppliers are paid. 
Therefore, Constellation requests that the Commission require a contingency plan tiiat 
should Duke's parent fall bdow an investment credit rating by ma^r credit rating 
agendes, the payment schedule of the winning suppliers would be moved to weekly in 
line with the settiement date of PJM. (Constellation Br. at 11.) 

Mr. Fein also recommends certain noncredit-related changes to the MSSOAr 
irKluding tiiat the notional quantity language should be removed or made optional, 
because to do otherwise compromises the future assignability of a contract (Constellation 
Ex. 1 at 29-34; Constellation Br. at 11), In addition, Mr. Fdn suggtete that certain 
provisions affected by the transition from die Midwest ISO to PJM need to be addressed, 
i.e., capadty obligations, timing of Duke's integration into PJM, and tfie natore of tfie 
delivery zones. Mr. Fein asserts that Duke should explain what happens if the integration 
into PJM does not occur on January 1,201Z Constellation is canceled because Duke has 
not committed to and will not provide certain information related to suppliers' capacity 
obligations under the MSSOA upon Duke's transition to PJM, e.g.; Duke has not 
committed to provide information regarding tfie amount of its load that will have dedded 
to opt-out of ite proposed capacity procurement plan awaiting approval at FERC Further, 
there is ambiguity as to the final costs for capacity that suppliers will incur subject to their 
obligations under the MSSOA. Mr. Fein su^esta that Duke could mitigate this concem by 
guaranteeing that, if its capadty procurement resulte in prices higher than tiiose that 
deared the applicable base residual auction, Duke will reimburse sijippliers for the 
difference and pass through in its rates to consumers such difference. In addition Mr. 
Fein is concerned that there is uncertainty with respect to the ddivery zone that is 
identified in tiie MSSOA, because PJM has not yet defined the delivexy load zone for 
Duke's territory. (Constellation Ex. 1 at 35-38.) 

Mr. Fein further contends that the MSSOA should darify the renewaMe ena-gy 
requirements associated with tfie SSO supply and the effects of default Finally, Mr. Fein 
recommends changes to the sample PJM invoice, as well as else where in the MSSOA, in 
order to clear up ambiguities and make these items in the MSSOA consistent witti other 
provisions in the MSSOA. (Constellation Ex. 1 at 3842.) 

FB5 vntoess Swartz argues that Duke's MSSOA contains credit provbions that are 
imreasonably restrictive and onerous for potential suppliers. AcconUng to Mr. Swartz, 
these provisions would likely cause fewer suppliers to partidpate in tiie auction and tiie 
ones that do partidpate may bid less aggres^vdy; thus, resulting in h i g ^ clearing prices. 
(FES Ex. 1 at 5, 8-10.) With regard to unsecured credit, Mr. Swartz explains that Duke 
proposes that the ICR and MtM credit exposure may be covered by such unsecured credit 
equal to a descending percentage of a supplier's tangible net worth, so long as the supplier 
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has at least a BBB- rating from S&P and a Baa3 rating from Mood/& Mr. Swartz pointe 
out that suppliers that do not meet these credit rating requirements would need to post 
either cash or a letter of credit as collateral, and for most suppliers this would be 
prohibitivdy expensive. To solve this problem, Mr. Swartz proposed ftiat the MSSOA 
should be revised to grant suppliers unsecured credit to cover all or a portion ctf: Ihe ICR 
through the BB- credit rating of S&P and Fifch, and tfie Ba3 credit ratiiig Of Moody's; and 
the MtM credit exposure through tfie BB- credit ratii^ of S&P and Fiteh and tfie Ba3 credit 
rating of Moody's. (FES Ex. 1 at 11-14; FES Br. at 17.) In addition, Mr. Swartz submite tfiat 
Duke should allow suppliers to use first mortgage bonds as an acceptable form of 
collateral, stating that these bonds are typicsJly less expensive that letters |0f credit or cash 
and they will allow suppliers to use the value of tiieir assete as security jpPES Ex. 1 at 15; 
FES Br. at 18-19). 

In response to the proposal that Duke allow for first mortgage bond^ Duke notes 
that FES witoess Swartz acknowledged that credit requirements d^er bom company to 
company. Furthermore, Duke believes that the proposed revision would expose Duke and 
ite customers to additional costa should suppliers that provide first mortage bonds as a 
first torm of security default Duke also notes that first mortgage bonds were used as 
secondary iorm collateral in the FiistEnerg/s CBP. (Duke Reply Br. at 13; Tr, IV at 802-
803.) 

Upon consideration of the CBP and the record in tfiis case, the Commission finds 
that there are le^timate concerns raised by several parties which call to question whetfier 
the application has complied with Section 4928.142(A)(1)(b), Revised Codê  and provided 
a clear product definition. 

As pointed out by Staff, Duke has failed to provide the requisite information 
regarding a five-year blending period; therefore, at a minimum, the CBP does not conform 
to the statotory requiremente in tiiis regard. Furthermore, Staff recommends that tliere be 
an overlap between auctions in order to dampen any changes in tfie market pridng firom 
auction to auction. Hie Commission agrees vrith Staffs concem for reducing tfie risk of 
abrupt or significant changes in SSO prices. It is dear that both the state policy in Sectifm 
4928.02, Revised Code, and tiie provisions for an MRO in Section 4928,142, Revised Code, 
support a reasonable transition to market-based rates that provide consbmers dear and 
meaningful choices. Absent a showing on the record that tfie proposed evolution of die 
auction product complies with these directives, the Commission can not dondude that the 
proposed CBP provides a dear product definition. 

In concert with tiie statote, Rule 4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(a), O.A.C, requires that Duke 
provide, as part of it application, not only an explanation of the wholesale procurement 
process, but alternative methods of procuremente. Reviewing Duke's filing, the 
Commission finds that there is littie discussion on tiie alternatives ccttisidered by tiie 
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company; therefore, additional Information regarding alternative metfiods of 
procuremente is required. The Commission is concerned about the expense of a 
descending-clock auction for only 10 to 20 percent of the load; tiierefore, we bdieve 
alternative procurement metiiods, such as a sealed-bid RFP, for tiie first two years of tiie 
SSO must be considered. Moreover, the Commission notes tfiat, in accordanoe with Rule 
4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(l), O-A.C, the CBP plan must provide for fundmg of a ccmsultant 
selected by tiie Commission, that will assess and report to tfie Commission on: the design 
of the solidtation; the oversight of the bidding process; the clarity of the product 
definition; the fairness, openness, and transparency of tfie solidtation and bidding process; 
the market factors that would affed the solicitations; and otfier rdevant criteria. 

Constellation also raised other valid concerns regarding the MSSOA. For example, 
the Commission finds that the timing of Duke's MRO application and ite proposed move 
to PJM make it difficult to consider the MSSOA a final draft document Since Duke has 
not committed to and will not provide certain information related to a suppliers' capadty 
obligations tmder the MSSOA upon Duke's transition to PJMy the Commission can not 
conclude that Duke has provided a dear product definition in tfiis application. 
Furthermore, the Commission agrees that Duke needs to darify in the MSSOA tfie 
renewable energy requiremente assodated with the SSO supply and ttie ef̂ ecte of defeult 

Accordingly, the Commission finds that Duke has not presented suffident 
information on tfie record to demonstrated that tiie CBP provides a dear product 
definition as required by Section 4928.142(A)(1)(b), Revised Code. 

3. Standardized Bid Evaluation Criteria, Section A92B.142j[A)a)(c\ 
Revised Code 

According to Duke witness Lee, to partidpate in the CBP, bidders will need to 
satisfy financial and nonfinancial requiremente through a two-part bidder application and 
qualificaticffi process. The purpose of this two-part process is for prospective bidders to 
demonstrate their ability and commitment to meet tfie requiremente of partidpation in the 
CBP and of beii^ an SSO supplier as set fortfi in the MSSOA. Part 1 of tfie application 
process requires a prospective bidder to: submit a completed application;! provide contact 
information; agree to comply with the MSSOA and tiie rules of die CBP, induding tiie 
communications protocols; demonstrate RTO statos; provide finandal and credit 
information; and make certification regarding confidentially and other matters. (Duke Ex. 
7 at 8-13.) The first pari of tfie application process ensures that nonprioe criteria are used 
to determine the qualifications of bidders to become SSO suppliers. Dukie ofCers that this 
process imposes a level playir^ fidd for all bidders because they are reviewed against the 
same requiremente and the same standardized basis. According to Duke, this 
standardized process is imambiguous in respect to Identifying winning bidders because 
they are those bidders who are willing and able to supply tfie tranches at the winning bids. 
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Therefore, Duke believes tfiat with this prequalification process, tfie Comnds^on's 
subsequent review should only concern the price. (Ehike Ex. 3 at 17-18.) 

If the prospective bidder satisfies Part 1 of the application process, Mr. Lee explains 
tfiat to continue partidpation in the CBP, it must submit Part 2, whidi reqpzrres it to: make 
certifications regarding ite associations wilh other qualified Udders; submit an Indicative 
offer that specifies the number of tranches it would be willing to serve at ttie minimum 
starting prices and at tiie rnaximum startirig price; arid post a prebid security in the form of 
a letter of credit or electronic wire transfer suffident to support ite indicative offer (the 
applicant may also be required to submit additional security in tiie form of a letter of 
intent to provide a guaranty and/or letter of reference). If an applicant successfully 
completes Fart 2 of the application process to become a registered bidder, ite prebid 
security establishes ite eligibility, whidi is the maximum number of tranches it will be 
allowed to bid in the auction. }Ax. Lee submite that the bid evaluation criteria proposed hy 
Duke vdll result in tiie bids being evaluated onan ob^tive, price-only bafids (Duke Ex. 7 at 
8-13,26). 

The Commission finds that, from the information provided on the record and, if the 
CommisBion were to approve the CBP proposal by Ehike, it appears that Ehike approach 
regarding the standardized bid evaluation criteria would be consistent with the 
requiremente of Section 4928.142(A)(1)(c), Revised Code. 

4. Oversight by an hidependent Third Partv. Section 492 .̂142f AVlVd^ 
Revised Code 

Duke has retained an independent consultant CRA, to actively derign, administer, 
and oversee tfie CBP to procure SSO supply for delivery periods be^nning January 201Z 
Duke explains that CRA is not owned, managed, controlled, or directed by Duke, and 
CRA is not an affiliate of Ehike or any of ite affiliates. According to Ehike, CRA has 
substantial experience in designing and implementing bids for generation service, 
including managing the auctions for the FustEnergy ESP in the FirstEiwrgy 10-388 case. 
(Duke Ex. 3 at 18-19; Ehike Ex. 7 at 4.) Duke witoess Nortturup states tfiat Ehike will 
provide the Commissi^, on a real-time basis, access to Ehike employees and CRA in order 
to assist the Commission in ite review of the CBP, including data, information, and 
commimications rdevant to the bidding process (Duke Ex. 8 at 4). 

Staff is concerned that, if Ehike's MRO is approved, the selection and function of tfie 
auction manager is noncompetitive. Duke proposes to use CRA as tiie sole auction 
manager. StaJEf pointe out that under Ihike's MRO construct it is possible that a single 
auction manager, CRA in this situation, could have control over the CBP forever. The 
MRO lacks the option to choose a different auction manager. (Staff Br. at 15,) 
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The Commission finds merit In Staff s coricern regarding the posdl^ty tiiat a siii^ 
CRA manage could have conird over tfie CBP permanentiy. We agree that in order to 
substantiate that an independent third party will oversee the CBP, it is essential tiiat 
provisions be made for allowing the sdection of a different auction manager. Moreover, 
without provisions for Commis^on oversight in the selection of the auction manager, 
there is undue risk that the auction manager could lose ite independence. In order to 
address this concem and comply with tfie statotory requiremente, the Commission 
bdieves that the auction manager should be selected by the Commissioit through an RFP 
issued by the Commission, and tiiat the Commission should supervise the auction 
manager. 

Accordingly, the record reflecte that Duke has not adequatdy addressed the 
requiremait for the over^ght of ihe CBP by an independent third party, in accordance 
witii Section 4928.142(A)(1)(d), Revised Code. 

5, Evaluation of Submitted Bids. Section 4928,142f AXl Ve>. Revised Code 

Duke explains that CRA will provide tiie Commission with the post-bidding rq>ort 
containing the information needed to evaluate the solidtation and select titie least-cost bid 
winner(s), within 24 hours after the dose of the bidding process. According to Ehike, Staff 
and CRA will have access to the CBP̂  data, information, and communicatians relating to 
the CBP, on a real-time basis. Ehike's CBP plan provides for an independent consultant to 
be retained by the Commission to evaluate the bids. According to Ehike, tfie Commission 
will review and sdect winning bids only with regard to price. (Duke Ex. 3 at 20; Duke Br. 
at 18.) 

The Commission finds that the information provided by Ehike on tiie record 
appears to be consistent with the criterion regarding the evaluation of proposed bids as 
contemplated by Section 4928.142(A)(1)(e), Revised Code. 

H. Stete Policy. Section 4928.02. Revised Code 

Section 4928.02, Revised Code, sete fortfi 10 policy ot^ectives for tfie state of Ohio 
pertaining for competitive dectric service. As stated previously, in considering Ehike's 
MRO application, policy objectives are the cornerstone for contemplating whether Ihike 
has satisfied tiie requiremente that must be met to implement an MRO. In fact GCHC and 
Eagle argue that an electric utility can only be deemed to have rrwl the statotory 
requiremente of Section 4928.142(A}, Revised Code, to the extent that ite proposed MRO is 
consistent vn\h the polides set forth in Section 49^.02, Revised Code (GCHC Br. at 22), 

Duke asserte that ite CBP is consistent with tiie polides of the state contained in 
Section 4928,02, Revised Code, and the record reflecte fliat tfie MRO vrfll dtfia: have no 
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impact or relationship witfi the stete policy, or the MRO will advance state policy (Duke 
Br. at 36). Ehike witoess Janson was the primary witoess for Duke supporting the 
company's assertion that it has satisfied all 10 of the policy objectives espoused by Section 
4928.02, Revised Code. 

Ms, Janson explains that under the MRO, Duke will remain the distribution 
company for customers and will have tiie same obligations regarding adequate capacity, 
rdiable service, and nondiscrimination tfiat Is currently has. According to Ms, Janson, the 
MRO will only impact the pricing of Ehike's generation services and such pridng will be 
nondiscriminatory and reasonable. (Duke Ex. 2 at 17.) Under tiie MRO, all unbundled 
generation rates, in the form of the SSO price, will be unconditionally avoidable for all 
customers, witii the exception of a reconciliation rider tfiat, under certain drcumstances, 
can become avoidable (Duke Ex. 2 at 19). 

Ms. Janson also states tiiat diver^ty in supplies and supptia^ in Ehike's territc»y 
existe today, in that Duke currentiy has 13 active CRES providers in ite territory. Ms. 
Janson anticipates that imder the MRO, there will be no diminution in the CRES 
providers' al^ity to operate in Duke's area. According to Ms. Janson, the MRO will 
provide competitive generation suppliers a new opportunity to sell their output 
Furthermore, Ehike will continue to offer services to small distributed generatkm facilities, 
in the vein of net metering and the interconnection tariff. She pointe out also ttiat Chifce 
has a tariff for residential customers who wish to sell RECs. (Ehike Ex. 2 at 19-20.) 

Duke vdtoess Ritoh states that Ehike's plan to meet it AER requiremente supports 
the policy objective of customer choice because customers will retain tfie option of 
obtaining generation resources through Duke's SSO offer or tfiroug^ alternative suppliers. 
If the customer sdecte servkre through Ihike, Duke will be accountaUe to procure the 
requisite RECs; however, if tiie customer sdecte an alternative supplier, the alternative 
supplier will be accountable for meeting the AER requiremente. Furthermore, Mr. Riteh 
notes, because most renewable resources are botii distributed and small in nature. Duke's 
procuremente of the requisite RECs to meet the compan/s obligations support tfie state 
policy. (Duke Ex. 9 at 11.) 

Ms. }anson contends that the coste incurred by a generator that operates tn a 
competitive market to comply witfi environmental mandates should be recovered through 
those market prices, Ms. Janson believes that the MRO provides a motivation for 
prospective suppliers to implement teduiologies that enable them to effectfvdy partidpate 
in Duke's competitive soUdtations. (Ehike Ex. 2 at 25-26.) Similarly, Mr, Ritoh pointe out 
that the company's plan to meet ite renev^ble er^rgy resource requiremente supporte this 
policy because such resources are among the best qualified generation technologies to 
thrive under potential environmental mandates (Ehike Ex. 9 at 12). 
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OCC agrees that the MRO will better ensure tiie availability of unbuiwiled and 
comparable retail electric service because it will not include the various expenses or 
expenditures permitted under an ESP. Under the ESP, Ehike not only recovers the base 
generation PTC, but it collecte other amounte through riders. Accordir^ to OCC, these 
riders make it difficult for customers to compare the price they pay Duke for generation to 
the price being offered by alternative suppliers. However, tmder the NKO, these riders 
would be transitioned out and all of tfie coslts associated with the riders wiD be 
incorporated into tiie one price based on the final bid price. (OCC Bt. at 10-11,) 

Section 4928.02, Revised Code, states that it is tfie policy of this state to protect at-
risk populations in considerhig the implementation of new advanced energy or renewable 
energy resources. Ms, Janson asserte tfiat the MRO will not affect how the company works 
with at-risk populations (Duke Ex. 2 at 27). However, OPAE pointe out that whUe there 
has been some shopping in Duke's territory, only 29 percent of the residential load has 
svntched. Thus, OPAE contends tiiat it is likely tfiat most residential customers vnll still 
be served by Duke's SSO in 2014 and beyond. Therefore, OPAE asserte that these 
customers should not be d ^ e d the consumer protections of the blended SSO price up to 
the maximum of ten years allowed by the statote. (OPAE Br. at 5.) 

The Commission's consideration of the adherence of this MRO application to the 
overreaching state policy set fortii in Section 4928.02, Revised Code^ is intertwined 
throughout this order. 

L Compliance ivith Chapter 4901:1-35. O.A.C. Sections 4928.142fA> and (BV 
Revised Code 

In accordance with Chapter 4928, Revised Code, tiie Commission promulgated 
rules in Chapter 4901:1-35, 0,A.C., concerning applications filed for SSO, ^?edfically, in 
accordance with Section 4928.142(A), Revised Code, tfie Commission established Rutes 
4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(a) tiirough (o), O.A.C., which require tfiat each CBP plan to be used to 
establish an MRO contain the information set fartfi therein. As stated previously. Staff 
believes that since the core of Ehike's MRO plan is the two-year transition to market and 
tills core dement is deficient aD of the other parte of Duke's plan and the demaite of tfie 
plan, which are structured around fliis two-year period, are likewise defident (Staff Br. at 
2-3). Staff emphasizes that information required by Section 4928.142, Revised Code, and 
Rule 4901:l-35-03(B)(2), O.A.C, for blending years four and five are unaccounted for in 
Duke's application, testimony, and exhibite. For example. Staff pointe out tfiat Duke fiiiled 
to provide projected stetemente of income, balance sheete, and sources of tises of funds for 
blending years four and five. (Staff Br. at 8-9). Staff sul>mite that Ehike; must file a new 
application, because the remaining parte of the plan can not be reconfigured to a planned 
five-year period, which is required by statote (Staff Br. at 3). GCHC, Eagle, and OEG agree 
that Duke's application fails to con^ly with Section 4928.142(D), Revised Code, and Rule 
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49Ol:l-35-(S(2)0, O.A.C., which requires tfiat Duke's application state how tiie company 
will satisfy blending requiremente for the first five years of the application (GCHC Br. at 6; 
OEG Br. at 9). OMA agrees tiiat Duke's failure to provide the necessary information and 
pro forma finandal profections required l^ Rules 4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(b) and (c), 0-A.C, 
renders the MRO fatally defident (OMA Br. at 6), 

Sections 4928.64 and 4928,66, Revised Code, and Rule 4901:l-35(B)(2)(n), O.A.C, set 
forth requiremente that dectric utilities must comply with regarding alternative energy 
portfolios, energy efficiency, and peak demand reduction. Duke submite that tfie MRO 
will not impact ite commitment to meet ti:ie statotory AER, energy effkieiKy, and peak 
demand reduction requirement (Duke Ex. 3 at 30). Neitfier the company's energy 
effidency model nor ite programs will change as a result of the MRO> Rather, Ehike 
intends to continue to execute ite portfolio of residential and nonresidential programs 
approved by tfie Commission tiie Duke ESP Case and in 09-1999. (Ehike Ex. 10 at 5-6; Ehike 
Br. at 39.) 

Mr. Ritch explains tfiat to date, Duke has utilized REC puidiases obtained throu^ 
brokers, aggr^ators, and owners of renewable energy resources as the primary means of 
meeting ite AER obligations. According to Mr. Ritch, Duke evaluated tofh need and risk 
in ite plan to implement methods to supplement these shorter-term RKI transactions wilh 
longer-term commitmente for 15 years in duration. (Duke Ex. 9 at 3,7.) Ehiike believes that 
tiie MRO will allow the company to enter into long-term PPAs and conduct RFPS, which 
wHl encourage investment in the state. Ehike intends to continue to acquire RECs on the 
short-term market and then, under tiie MRO, undertake longer-term transactions, such as 
PPAs and RFPs for ite AER compliance obligations. Mr. Ritdi states that tmder tfie MRO, 
Duke has a greater levd of assurance of cost-recovery because tfie appUcable riders for 
recovering coste would not be sul^ect to expiration as tiiey are in an K P structure. Mr. 
Ritch explains that, under the MRO Ehike intends to recover the coste for purchasing RECs 
and any otfier coste for complyir^ with the alternative energy standaijds via the new 
alternative energy recovery rider (Rider AER). (Ehike Ex. 3 at 30; Duke Ex. 9 at 9-10; Ehike 
Br. at 40.) 

RESA supports Ehike's plan to enter into long-term contracte, stating tfiat it would 
encourage renewable energy development and increase the likelihood tfiat Ihike will 
continue to meet the increasing renewable portfolio standard requiranertte. RESA notes 
that Ehike made it dear on the record tfiat only with the assurance of long-tam cost 
recovery would it be willing to enter into long-term contracte. OAE witnm Helmich 
t>elieve5, and RESA agrees, tfiat the regulatory risk assodated witii lon^-tenn contracte 
should be removed arul Duke should be allowed to recov^ coste associated witfi long-
term contracte for as long as the contracte are in effect. (OAE Ex. 1 at 4; RESA Br. at 2-5; Tr. 
II at 282.) Ehike states that it does not object to the recovery of coste for long-term 
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contracte over the term of the contracte, provided it is oparating under an MRO where 
regulatory certainty is afforded (Duke Reply Br. at 64). 

OEC submite that Ehike's strategy to comply with ite solar energy resource ^ER) 
benchmarks through the purchase of short-term solar renewable energy oredite (SRECs) is 
not adequate and will not ensure that Ehike complies with ite statotory 5ER benchmark 
requiremente. OEC explains that solar devdopers need the certainty of long-term 
contracte and the assurance of future revenue streams in order for the aolar industry to 
fully develop- Therefore, OEC advocates tiiat Duke be required to enter into a certain 
number of long-term SREC transactions. According to OEC, upon thei approval of an 
MRO, any cost-recovery risk concern that Ihike might have would be minimal; tiierefore. 
Duke's justification for not pursuing long-term REC contracte would no longer apply. 
(OEC Br. at 3-6.) Duke disagrees witii OECs assertion that there is littie risk to Duke if 
Duke is required to enter into a certain number of long-term SREC agneemente. Duke 
states that without lOT^-term cost recovery assurance, Duke would incur unreasonable 
risk. (Duke Reply Br. at 64.) 

Mr. Stevie submite that the energy efficiency programs offer incantives to customers 
to install equipment that is more energy effident and the demand response programs 
support the peak load reduction ol^ectiv^ established by statote. ' For residential 
customers, Ehike notes that it will continue to offer TDP options uinder the MRO, 
induding: Rate TD-AM, a time-of-use rate for customers with installed and citified Smart 
Grid meters; a peak time rebaterate (Rate PTR); critical peak pridng rate (Rate CPP), a rate 
that provides rebates to curtailing usage during peak hours; and Rate TE)^LnU a time-of-
use rate. Nonresidential customers will continue to have access to the Power^iare 
program under the MRO, as well as the Load Management Rider (Rider LMR) and tiie 
Real Time Pricing Program (Rate RTF). Mr. Stevie bdieves tfiat tfie MRO structure will 
serve to encourage customers to explore different pricing and usage options. (Duke Ex. 3 
at 32; Duke Ex. 10 at 14,16.) 

Rule 4901:1-35-11, 0,A,C., establishes ongoing review and reporting requiremente 
for a CBP plan subject to the statotory blending period. Paragraph (B) of this rule 
mandates, in part, that electric utilities witii an approved CBP tiiat includes a blending 
period must file with the Commission proposed adjustmente to the SSO portion of tfie 
blended rates of ite CBP on a quarterly basis for the duraticm of the price blending period. 
In addition, paragraph (Q of this rule requires that one year after the filing of a CBP, and 
annually thereafter for the duration of the blending period, tiie dectric utility shall file an 
annual report on ite CBP. The annual report must indude: a statement about the operation 
of the CBP to date, the generation service obtained, and the impacte of the CBP service and 
blended rates on customers; any bidder defaulte or difficulties encountered; conditions 
and significant devdopmente of the wholesale dectric generation and transmission 
market; the financial condition of tfie utility; information on tfie upcomdng soUdtations; 
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the projected blended phase-in rates to be charged; tiie operatiKm of any time-
differentiated and dynamic rate design implemented under tiie CBP; and a status report of 
the inarket conditions. 

Staff pointe out that botii Section 4928,142(Q, Revised Code, and Rule 4901:1-35-11, 
O.A.C., provide tiiat Duke's MRO and CBP are subject to ongoing Commlsdon review 
induding quarterly and annual reporting requiremente. Staff submite tttat it is not evident 
from Duke's application and testimony tfiat Ehike intends for ite CBP to be subject to the 
required ongoing Commission oveidght For example, Staff pcnnte out tfiat tfiere is a 
sentence in the bidding rules that seems to indicate that Duke does not believe it is subject 
to oversight by tiie Commission. Therefore, Staff recommends, and OPAS agrees, that the 
Commission not approve the MRO without requiring that Ehike ccnnply with the rules. 
(Staff Ex. 2 at 5-6; Ehike Ex. 3, Att:. C at 1; Staff Br. at 13-15; OPAE Br. at 8.) 

OCC agrees that Ehike should be required to recognize ite obligation to seek 
Commission approval for any significant revisions and modifications it intends to make to 
the CBP. The Commission's authority to monitor and supervise tiie CBP should not be 
limited, according to OCC. (OCC Br. at 17-18.) 

OCC submite that Duke should not retain the dedsion-making: authority as to 
whether Duke vdll apply sanctions to itself or other Duke affiliates for ^ u r e to comply 
with the bidding rules. According to OCC, this process would provide Ehike with the 
temptation to improperly advantage itself at tfie expense of otfier ladders.«OCC advocates 
that the Commission hold the power to impose sanctions and that tfie auction manager 
should be required to file any suspidon of rule violations with the Commission for action 
(OCC Br. atl9-20;Tr. Iatl84.) 

In response to these concerns, Ihike notes that Ehike witness Lee acknowledged tfie 
Commission's oversi^t once tfie MRO is approved. However, Duke i^tmriite that an 
efficient process mandates some discretion by tfie auction manager and Duke to revise the 
bidding documente, arguing that the auction process would become cumbersome and 
protracted if every modification to the bidding documente requires formal Commission 
review and approval. (Duke Reply Br at 18-19; Tr. I at 190.) 

As we stated throughout this order, tl^ Commission finds that Duke's application 
does not comply with the statote and, therefore, this case can not proceed as filed. It is 
required that Ehike provide the information dictated by the statote and delineated in the 
Commission's rules, in order for the Commission to determine if the application satisfies 
the statotory requiremente. Duke readily concedes tiiat it did not provide certain 
information because it was outeide of ite two-year proposal, Accordin^y, Oie Commission 
can not find that Duke satisfied the requiremente set forth in Rules 4901:1-35^ and 
4901:1-35-11, O.A.C Moreover, the Commis^on notes that it is essential that any MRO 
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application dearly reflect tfiat the MRO and CBP are subject to ongoing Commission 
review, including quarterly and aimual reporting requirements, in accordance with 
Section 4928.142(q, Revised Code, and Rule 4901:1-35-11,0.A.C 

J. Criteria for Eligibllitv for Market Rate Offer Plan. Section 4928,142fB). 
Revised Code 

Section 4928.142(B), Revised Code, requires tfiat an MRO application detail tiie 
dectric utility's proposed compliance witti the CBP requiremente and tfie Commisdon's 
rules. In addition, this provision requires tfiat the utility demonstrate all of the following; 
membership in an RTO; the RTO has a market-monitor function; and there is a published 
source of informaticHi that identifies pridng. 

1. Membership in Regional Transmission Organization. Section 
4928.142fBVlV Revised Code 

Section 4928.142(B)(1), Revised Code, requires that an applicant filing an MRO 
application must demonstrate that the dectric utility or ite transmission service affiliate 
belongs to at least one RTO approved by FERC In ite application, Ehike states that, 
although it is currentiy a member of tfie Midwest ISO, it recentiy received approval from 
FERC to realign ite RTO membership with PJM. Accordingly, Duke believes that, at the 
time the MRO commences, it wOI be a member of PJM. However, ih support of ite 
application, Ehike avers that, regardless of whether it is a member of PJM or tiie Midwest 
ISO at the time the MRO commences, both FERC-approved RTOs meet the statotory 
criteria. (Duke Ex. 3 at 20-21.) 

No party disputed the fact that Duke is currentiy a member of the h4idwest ISO, but 
has received conditional approval from FERC to realign with FJM, Moreover, no party 
disputed that botii the Midwest ISO and PJM are FERC-approved RTOs. Therefore, while 
the Commission will address the issue of cost recovery regarding Ehike's proposed RTO 
migration dsewhere in this opinion, the Commission finds tiiat D^kxfs filing appears to be 
consistent with tfie requiremente of Section 4928-142(B)(l), Revised Code. 

2. Market-monitor Function, Section 4928.142(BX2\ Reviped Code 

Section 4928.142(B)(2), Revised Code, requires that the RTO has a market-monitc»-
function and the ability to take actions to identify and mitigate market power or the 
dectric utility's conduct. In ite application, Duke submite that both tiie Midwest ISO and 
PJM have adequate market monitor functions and tiie ability to take actions to identify and 
mitigate inarket power or market conduct to meet the statotory criteria. Specifically, Duke 
states that both RTOs have independent market monitors, Potomac Economics for the 
Midwest ISO, and Monitoring Analytics for PJM, who evaluate the performance of the 
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markete and identify conduct by market partidpante or the RTO tfiat compromise tfie 
effidency or distort the outcomes of tfie market. (Duke Ex. 3 at 23-24.) 

No party disputes tiiat both PJM and the Midwest ISO have irwiependent market 
monitors. However, at the hearing, lEU attHnpted to show how the independ^U market 
monitors nuiy not be adequatdy functioning. At tfie hearing, lEU questioned Duke 
witoess Janson regarding whether the Midwest ISO behaved Inappropriately to retain 
Duke witiiin the Midwest ISO, Ms. Janson testified that Duke recdved communications 
from the Midwest ISO "to not have us move from MISO to PJM certain, you call ttiem 
concessions, J would say offers were made to try and make MISO as favorable as FJM 
would be in certain regards." (Tr, at 322-324.) 

lEU also asserte that Duke's decision to move from the Midwest ISO to PJM was 
heavily influenced by Ehike's desire to move its business into an RTO witii an effective 
competitive retail generation inarket. Duke witness Janson testified tfiat "for many of the 
reasons that the company made the decision to move to PJM we have been communicating 
with MISO our concem about ite ability to be as effective in a competitive retail generation 
market as Ohio for quite some time,* (Tr. at 322-324.) 

The Commission finds that, despite lEU's assertions, Ehike's filing appears to be 
consistent witii Sectiwi 4928.142(B)(2), Revised Code, because botti RTOs have market-
monitor functions and the ability to take actions to identify and mitigate market power or 
the dectric utility's conduct. 

3. Publidied Source of Pricing Information. Section 492̂ 142fB f̂3V 
Revised Code 

Section 4928.142(5)(3), Revised Code, requires that an MRO applkation 
demonstrate that a published source of information is available publidy or through 
subscription that identifies pricing information for traded dectridty. tit ite application, 
Duke states that electridty pricing information is readily available m the public domain, 
through sources such as ICAP Energy, LLC, ICE, Platf, and the New York Mercantile 
Exchange, which indude information regarding on-peak and off-peak :«iergy producte 
that represent contracte for futore ddivery and is updated regularly (Duke Ex. 3 at 24-25). 

No party disputed the fact that published sources of pricing information are 
available. Therefore, the Commission finds that Duke's filing appears to be condstent 
with tile requiremente of Section 4928.142(B)(3), Revised Code. 
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K. Rate Design 

Rule 4901:1.35-03(B)(2Ka), O.A.C, provides tfiat a complete d^cription of tfie CBP 
plan shall indude a discussion of any rdationship between the wholesale pxocurmient 
process and the retail rate design that may be proposed in the CBP plan. This description 
shall include a discussion of alternative methods ot procurement that w^:e considered and 
the rationale for sdection of the CBP plan being presented. The description shall also 
include an explanation of every proposed unavoidiJde charge, if any, and why the duirge 
is proposed to be unavoidable. Rule 4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(a), O.A.C, provides tfiat the CBP 
plan shall indude a discussion of TDP, dynamic retail pridng, and other alternative retail 
rate options that were considered in the development of the CBP pUux a dear description 
of the rate structure ultimatdy chosen by tfie dectric utility, the dectric utility's rationale 
for selection of the chosen rate structure, and the methodology by which the dectric utility 
proposes to convert the winning bid(s) to retail rates of the dectric utility shall be induded 
in tfie CBP plan. 

In its application, Ehike asserte tfiat the proposed SSO generation rates in tfie MRO 
have virtually no unavoidable diarges as the application proposes tiie creation of only one 
generation related rider that, in most circumstances, will be unavoidablie. In discussing 
tfie retail rate design, Duke rdterates that ihe SSO price during the proposed MRO 
blending period is commensurate with the auction percentages, therefore, when 10 percent 
of the SSO load is auctioned in year one of the MRO, 10 percent of ite blended SSO price 
will be determined by the market bid under that auction. The balance of tfie blended SSO 
price for that year is determined with referraice to the company's most recent ESP faice, as 
may be adjusted. Duke proposes that tfie most recent ESP price tfiat is factored into tfie 
blend will be the ESP g^eration price in effect for tfie fourth quarter of 2011. (Ehike Ex.3 
at 33-34.) 

Duke vritoess Bailey explained that Ehike's proposed CBP process will result in 
multiple clearing prices for each year of tfie SSO. To obtain the market price, the dearing 
prices will be averaged uang the number of tranches pnirchased at each price as wdghted 
to obtain tiie blended SSO price. Duke will tfien utilize a wholesale to retail rate 
conversion process to convert tfie blended SSO price to a retail rate or .standard service 
offer generation charge (SSOGQ. Mr. Bailey further explains that any capadty-rdated 
coste associated with the CBP wQl be allocated to the respective rate d^ses based on the 
average of thdr coincident peaks (CP), including distribution losses, f̂ r the months of 
Jxme through Septeml>er of the prior years (also known as the 4 CP method). These 
capacity coste will then be converted to energy charges based cm the appUcable kWh sales 
levd for each class and further adjusted for commercial activity taxes, with energy charges 
calculated for each dass based upon the remaining noncapadty CBP price adjusted for 
losses and commerdal activity taxes. Both capadty- and enei^-related chaiges will be 
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further modified for seasonal and time-of-day factors for billing purposes. (Duke Ex. 15 at 
3-5.) 

Duke asserte that the use of tfie 4 CP method is appropriate because usage in 
Duke's territory has historically peaked during the summer period^ and Duke's tanSs 
have provisions, like the ratchet for billing demand, tied to the summer period Moreover, 
Ehike sete forth that the 4 CP method is reasonably supported, based upon the FERC fector 
tests to determine the appropriateness of coincident peaks for cost allocation purposes. 
Duke witoess Bailey also states that seasonality will be introduced into the pricir^ based 
upon seasonal factors developed over four years of PJM locational marginal price (LMP) 
data at the Dayton Hub, The hourly LMft have been multiplied by the load of all wire-
connected load to Ehike to arrive at an hourly revenue. These revenue resulte are then 
aggregated based on tfie respective summer and winter periods and divided by sales in 
the same period to result in summer and winter factors. When applied to the CBP prices, 
these factors will convert tfie annual average CBP price to load-weighted prices for the 
respective sununa: and winter periods. Mr. Bailey avers that the same data can be used to 
adjust prices into on- and off-peak pridng periods. (Duke Ex. 15 at 5-7.) 

Kroger argues that Duke's rate design proposal for tfie market price component of 
the MRO for demand-billed customers is unreasonable and should be modified by the 
Commission. Currentiy, a significant portion of Ehike's ESP price is comprised of danand 
charges for those rate schedules that are billed on a demand basis, which Kroger contends 
is an appropriate design for ensuring a proper alignment between capadty-related coste 
and like charges. In contrast to the ESP prices, Kroger witness tUggins explains that the 
market price component of the MRO is priced soldy on a kWh basis, which Ifiggms 
opines will have a substantial impact on customers who are currentfy billed under one of 
Duke's demand-billed rate dasses. (Kroger Ex. 1 at 4; Kroger Br. at 9-10.) 

Kroger asserte tfiat, as the market price component of Duke's rates becomes greater, 
there will be a shift within each demand rate class wherein high-load factc^ customers wHl 
see their rates negativdy impacted, but lower-load factor customers will recdve a windfidl 
b^iefit. Kroger witoess Higgins testified that, by using the formulas provided by Duke in 
the application, he was able to show that, on a revenue-neutral basis, by tfie third year of 
the proposed MRO, tiie rate design change would increase overall rate^ for a customer 
taking service imder the rate schedule for service at a secondary distribution servJce-small, 
with an 80 percent load factor by 15,2 percent while reducing rates by 7.6 percent for a 
customer with a 30 percent load factor. Similarly, Kroger asserte that these impacte would 
be typical of tfiose experienced by any other demand-biUed rate schedules^ In sunv Kroger 
argues that tiiis type of rate impact is unreasonable and resulte soldy firom Ehike's rate 
design choice to eliminate retail demand charges for the market price component of the 
SSO. (Kroger Ex. 1 at 14-16; Kroger Br. at 11-12.) 
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Kroger witoess Mggins explains that during the transitional period, each SSO 
supplier must satisfy ite capadty obligations through the purchase of capadty from Duke, 
with the capacity product priced as a demand charge in doUars per megawatt (MW). 
Following tfie transitional period, Mr. Higgins explains that each SSO suj^litf will satisfy 
ite capadty obligation through PJM vehides, induding partidpaticm to I ^ auctions. In 
those auctions, tfie capadty pxiduct that SSO suppliers must acquire in fulfillment of tiieir 
obligations to Ihike will be priced as a demand charge. According to Mr. Higgins, when 
tiiese bids are submitted to Duke and they indude capadty, as well as other nonenergy 
componente, the bids will be submitted soldy on an energy basis per Duke's requiremente. 
Moreover, Mr. Higgins explains that, when tiiat product is converted to a retail rate, it will 
be recov^ed from retail customers as a 100 percent energy charge, which will radically 
disrupt the current rate desiga Mr. Higgins further opines tfiat tfiis is unnecessary 
because the capacity component will be separated for the purpose of allocating capadty-
related coste to customer classes. However, rather than pricing the capadty ccanponent as 
a demand charge for demand billed customers, Duke proposes to convert the capadty 
coste into energy charges. Witness Higgins asserte tiiat this is an improper rate design, as 
capacity-related coste should be recovered from demand-billed rate schedules through 
demand charges; to do otherwise resulte in undue cost-shifting witfiin tfie rate schedule. 
(Kroger Ex.1 at 14-18.) 

To mitigate what Kroger perceives as a faulty rate design, Mr. Higgfns recommends 
that the Commission modify Ddce's proposed rate design for the market price component 
of SSO generation rates by requiring that, after capadty-rdated coste are allocated to each 
rate dass, coste are recovered on a demand-bill rate schedule as demand charges, rather 
than converted to energy charges. Altemativdy, Mr. H i g g ^ recommends that the 
Commission require Duke to file a rate design rider for each demand-billed rate schedule 
that would be applied to the market price component of the SSO generation charge. The 
proposed rider would consist of a demand charge that reflecte the demand charges 
currentiy in Duke's ESP g^iaration rates accompanied by a per kWh energy credit, 
designed such that the sum of the demand charges and energy credite for each appUcd^le 
rate schedule is revenue neutral for that rate schedule. The proposed rider would not 
transfer revenues between Ehike and ite customers, but would ensure revenue recovery 
among customers in a manner that is aligned with the demand charges in Duke's current 
generation rates, minimizing rate impacte fi'om adoption of an MRO due solely to Ehike's 
proposed rate designs, (Kroger Ex. 1 at 15-18.) 

OCC supporte Kroger's argument OCC opines that Ehike's rate design should 
accurately reflect the cost of providing generation service to large customers. OCC asserts 
that an appropriate means of adiieving this goal is to bill using demand-based charges, 
which currentiy comprise a significant portion of Duke's BSP price. According to OCC, 
Ehike's MRO proposal eliminates all demand-billed rates, whkh resulte in the sending of 
incorrect price signab to large customers, and fails to recognize the cost differences in 
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serving large customers. Moreover, OCC avers tiiat failure to Irill l a i ^ customers on a 
demand Imsis may result in inefficient demand for, and use of, generation resources. OCC 
gives the example of large customers who currentfy utilize multiple shifte of workers to 
avoid fluctuations in demand who will no longer be incented to do so, but may instead 
restructure operations to create greater peak demand. OCC contends that thfa aspect of 
Ehike's application eliminates the prindpal source of responsiveness to di£f«ences in 
demand that has historically been in place for l a i ^ customers and tiiat is needed gcring 
forward to reduce the Hd [nice. OCC claims that this fault in Duke's proposed tarifb will 
result in higher bid prices at auction. (OCC Br. 35-37.) 

From a policy perspective, OCC argues that Duke's proposed rales will rdy soldy 
on kWh charges at a time when botfi the national and state focus b on providir^ 
customers with appropriate price signals so that electricity is used in a more economically 
effident matter. OCC furtiier emphasizes that this weakness in tfie design of Ehike's rate 
Btructore wiQ encourage increased energy usage from hi^-load customers and may 
dramatically impact capacity, cost-shifting, and will drive prices upward for all 
consumers. Accordingly, OCC requeste that tfie Commission order Duke to modify ite 
proposed rate design for the market price component of tfie SSO generation rates in order 
to send appropriate price signals to the market, as well as lower prices. (OCC Br. 35-37.) 

GCHC and Eagle asseri that the im)posed generation rate design proposed by Ehike 
I d o ^ not advance the state polides enumerated in Section 4928.02, Revised Code. 
I Specifically, GCHC and Eagle point out that Duke's proposed tariffs for the market price 
i are based solely on per kWh diarges, as opposed to the existing tariffs which indude 

demand charges. Accordingly, GCHC and Eagle recommend tfiat the Commission accept 
Kroger's request that the rate design indude demand charges rather ttian InlUng all 
charges as energy charges. Moreover, GCHC and Eagle argue that the rate convarsion 
process proposed by Duke to derive ite retail rates is not an appropriate metfiod because it 
is inconsistent with the rate conversion process used in deriving Duke's ESP prioes. 
GCHC and Eagle state that Duke's proposal to use the 4 CP method to allocate capadty 
coste among customer classes is a significant departure from Duke's current usage of tfie 
12 CP method, which has passed tfie FERC Test C for rate design and is con^stent with 
how current Ehike rates are calculated. Accordingly, GCHC and Eagle submit that Ehike 
should convert auction prices to retail rates using the 12 CP method. (GCHC Br. at 21.) 

The Commission notes that the policy of the state, as codified in Secticm 4928.02, 
Revised Code, requires the Commission to ensure the availability of unbundled and 
comparable retail electric service that provides customers with the supplier, term, price, 
conditions, and quality options they elect to meet tfieir respective needs. In ite reply brief, 
Ehike asserte that it has justified ite proposal to remove demand charges from tiie market-
based portion of ite SSO price, as Ehike is moving to full market pricing and CRES 
providers do not typically express demand charges in their offers; tiierefore, Duke asserte 
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that tiie removal oi demand charges is appropriate. However, tfie Commission finds that 
Duke's proposed rate design does not further the state policy by providing customa^ who 
were traditionally served on a demand rate schedule an option to meet their needs 
without creating a significant rate increase. Therefore, because Duke has not 
demonstrated that ite proposed rate design advaxKes the state polides enumerated in 
Section 4928.02, Revised Code, the propped rate design should not be adopted and 
approved by the Commission. The Commission directe Duke to consider, in any 
subsequent application filed by l>uke, either for an ESP or an MRO, ite rate des i^ witti 
respect to ite demand dasses and address whether Duke's proiK)sed rate design sends 
appropriate price signals. Moreover, Ehike should furtiier address the adequacy of tiie use 
of the 4 CP method in allocating capadty coste, as opposed to tfie 12 CP metfiod, which 
has previously been approved by FERC. Finally, tfie Commission directe thike to address 
the possibility of providing dynamic pricing options which reflect the time varying 
wholesale cost of electric servke for large commercial and industrial customers mth 
advanced or interval meters. 

L. Riders 

1. Rider RECON 

Duke proposes the creation of an unavoidable reconciliati<m rider for over- or 
underreoovery of eliminated ESP-era riders (Rider RECON). Rider RECON will be used to 
true-up the coste and revalue for riders Rider PTC-FPP and system resource adequacy -
system reliability tracker (Rider SRA-SRT) in tfie company's proposed MRO filing. 
According to Ihike, Rider RECON would be set at $0 as of January 1,2012, and Ehike will 
make an application to recover/refund the collective hdance of any over- or 
underrecovery no later than April 1,201Z Etoke proposes to bill the rate for Rider RBCON 
for 12 montiis after unplementation, after whfch Rider RECON will no lor^er exist (Duke 
Ex, 17 at 11; Duke Ex. 16 at 27-28.) 

Staff contends that Rider RECON should be fully avoidable while it is bdng 
collected fi-om customers. According to Staff, Rider RECON wiD essentially combine 
Riders PTC-FPP and SRA-SRT, which are both generation-related riders in effect under 
Duke's current ESP. Staff asserte tiiat Duke's generation-rdaied coste should not be 
attributed to customers not taking generation service from Ehike. Moreover, Staff pointe 
out that, under the current ESP, Rider PTC-FPP is completdy avoidable and Rider SRA-
SRT is conditionally avoidable, witfi the rates contained in Rider PTC-FPP beir^ sevwal 
magnitodes higher than the rates contained in Rider SRA-SRT. In further support of ite 
position tiiat Rider RECON ^ould be avoklable. Staff explains that it is likdy that any 
over- ox undenecovery will be due to balances attributed to Rider PTC-FPP, as it tends to 
fluctuate more fi-om quarter to quarter than Rider SRA-SRT. ^taff Ex. 1 at 4-5, Staff ^ . at 
17-18.) 
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Constellation also argues that Rider RECON diould be made avoklable. In support 
of ite position, Constdlation explains that one of the attractive features of a fully auction 
supplied MRO is that the price paid by SSO customers for energy will no hmger be subject 
to retroactive price adjustmente based on previously incurred fud, capiadty, and otfier 
variable coste. However, as Constellation acknowledges, Ehike is still seeking to true-up 
accounte through Rider RECON. Rider RECON contains only generation-rdated 
expenses. Accordingly, Constellation argues fliat Section 4928.03, Revised Code, prohibite 
cross-subsidization between regulated and nomegulated coste. Therefote, Constellation 
agrees witii Staff and argues that the Commission should find Rider RECON to be 
avoidable. (Constellation Br. at 15-16). Wal-Mart, FK, RESA, E)ominian,iOMA, and OEG 
agree with Staff tiiat Rider RECON should only be collected on a fully avoidable basis, 
similar to Rider PTC-FPP under tfie current ESP (OEG Br. at 17; Wal-Mart Br, at 5; FES Br. 
at 14; RESA Br. at 9; OMA Reply Br. at 6; E)ominion Br. at 16). 

If the Commission choses not to require Duke to make Rider RBCON avoidable, 
Wal-Mart suggeste tiiat, in the alternative, the Commission should modify Rider RECON 
by applying it to custom^is who were competitivdy supplied prior to the implementation 
of the MRO, but did not qualify to avoid Rider SRA-SRT, because these customers will 
have caused some of these coste to be incurred. (Wal-Mart Ex. 1 at 6; Wal-Mart Br. at 5-6.) 

With respect to the review of Rider RECON, Staff opines that Duke's application to 
set the rate for Rkier RECON filed by April 1, 2012, should be subject to Staff and 
Commission review. (Staff Ex. 1 at 4-5, Staff Br. at 17-18). OPAE argues that the 
Commission should adopt Staff's recommendations with respect to Staff's review of Rider 
RECON (OPAE Br, at 9). Duke responds tfiat It expecte the Commisaion wUI continue ite 
annual audit of amounte currentiy being collected tmder Riders PTC-FPP and SRA-SRT 
and wUI review amounte to be collected through Rider RECON (Ihike Reply Br, at 39). 

In considering Rider RECON, the Commission is mindful that Rider RECON is 
being proposed as a vehide to true-up generation-related coste. Accordingly, the 
Commission agrees with the recommendation of Staff and other intervenors tfiat such 
coste should not be borne by customers who do not take generation seirvice fi*om Duke. 
Although the Commission understands that Rider SRA-SRT is an unavoidjable rider unless 
shopping customers opt out of tiie rider, the Commission te persuaded by Staff's assertion 
that the preponderance of the coste included in Rider RECON will be coste incurred under 
Rider PTC-FPP. Therefore, the Commisston finds tiiat Rider RECON could not be 
approved as proposed in the application. 
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2' Rider UE-GEN 

To recover tiie cost of bad debt associated with ite SSO servfce, D i ^ proposes the 
creation of an uncollecteble expense (UEX) rida- (Rider UE-GEN) to recover bad debt 
expenses assodated with generation that were previously recovered by Ihike's UBX 
electric distribution rider (Rider UE-ED). As jroposed. Rider UE-GEN will be avoidable 
for customers taking generation service irom a CRES provider. (Ehike Ex. 17 at 11; Duke 
Ex. 16 at 28.) 

In response to Duke's request to create Rider UE-GEN, Staff explains that Section 
4928.142(D), Revised Code, sete forth the adjustmente that a company may request for 
recovery under an MRO construct Staff befieves that a UEX rider for geneiratiiMi is not one 
of the adjustmente specifically listed or contemplated under Section 4928.142(D), Revised 
Code. Therefore, Staff requeste tfiat the Commission not approve Rider UE-GEN as 
proposed by Duke, ^taff Br. at 18-19.) Botfi OEG and OPAE agree witfi Steff that the 
creation of a UEX rider for generation is not allowable under Section 4928;142(D), Revised 
Code. (OEG Br, al 17, OPAE Br. at 9.) 

In contrast, RESA supporte Duke's creatton of Rider UE-GEN. Specifically, RESA 
asserte that Duke is not proposing to adjust the most recait SSO price, pursuant to Section 
4928.142(D), Revised Code, by creating Rider UE-GEN. Instead, RESA believes tfiat, witfi 
tiie creation of Rider UE-GEN, Duke is proposing to timely recover the cost of bad debt 
related to tiie MRO to be esteblished tiirough this case, a recovery inechi:iism tfiat RESA 
contends is permitted under Section 4928.142(Q, Revised Code. RESA argues tfiat, in 
reviewing the creation of proposed Rider UE-GEN, the Commission should contrast tiie 
language of paragraph (D) wilh the language contained in paragraph (Q df Section 
4928.142, Revised Code. In doing so, RESA claims tiiat it is apparent tfiat paragrs^h (D) 
refers to the "most recent standard service offer price" which is the currentiy esteldished 
ESP, whereas the "stendard service offer" reference in paragraph (Q refers to the MRO 
Ehike is seddng to esteblidi in the present case. Therefore, RESA condudes titat the 
General Assembly recognized that the vehide for recovering all such coste Incurred by the 
electric distribution utility, as the result of, or rdated to, the CBP or to procuring 
generation service to provide the SSO, may include reconciliation mebhanisns, other 
recovCTy mechanisms, or a combination of the two. In sum, RESA condudes tfiat Section 
4928.142, Revised Code, supporte Ehike's proposed aeation of Rider UE-GEN to allow 
Ihike to recover UEXs incurred as a result of Ihe CBP or in procuring goieration service to 
provide tfie SSO. (RESA Br. at 10-11) 

RESA also recommends amending Rider UE-GEN to indude the tracking and 
recovery of UEXs for nonmercantile customers for whom Ehike purchases accounte 
receivables. RESA explains that Ehike currentiy purchases recdvables for nonmercantile 
gas and dectric customers for whkii it conducte consolidated billing. According to RESA, 
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a variety of suppliers who supply residential and small commercial customers take part in 
Ehike's programs to purchase accounte receivable. RESA steles ite belief that die purdiase 
of recdvables program offers CRES providers tfie opportunity to lower tfidr coste to 
acquire customers. Moreover, RESA asserte that customers benefit from the program 
because it offers the custon^ts the ability to have a single collection point for tiieir electric 
charges. On the gas side, RESA explains that Duke purchases all accounte recdvaUe at no 
discoimt, but coUecte all bad debt through a UEX rider. On the dectric side, under tfie 
structure approved as part of the current ESP, Duke purchases electric receivables at a 
discount based on tiie projected levels of bad debt and carrying coste. hi ccsnparing tiie 
two programs, RESA believes that the advantege of the gas program, from the perspecthre 
of the suppliers, is that the recdvable risk for customers that shop Is the same as for tfie 
customers that remain witfi the utility, as the utility collecte all bad debt through an 
unavoidable rider. RESA argues tiiat the administration of a UEX rider, similar to tiiat 
Ehike utilizes with respect to ite gas accounte, also has customer benefite, because 
customers do not have to dear the credit requiremente of a CRES provider prior to 
enrolling with the provider. RESA daims that this allows lower-iiKome customers to take 
advantege of tiie benefite of shopping for service once they have estaUished service with 
Duke. Based on tiiese beliefs, RESA proposes that Rider UE-GEN be modified to be an 
unavoidable rider for all nonmercantile customers, as this wSl socialize the cost of bad 
debt for nonmercantile customos and will assist in uruformly bnplementing the 
Commission's shut-off policy. RESA furtiier explains that, since the purdiase of accounte 
recdvable would not apply to the accounte of mercantile custc»anerB, they would not be 
subject to Rider UE^SEN. CRESA Br. 10-15; RESA Ex. 1 at 10-11.) 

Dominion echoes many of the same concams articulated by RESA and argues tfiat, 
if adopted as proposed. Rider UE-GEN would create a scenario wherein Duke would be 
able to recover the distribution component erf customer bad debt, but thwe would exist no 
mechanism for the recovery of tiie generation component of shopfdng customer bad ddsL 
Therefore, Dominion argues that Duke's Ride' UE-GEN should be unavoidable, so that 
SSO customers are not subsidizing shopping customers and all bad debt is being 
unif omnly recovered. Dominion explains that, as observed by Duke witness Ziolkowaki, if 
Duke's UEX rider applies to the generation component of d^ulting shoppii^ custcwners' 
arrearages and is unavoidable, there would be no need for tfie traditional discount under 
which Duke purchases accounte recewable from CRES providers. Accordingly, Ehnninion 
suggests that Ehike be allowed to implement Rider UE-GEN as an unavoidable rider to 
allow for recovery of the UEX generation arrearages of defaulting customers. (Dominion 
Br. at 9̂ 12.) 

Dominion also argues, similar to RESA, tfiat tiiere is no legal prohibition on Duke 
that prevente the creation of Rider UE-GEN. Specifically, Dominion claims that Duke is 
not preduded from establishing a rider for UEX because it is not expressly fisted in Section 
4928.142(D), Revised Code. Dominion contends tiiat, althou^ Section 4928.142(D), 
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Revised Code, does identiiy four drcumstaiKes in which tfie ESP price piece of the 
blended SSO price can be adjusted, the permitted adjustmente all relate to coste assodated 
with the production of the dectridty generated or otherwise procured to meet the 
generation requiremente of SSO customers. According to Dominioiv this does not mean 
that the legislature intended to foredose a utility from recovering incremental increases in 
bad debt expense associated with the generation component of defaulting customer 
arrearages. Furthermore, Ehnninion asserte that after tfie blending period ends, Duke will 
likdy not fully recover the billed revenues necessary to meet ite paymente to the xvinning 
bidders in the auction that esteblishes tfie SSO price. Therefore, Dominion believes tfiat 
Duke should be allowed to esteblish Rider UE-GEN to recover UEX from botfi shopping 
customers and nonshopping ci:^tomers. (Dominion Br. at 11-14.) 

In ite reply brief, Ehike explains that it would agree to make' Rider UE-GEN 
unavoidable such that it recovers bad debt expenses associated with ite SBO load and the 
CRES providers' accounte recdvable. Under such a structure, Duke would purchase the 
accounte receivable of CRES providers at no discount and render payment to said 
providers on the 20*** day following the month in which tiie billing occurs. This is a similar 
manner to which Duke handles ite natural gas supply. (Duke Reply Br. at 45.) 

FES explains that, for dectric utilities. Rules 4901:l-21-18(H)(l)(a) timjugh (d), 
O.A,C, provides tfiat a customa-'s partial payment is credited in the foBowing order: (1) 
supplier arrears; (2) utility arrears; (3) current balance for utility; and (4) current balance 
for supplier. FES notes tfiat the Commission granted Chike a waiver from compliance witii 
this rule; thus finding that, since the company purdiased the recdval^es of competitive 
retail electric suppliers, Ehike could foEow the partial payment priority applicable to 
natural gas companies. For natural gas utilities, FES explains that payment priority is in 
the following order: (1) utility arrears; (2) current balance of utiliiy; ^) supplier arrears; 
and (4) current balance for suppliers. Iher^ore, FES explains tfiat electric suppliers 
currentfy must choose from two unworkable options re^rding partial paymait priority: 
accept Duke's current partial payment hierarchy, in which suppliers are paid last; or 
participate in Ehike's purdiase of aocoimte receivable (PAR) program, which may be more 
expensive than the UEX arising from the payment hierarchy. FES advocates that dtfier the 
waiver should be revoked and Duke should be required to either abide by the partial 
payment hierarch applicable to all other electric utilities, or Ehike should be required to 
implement a PAR tfiat is fair to dectric suppliers. (FES Ex. 3 at 6-8; FES Br. at 19-21.) 

In considering tiie proposed creation of Rider UE-GEN, the Commission is mindful 
that, as proposed by Dominion and RESA, as an unavoidable rider. Rider UE-GEN 
furthers state policy by promoting competition. Specifically, if Ehike purchases accounte 
recdvable at no discount, this will likdy increase CRES providers' usage of Ehike's billing 
service. Additionally, greater access to consolidated billing for CRES providers, witfiout a 
purchase of accounte receivable discount, creates a levd plajdng fidd and allows greater 
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freedom for customer shopping without undergoing a second credit evaluation by a CRES 
provider, thus pr<»noting shopping among low-income consumers. Therefore, the 
Commission would support tfve creation of Rider UE-GEN as an unavoidable rider, 
designed to recover bad debt assodated with customers taking generaticm service throu^ 
the SSO and from CRES providers. Moreover, tfie Commissk>n recognizes that if Ihike 
recovered Rider UE-GEN consistent witfi the process set forth by Ehike in ite reply brief, it 
would resolve any issues regarding Duke's PAR. 

3. Rider SCR 

Ehike's proposed supplier cost reconciliation rider (Rider SCR) provides a means 
for Ihxke to ensure that it recovers the exact cost of acquiring the portion of the load saved 
by the winning auction bidders from nonshopping customers. Duke explains that the 
auction price ultimately billed to customers in the blending process will have been 
converted into different rates for certain customer dasses based on various fectors. 
Therefore, Duke will likely recover more or less revenue from customers attributeble to 
tiie bidders' share of the SSO price flian it will owe tiie bidders and proposes to use Rider 
SCR as a true-up mechanism. (Duke Ex. 17 at 8-9.) 

Rider SCR will also be utilized to recover the coste assodated with c<»iducting, 
administering, and implementing the CBP plan, as wdl as the coste for any independent 
auction consultante. In rdationdiip to the coste of CBP plan. Rider SCR will also recover 
any coste that Duke incurs in supplying load as a result of supplier default that are not 
otherwise recovered by the MSSOA. (Ehike Ex. 17 at 9.) 

Duke explains tiiat, although Rider SCR is designed to be avoidable for customers 
taking generation service from a CRES provider, because of the nature of Rider SCR and 
how it could alter the PTC, Duke proposes to include a "circuit breaker" provisicoi that 
would predude a situation wherein the amount to be recovered under Rider SCR becomes 
so large that it drives up the SSO price and encourages additional customer switdiing. In 
that case, Ehike posite that there would be fewer customers and less load in succeeding 
billing periods to recover the SCR deferral balance, causing Rider SCR rates to continue to 
increase while customers continued to switch to CRES providers. Accordingly, Duke 
proposes making Rider SCR unavoidable if the deferral balances exceed five percent of the 
actoal cost of supplying generation service to the portion of system load served through 
the SSO. However, when the accumulated balance of the over- or imderrecovery falls bade 
bdow tiie five percent threshold for two consecutive quarters. Rider SCR wfll again be 
avoidable. For the purposes of this provision, Duke defines tfie actual cost of serving the 
SSO load as the sum of Rider GEN and Rider MRO revenues for a given quarter, bi 
support of ite proposed structore for Rider SCR, Duke asserte that the Commission 
approved a similar rider in the FirstEnergy 10-588 case. (Duke Ex, 17 at 9-lQ; Duke Ex. 16, 
20.) 
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Ehike witoess Wathen explains, witii regard to the necessity of Rider SCR, that; if aO 
SSO customers were to pay exactiy the same price per MWh for tfie bidders' share of tiieir 
SSO load, there would be no need to reconcile the revenue and the cost for the auctioned 
load. However, because the dollar per MWh price received in the auction for the share of 
SSO load provided by the winning Udders will be converted into different rates for certain 
customer dasses based on differences in loss factors and seasonality differences, ttiis 
makes it unlikely that Duke will accuratdy recover from customers the price that it owes 
bidders. Therefore, Duke asserte tfiat Rider SCR is only intended as a mechanism to make 
Ehike, suppliers, and customers whole. (Duke Ex. 16 at 18-20.) 

Staff supporte tfie creation of Rider SCR with seme modification. First, Staff stetes 
that it is not in favor of the "circuit breaker* concept proposed by Duke. Staff believes tfiat 
Rider SCR should be fully avoidable under tiie MRO. In support of ite position. Staff 
daims that by allowing Duke to make Rider SCR unavoidable, eveh under limited 
cucumstances, the Commission would be allowing Duke to shift business risks away frcrni 
itself onto shopfxing customers. Second, Staff also contends tiiat it does not support the 
indusion of any undefined coste in Rider SCR, such as the coste Ihike defines as "any 
other coste" directiy attributable to the MRO auction or any interaction with suppliers 
related to the MRO auction. In essence. Staff voices concem over; approving any 
undefined coste or authorizations that could amount to a blank chedc for Ehike to recover 
coste. Third, Staff opposes any autiiorization of Ehike to accrue canying diarg^ on 
proposed Rid^ SCR. Staff articulates ite belief that any amounte fiowfaig tfumi^ Rider 
SCR wiU be relativdy small and, therefore, canying charges are not warranted for 
proposed Rider SCR. Witfi respect to Staff's review of Rider SCR, Staff bdieves that 
charges/credite flowing tiirough proposed Rider SCR will be minimal Therefore, it does 
not bdieve tfiat an annual prudence review is necessary. Rather, Staff asserte that it 
should be able to review proposed Rider SCR coste at ite discretion and open a proceeding 
if warranted. With the foregoing modifications. Staff recommends approving Rider SCR. 
(Staff Ex. 1 at 8; Staff Br. at 19-20.) OPAE, lEU, Dominion, Constellation, and OMA aver 
that the Commission ^ould adopt Staffs recommendations to modify Rider SCR (OPAE 
Br. at 10; Constellation Br. at 18; OMA Reply Br, at 7; Dominion Br. at 17; lEU Br. at 16-17). 

OCC claims that the Commission should reject Duke's proposed "circuit breaker" 
provision that may result in Rider SCR becoming unavoidable. In support of ite position, 
OCC pointe out that shopping customers receive no benefit from Rider SCR and have no 
relation to any of the coste Duke incurs in Rider SCR. Moreover, OCC argues tfiat 
collecting Rider SCR from shopping customers is anticompetitive, in that it makes 
shopping customers pay for the same generation coste twice, once from ite CRES provider 
and once from Ehike. OCC contends that this double payn^nt potential discourages 
shopping and is contrary to the stete's policies as set forth in Section 4928.02, Revised 
Code. (OCC Br. al 43.) 
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Wal-Mart also opposes any plan to make Rider SCR unavoidable under any 
circumstances. Wal-Mart explains that making Rider SCR unavoidable inappropriatdy 
shifte risks tiiat Ehike, as a generation provider, faces in a competitive environment, to 
customers who have chosen to take generation from a CRES prpvider and also 
inappropriatdy makes shopping customers responsible for SSO-related competitive 
bidding and independent auction consultant coste. Accordingly, Wal-Mart proposes that 
the Commission reject Rider SCR, as proposed by Duke. However, if the Cammission 
determines that Rider SCR should be approved, Wal-Mart suggeste tiiat the Commission 
should also determine that tiie rider is completdy avoklable by competitivdy supplied 
customers under all conditions. (Wal-Mart Br. at 7-9.) 

RESA asserte tiiat, if the Commission is going to allow Rider SCR to become 
unavoidable, such a change should occur only upon approval by the Commission 
following a filing that demonstrated the threshold had been exceeded for two consecutive 
quarters. Moreover, RESA avers that the threshold for nonbypassability should be 10 
percent, not five percent as proposed by Duke. Further, RESA suggeste that Ehike should 
be required to track and file thie actual target percentege each quarter to ensure that any 
transitions fi-om avoidable to unavoidable stetos is smooth and antidpated, as opposed to 
frequent, unpredictable transitions that reduce price stelrility for customers. (RESA Br. at 
4-5.) 

The Commission finds that the creation of Rider SCR, could not be approved, as 
proposed. Although Ehike may wish to ensure tfiat it recovers the exact cost of acquiring 
the portion of the load served by tfie vanning auction bidders from nonshopping 
customers and recovers coste associated with conducting, administering, and 
implementing the CBP plan, as well as the coste for any independent auqtion consultante, 
the Commission agrees with the concerns put forth by Staff and bdieves that, if Ehike 
wishes to pass "any otiier coste,"* Ehike must specify what those coste are. "With respect to 
carrying charges, the Commission does not bdieve that Duke should be permitted to 
accrue carrying charges on any under- or overrecovery flowing ttirou^ Rider SCR. 
AUowing for the accrual of carrying charges provides an incorrect incentive with regard to 
accurate billing of customers. 

In considering Duke's request to include a "circuit breaker" providon in Rider SCR, 
tfie Commission does not believe that such a provision would advance the policy of the 
state as articulated in Section 4928.02, Revised Code. Specifically, Section 4928.02(H), 
Revised Code, provides tfiat it is the policy of tfie stete to avoid anticompetitive sutwidies 
flowing fiom a noncompetitive retail electric service to a competitive retail dectric service 
and vice versa. If Ihike were permitted to recover the coste induded in|Rider SCR from 
shopping customers, under any drcumstances, we bdieve that it would create an 
anticompetitive subsidy. Moreover, the ability to recover unlimited coste assodated with 
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Duke's administration of ite CBP process provides Ehike no incentive to minimize coste 
incurred in tiie auction process. Finally, although Duke correcfly pointe out that the 
Commission ap^nxsved a stipulation allowing a similar circuit bred<er in the FiratEtiergy 
10-388 case, the Commission remmds Duke that such a provision was part of a stipulation 
proposed by the parties and, moreover, was approved in the context of an ESP a[^Iication, 
not an MRO application. Accordingly, the Commisdon does not bdieve that Kidar SCR 
could be approved as a potentially unavoidable charge. 

4. Riders GEN, FPP. and EIR 

a. Rider GEN 

Duke explains tiiat ite legacy generation rate vnll be billed throctgh Rider GEN, 
which is the mechanism tiu-ough which tiie ESP prices are blended into customers' bills to 
achieve the blend required during the transition from tiie current SSO to rharket For each 
rate schedule listed in Rider GEN, the prices reflect the sum of base ̂ neratioa Rider PTC-
FPP, Rider PTC-AAC, Rider SRA-CD, and Rider SRA-SRT as of December 2011. 
Accordingly, for January 1,2012 through May 31,2013, tiiese rates will be 90 parcent of the 
December 2011 genemtion rates. For June 1,2013 through May 31,2014, the rates will be 
80 percent of the Decanber 2011 generation rates under Duke's proposed- plan. The rates 
contained in Rider GEN will be applied consistent with each customer's normal billing 
determinante in accordance with costing practices. Rider GEN will be fully avoidable for 
customers taking generation service from a CRES provider and if the Contunission adopte 
Duke's two-year blending proposal. Rider GEN rates are proposed to be frozen duriiig tiie 
first two years of Duke's proposed MRO. (Ehike Ex. 17 at 6.) 

Staff argues that it should be able to review Rider GEN rates before they go into 
effect. Therefore, Staff contends that Ehike should be required to submit to Staff, at least 20 
busmess days before adjusting and/or docketing the teriffs of proposed Rida: GEN, ite 
calculations and assumptions. (Staff Br. at 26.) OPAE agrees with Staffs 
recommendations regarding Rider GEN (OPAE Br. at 13). 

GCHC and Eagle argue that allowing Ehike to fireeze Rider GEN may result in 
greater benefits accruing to Ehike than customers. In support of ite assertioiv GCHC and 
Eagle stete that Duke's proposal to incorporate Ite fourtfi quarter rates into base generation 
rates may not be representetive of rates over the long term and, as much is it may result in 
customers paying lower rates tfian if rates were adjusted, freezing rates may also result in 
consumers paying higher rates than if Ehike did not fireeze these rates. (GCHC Br. at 16.) 

FES argues that the Commission should order Duke to utilize an average of the 
prior eight quarters to set the PTC-FIT component of Rider GEN, as opposed to utilizing 
only the rate in effect in December 2011. FES explains that, during the first two years oi 
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tfie proposed MRO, Rider GEN will be the main driver of Ehik^s gieneration price, 
comprising 90 percent of the price during the first year and 80 percent of tfie price during 
the second year. Ehiring both of tfiose years, FES claims that approximatdy 44 percent of 
tiiat price ivill be comprised of Rider PTC-FPP diarges. Rider PTC-FPP charges have been 
volatile, according to FES, and that volatility has been mitigated by tfie quarterly update of 
the charge. However, under Duke's proposal, the Rider FTC-FPP charge would be frozen 
as of December 2011, and will remain at tfiat levd through May 2014. FES asserte that, if at 
the time of the freeze. Rider PTC-FPP levels are at unusually high or low levds, Duke 
customers will fed the effecte for years. An imusually low Rider PTC-FPP price will result 
in an unusually low PTC which decreases the ability of CRES providers to offer savings 
tiiat would encourage shopping. By contrast FES avers that an unusually high Rider PTC-
FPP price would result tn an devated PTC leading to more shopping but hi^ier prices for 
nonshopping customers. Accordingly, FES proposes that the Commission order Duke to 
incorporate into Rider GEN the average of the last dght quarter prices for Rider PTC-FPP 
because using $ui average will miti^te any extreme fiuctoations. (FES Br, mt 15-16; FES Ex. 
3 at 5.) 

b. Riders FPP and EIR 

Ehike asserts that Rider FPP should be created to recover incremental fud and 
purchased power coste above those coste that are implidtiy recovered in the frozen Rider 
GEN rates. In ite application, Ehike explains tfiat it also will establish Rider EIR to recover 
incrementd environmental coste above those environmental coste that are implidtfy 
recovered in the fi-ozen Rider GEN rates. (i:>uke Ex, 17 at 12.) 

If tfie Commission approves Ehike's blending period as proposed in ite application, 
Dvke proposes freezing Ridars FPP and EIR for the 29 months that less than 100 percent of 
ite load is supplied via the auction process. Should the Commission cfisapprove Duke's 
proposed 29-month blending period, Ehike asserts that it will not freeze the rates of Rhlers 
FPP and EIR, but will instead seek to recover coste tfiat are incremental to those coste 
induded in the frozen Rider GEN rates. If it becomes necessary for Ehike to make 
adjustmente to tfiese rates, it will make quarterly filings to adjust Riders FPP and EIR. 
Ehike explains that, because Rider FPP would only reflect Duke's share of resources used 
to provide SSO service, it would not be subject to the blending percenteges, but instead, 
would be an avoidable charge that would be added to the blended SSO price, Sfanilarly, 
Rider EIR would also be updated quarterly. (Duke Ex. 16 at 16-17.) 

Staff argues that proposed Rider FPP should not be continued during any blending 
period and the placeholder for proposed Rider EIR should not be creat^td. Staff asserte 
that, from Ehike's application, the earliest these riders would be used is June 1, 2014, 
therefore, Ehike should make a separate application to the Commission, if necessary, to 
create Riders FPP and EIR based on any filial order granting tfie MRO blending praiod. 
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However, Staff also stetes that, should the Commission approve the creatitm of Riders FPP 
and EIR, eitiier Staff or an outside auditor needs tiie ability to audit in separate 
proceedings all coste to ensure tfiose coste are warranted and prudent (Staff Ex. 1 at 12; 
Staff Br. at 21-22.) OPAE agrees witfi Staff's recommendations regarding Riders FPP and 
EIR (OPAE Br. at 11). 

RESA requeste clarification, through tfie Commission order, that Rider EIR is 
avoidable for shopping customers. In support of ite belief tfiat Rider EIR should be 
avoidable, RESA explains that Rider EER collecte environmental coste that are associated 
with generation and, tiierefore, should not be collecteble from shc^ping customeis. (RESA 
Br. 3.) Similarly, Constellation believes tiiat the Commission should required Rider EIR to 
he fully avoidable for shopping customers (Constdlation Br. at 17). 

c. Condusion Riders GER FPP, and EIR 

At this time, the Commission is undear regarding how the creati<m of Riders EIR 
and FPP will effect the rates to be collected as part of Rider GEN. Accordingly, shodd 
Ehike file another application for an MRO, Duke is directed to clarify whetfier Rider GEN 
will fluctuate throughout the blending period, or whether Duke intends to freeze Rider 
GEN regardless of the blending period and sedcs to recover through Ridiers EIR and FPP 
any incremental coste. In addition, Duke must demonstrate why it needs up to four riders 
(Riders EIR, RECON, FPP, and GEN) to incorporate, true-up, and reconcOe ttie BSP price 
tfiat wQl be blended into customer bills. The Commission believes that tiiere should be a 
simpler was to achieve this goal. Therefore, Ehike must show that any propc^ed 
adjustment or freezing of rates to recover known and measurable coste is reascmable, 
beyond an aimual tru&-up of the amounte collected. 

5. Rider MRO 

Ihike's market price portion of ite blended SSO price will be applied tfvough Rider 
MRO, which will be comprised of the auction prices after conversion to retail prices for 
each rate schedule. Accordingly, based on Duke's proposed b l^d i i^ schedule, the 
market price for the first year will be the retail auction price multiplied by 10 percent, and 
for the second year, will be the retail auction price multiplied by 38 percdit. Beginning in 
year three, the retail auction will be tfie only source of the SSO price. Hie capadty and 
energy charges shown in Rider MRO will be applied to each cust<»ner's nranal kWh 
billing determinante to accordance witfi existing practices. Rider MRO wUI be fully 
avoidable 6om customers taking generation service from a CRES provider. (Duke Ex. 17 
at 7.) 

Staff argues that Duke should be required to submit to Staff, at least 20 business 
days before adjusting and/or docketing tfie tariffs of proposed Rider MRO, ite calculations 
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and assumptions on how wholesale auction rates were translated into retail rates (Staff &. 
at 26). OPAE agrees witii Staffs recommendations regarding Rider MRO (OPAE Br. at 
13). 

Sul^ect to ttie recommendations of Staff regarding ite review, ttie Commission 
would approve tiie creation and recovery of the auction price through Rider MRO, under 
the construct of an approved MRO applfcation. 

6. Rider AER 

Duke proposes tiie creation of Rider AER to recover ite coste of com|^ying witii 
Ohio's alternative energy stetotes. Ehike avers tfiat Rider AER will be an avoidable rider 
to recover the coste of tfie RECs associated with Ehike's SSO load, and will be adjusted 
quarterly, including true-ups. (Duke Ex. 17 at 12; Duke Ex. 16 at 21.) 

Staff asserte tfiat coste incurred tftfough any automatic quarteriy adjustmente, such 
as those proposed herein, should be reviewed in separate annual proceedings outside of 
tfie automatic recovery provision contained in Duke's MRO. Accordingly, Staff believes 
that the process and timeframes for these separate proceedings should l)e set by order of 
the Commissioa (Staff Br. at 22.) OPAE agrees with Staff's recommaidations regarding 
Rider AER (OPAE Br. at 11), 

Under an appropriately structured MRO, subject to the modifications proposed hy 
Staff, the Commission would approve tfie creation of Rider AER to recover alternative 
energy compliance coste. In approving Rider AER, tfie Commission would seek to subject 
the rider to annual review proceedings, which would be formulated as part of the ODder 
approving an appropriately structured MRO. 

7. Transmission Cost Riders 

We cannot address Ehike's RTO membership, or ite proposed trammisdon riders, 
without discussing some of the background regarding Ehike's proposed movement firom 
tfie Midwest ISO to PJM. In ite application, Duke explains tfiat it is expecting to be fully 
integrated into PJM by January 1,2012, to coindde with the proposed effective date of this 
application. Ehike avers that it has recdved preliminary FERC approval: of ite trandtion. 
Duke witness Jeniungs Identifies three benefite, perceived by Duke, of joining PJM: (a) tiie 
joint ownership with PJM utilities of some of Ehike's generation assets; (b) the bwiefit of alt 
utilities in Ohio being a member of a single RTO; and (c) tiie benefit of PJM's forward-
capadty market. (Ehike Ex. 12 at 4,21-22.) 

Duke witness Jennings also explains the financial obligations that are connected 
with E>uke's witiidrawal fixim tfie Midwest ISO. First, tfie Midwest ISO will assess an exit 
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fee upon Ehike. Second, Duke will be obligated to pay ite dlocated portion of tfie MISO 
Transmission Expansion Plan (MTEI^ fe^ for those transmission expansion projecte 
approved when Duke was a Midwest ISO member. In addition, when Duke joins PJM, it 
will incur regional transmission expansion planning process (RTEPP) coste for projecte 
currentiy underway in PJM, and picjecte g€»iig forward. In addition, Duke will also be 
allocated some of the coste incuired by PJM for ttie integration of Ehike's transmission 
assete into PJM, as well as the allocated share of the ongoing FJM administrative fees. 
Duke seeks to recover these coste, along with other transmisdon-related coste, through 
riders proposed in this appUcatioTL (Ehike Ex. 12 at 9,11.) 

a. Rider BTR 

Duke explains that ite Rider BTR will be an unavoidable rider tfiat recovers NTTS 
coste and certain other coste Inlled to Duke under FERC-approved tariffs. Specifically, 
Rider BTR would also include all coste billed from dther F ^ or the Midwest ISO under 
FERC-approved tariffs except tfiose coste billed from dther RTO that are recovered under 
other riders. Ehike witness Watiien testified tiiat Rider BTR would indude transmission 
expansion planning coste, dther MTEP, RTEPP, or botfi, which are currentiy indud^ in 
Duke's transmission cost recovery rider (Rider TCR). As proposed, Rider BTR wiQ be 
updated in approximately June of each year. The update of Rider BTR will also indude a 
reconciliation of the difference between coste actoally billed by the RTOs and the revenue 
collected from consumers. (Ehike Ex. 3 at 37; Ehike Ex. 17 at 11; Ehike Ex, 16 at 23-21.) 

According to Ehike, NITS coste were traditionally recova^ from nonshopping 
customers via ite Rider TCR and CRES providers effectively reimtmrsed Duke for tiidr use 
of the transmission system to provide competitive retell service to their customers. Under 
Ehike's proposed Rider BTR, Duke will recover ite NITS revenue requirement directiy 
from all customers, regardless of whetfier they are shopping or nonshopping customers. 
According to Duke, this would benefit CRES providers and auction partkipante because 
they would not have the obligation to recover NITS coste. Moreover, accotding to Duke, 
this will keep Duke's SSO price a true PTC, because it will exdusivdy be a g^ieration 
price, rather than a combined generation and transmission rate. (Duke Be 16 at 22-23.) 

Witii respect to flie pass tiirough of FERC-approved coste through Rider BTR, Duke 
claims that, in the stipulation approved in the FirstEnergy 10-388 case, staff opined that 
transmission coste approved by FERC are to be automatically passed cm to the consumer. 
It appears that Duke relies on this stetement to assert tfiat the Commission has no 
discretion regarding the pass-through of these costs. Accordingly, it appears that Ehike 
would attempt to pass MTEP and RTEPP coste, as wdl as RTO ̂ itrance and exit fees, on 
to customers tfurough Rider BTR. (Duke Ex. 16 at 22-25.) 
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Staff supports the creation of Rider BTR on an unavoidable basis to recover tfie 
NITS revenue requirement and, similar to current Rider TCR, to be updated yearly, 
consistent witii Rule 4901:1-36, 0,A.C., subject to Staff review and audit. However, Staff 
recommends that any decisions re^uding tiie appropriateness of future Midwest ISO exit 
fees, PJM entrance fees, and RTEP coste for inclusion in Rider BTR should be tiie subject of 
future Commission proceedings and should not be dedded as part of ttie Coinmission's 
decision regarding Ehike's MRO application. (Steff Br. at 23-25.) 

OPAE asserts, and OCC agrees, that the Commission should adopt the 
recommendations of OEG witness Baron and Staff witness Turkenton and reject Rider BTR 
and require Duke to re-file ite request for this Rider BTR in a separate proceeding, (OEG 
Ex. 1 at 23; Staff Ex. at 14-15.) Accordingly, OPAE argues that ttie issues raised by tfie 
creation of Rider BTR involve coste that are not fuUy determined yet ^nd Duke is not 
seeking approval of the coste to be irurluded in Rider BTR; therefore, the creation of Rider 
BTR should be addressed in aiwttier, separate proceeding. (OPAE Br. at 12-13; OCC Br. at 
29.) 

Eagle argues that any RTO transition coste recovered by Duke should be fully 
avoidable because Ehike has caused these coste to be incurred through a unilateral 
business decision to change RTOs. Therefore, Eagle asserts that Duke sbmild bear those 
coste and customers should be protected irom tfiose coste to the maximum extent posdble. 
(Eagle Br. at 3-4.) 

RESA recommends that the Commission adopt Rider BTR, as propc^ed in Duke's 
application, because it ensures that RTO transiticm coste will be applied neutrally and will 
create effident and reliable customer pridng. Moreover, RESA believes that structuring 
cost recovery tiirough Rider BTR wUI have the effect of allowing customers to easily 
compare coste because they will only be shopping for generation costs, not a combination 
of generation and transmission coste. (RESA Br. at 15-17.) 

In response to the concerns articulated regarding Rider BTR, RESA claims that no 
party has expressed any objections to tfie structure of Rider BTR and, instead, parties have 
only objected to tiie potential transmission coste which may be passed through the rider. 
RESA asserte that the structure of Rider BTR encourages price transparency by chargii^ 
all customers, whether shopping or nonshopping, NHS charges directiy. Accordingly, 
RESA contends that the structure of Rider BTR allows both the ^ O price and ttie price 
offered by CRES providers to reflect solely a generation price, and not a ^neraticm and 
transmission price. Therefore, RESA condudes that the Commission should approve 
Rider BTR, but specifically set the amount of coste to be recovered for a separate hearing, 
with the Comirdssion retaining jurisdiction to consider tfie appropriateness of coste. 
(RESA Reply Br. at 7-9.) 
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b. Rider RTO 

Duke's Rider RTO is an avoidable rider thai recovers FERC-approved RTO coste 
billed to Duke by tfie RTO for Duke's share of SSO load. Ehike submite ttiat these (X)ste are 
incurred in proportion to the SSO load and, therefore. Rider RTO will not apply to 
customers teking generation service from a CRES provider. Coste proposed to be 
recovered through Rider RTO indude administrative fees, ancUlary services, revenue 
suffidency guarantees, etc., and the Midwest ISO's Transmission and Energy Markets 
Tariff (TEMT) or PJM's Open Access Transmission Tariff (PJM Tariff). (Ehike Ex. 3 at 37; 
Duke Ex. 16 at 26; Ehike Ex. 17 at IZ) 

Ehike's rationde for esteblishing the separate Rider RTO from Rider BTR is so that 
coste recovered based on SSO load are avoidable through Rido* RTO, whei^as coste that 
are not based on load are part of the unavoidable Rider BTR, Rider RTO, as proposed, will 
be trued up annually, around June of each year. (Duke Ex. 3 at 37; Duke Ex. 16 at 26; Duke 
Ex. 17 at 12.) 

OPAE and Staff assert ttiat Rider RTO should be subject to a yearly Staff review and 
audit similar to Rider TCR (OPAE Br. at 13; Staff Br. at 25). 

c. General Commenfe 

Because, as proposed by Ehike, both Riders BTR and RTO contain coste tiiat must be 
approved by FERC, in conjunction witfi Duke's migration from MBO to iPJM, aigumente 
relating to tfiose costs, as well as tiie imcertainty as to tfie amounte of those coste that can 
be approved will be addressed concurrentiy for both riders. 

OCCs first concem regardmg Riders BTR and RTO is tiie structure of the tariff 
language. The current tariff language for Rider TCR contains language that requires both 
Commission and FERC approval to pass through transmission coste to customers. 
Accordir^ to OCC, the current proposed tariff language for Rider BTR only requires FERC 
approval of coste to be included in the rider. The proposed tariff does not contein 
language requiring Commission approval of coste, OCC pointe out tfiat Duke witness 
Ziolkowski confirmed this interpretetion of the language at the evidentiary hearing. In 
addition, OCC points out that the proposed tariff language for Rider RTO only requires 
FERC approval of cost recovery. OCC argues that the Commission should not waive or 
forego ite jurisdiction to review the types of coste induded in Rider BTR or Rider RTO by 
approving tariff language that does not explicitiy acknowledge the Commission's review 
autiiority. (OCC Br. at 21-24,) 

OCC also asserte that the Commission should not waive ite authority to review tiie 
recoverability of coste resulting from Ehike's business decision to join PfM by approving 
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tariff language in tfiis proceeding. In support of ite position, OCC submite that Duke's 
decision to move to PJM could result in significant coste, and Duke has not demonstrated 
that ite customers will benefit from ite business decision to move from ttie Midwest ISO to 
PJM. Therefore, OCC opines that the Commission should not make any decisions that 
could be construed to waive ite review of Ehike's decisicm-making by approving Rider 
BTR, and ite cost recovery, as proposed. (OCC Br. at 21-23; Duke Ex. 17 at Att. JEZ-2 at 
86.) 

hi support of ite assertion that the Commission should review all transmission-
related coste, OCC dtos Section 4928.05, Revised Code, which provides ttiat ttie 
Commission has "the authority to provide for the recovery, through a recondlable rider on 
an dectric distribution utility's distributicm rates, of all trarmnission and transmission-
rdated costs, including ancillary and congestion coste, imposed on or charged to tfie utility 
by the federal energy regulatory commission or a regional transmission organization, 
independent transmission operator, or similar organization approved by the federal 
energy regulatory commission/' OCC argues ttiis gives the Commission tfie ability to 
review transmission coste incurred by Etoke prior to passing tiiose coste throu^ to 
customers. Moreover, OCC submite that Rule 4901:1-36^, O.A.C., specifically provides 
that the Commission can undertake prudence or finandal review of tfie coste incurred and 
sought to be recovered by a utility through a transmission cost recovery rider. (OCC Br. at 
23-25.) 

In further support of ite claims tfiat tfie Commission should review any FERC-
approved coste Duke intends to pass tfu'ough to customers, OCC asserte that tfie Pike 
County doctrine* provides support for ite position- Specifically, OCC argues that FERC has 
dted Pike County to stand for tiie proposition tiiat a stete commission may review a 
company's choice between two FERC-approved rates. Therefore, OCC asserte ttiat Pike 
County provides additional support for ite position ttiat this Commission dould review the 
prudence of Duke's decision to move to FJM and impose the financial impacte of that 
decision on ite customers, (OCC Br. at 25-27.) 

Therefore, OCXZ recommends that tfie Commission defer a ruling on the 
recoverability of the coste resultir^ from Duke's decision to move to PJM. OCC avers tiiat 
the 90-day timeline for Commission consideration of an MRO application does not lend 
itself to the kind of review necessary to review Duke's decision to PJM and the impodtion 
of those coste on Ehike's customers. Moreover, any coste incurred in Ehike's migration 
from the Midwest ISO to PJM are, at best, uncertain at the current time given FERCs 
conditional aj>proval of the move and FERCs stetement that Duke's recovery of RTO 
realignment cost recovery has not been determined. (OCC Br. at 28-33.) 

Pike Count}/ light & Power Co. v. Pemu Pub, UtiL Camm'n, 465 A.2d 735 (Pa. Camnmw. CT 1983). 
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Eagle and GCHC join in OCCs argument tiia^ although Duke states tfiat it is not 
seeking a prudence review of coste incurred in conjunction with ite proposed RTO 
realignment, what Duke is seeking to do is remove any role for tiie -Cornmission in 
approving tfie recoverability of tiiese coste in any proceeding. Eagle and GCHC pomt out 
that the level of competition currentiy experienced in Duke's territory has been cultivated 
while Ehike is a transmission owner in the Midwest ISO; therefore. Eagle suggeste that the 
Commission should assure that the same, or similar levd of competition wiO continue 
after Duke joins PJM Accordingly, Eagle asserte that the Cbmmission should ruit simply 
accept Ehike's assertion that tfie market will be equally competitive in FJM, but should 
take steps to ensure that competition is not harmed by the transition prior to approving 
the MRO. Eagle suggeste that the Commission should required Duke to put tfie Midwest 
ISO market partidpante in a ccmipetitivdy neutral position compared with what existe 
today, so that Ehike cannot use existing competition to justify an MRO, while at tfie same 
time impair competition through ite RTO realignment. Eagle and GCHC, therefore, 
recommend that the Commission reject Riders BTR and RTO at this time. (Eagle Br, at 2-3, 
20.) OEG agrees with GCHC and Eagle that a prudence review is premature at tfiis point, 
but that the Commission should reject Ehike's proposed tariff language lest it foredose a 
future prudence review. (OEG Br. at 19-21.) 

Similarly, OEG asserts that Duke's decision to move from the Midwest ISO to F|M 
was a unilateral decision that may not be reasonable and in the best intereste <rf ite 
customers. Therefore, OEG t>dieves that Duke's decision raises issues, with regard to 
prudence, that may justify the Commission disallowing recovery of s<»ne or all tfie 
Midwest ISO exit fees or MTEP charges from ratepayers. OEG asserte that, to date, none 
of the l>enefite of joining PJM have been quantified for comparison with the coste of the 
withdrawal from the Midwest ISO. Therefore, OEG bdieves that tfie Commission should 
have the opportunity to conduct a review, consistent with Pike County, regarding Duke's 
decision to realign. Accc»rdingly, OEG recommends tfiat tfie Cosmmission should adopt 
the recommendations of OEG witoess Baron and r^ect Riders RTO and BTR and require 
Duke to refile ite request for these EUders in a separate proceeding. OBG farther asserts 
tiiat the Commission should not approve the manner in which Duke pttqxises that the 
amounte of Riders BTR and RTO would be esteblished. (OEG Ex. 1 at 23; OEG Br. at 12-
15.) 

OEG argues that all riders that collect the coste of obtaining generation service must 
be fully avoidable. Specifically, OEG asserte that, with the exception of Riders BTR and 
RTO, all of Ehike's proposed riders involve the recovery of coste associated witii 
generation. According to OEG, stete energy policy set forth in Section 4928.02, Revised 
Code, specifically addresses cross-subsidization of regulated and nonregulated service and 
prohibite public utilities from using revenues from competitive generation service 
componente to sul^idize the cost of providing noncompetitive distribution service, or vice 
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versa. OEG conten<b tiiat Riders BTR and RTO should not be approved due to conc^ns 
over cross-subsidizatioru (OEG Br, at 16-19.) 

In considering Ehike's RTO transition, Constellation asserte that two uncertainties 
need to be addressed by Duke. First; Constellation pointe out that the oipadfy charge 
which Ehike will charge suppliers who use Ehike capacity in order to supply retafl 
customers in the Duke service area is undefined. Seccmd, Constellation pointe out that 
there are many outetanding issues regarding Ehike's move to PJM. Specifically, 
Constellation explains ttiat the Midwest ISO wiU charge Ehike an exit fee, EXike will 
continue to be responsible for MTEP charges authorized while it was a manber of tiie 
Midwest ISO, and Duke will begin paying RTEP charges in PJM. hi respcmse to tfiis 
uncerteinty, ConsteUation explains tfiat the Commission should approve the bask tarifi 
structure that Ehike proposes for recovery of transmission coste and should dearly state, in 
approving the tariff structure, that it is not making any determination regarding Duke's 
ability to collect coste related to ite voluntary RTO move, Ehike should then, according to 
Constellation, be required to apply for specific authorization of coste when coste are 
known. (Constdlation Br. at 12-14.) 

In response to Ehike, OMA argues that ttie record is devoid of any explanation by 
Duke as to how the cost of ite move from the Midwest BO to PJM wfll effect transmissfon 
rates. In effect, OMA believes that the Commission is beii^ asked to approve an MRO 
when a potentially sigmficant increase in transmission rates remains a possitMllity, should 
Duke be allowed to recover MTEP, RTEPP, tiie Midwest ISO exist fees, and FJM 
integration fees assodated witii ite transition to PJM from Ohio ratepayers. Moreover, 
OMA asserte that it is Ehike's burden to prove that the transition to PJM wiU not 
complicate the CBP process, which OMA argues Duke has not done. Accordingly, OMA 
contends that the Commission should not aUow E>uke to recover the coste of ite miove to 
PJM, or in the alternative, should defer tiiat judgment to a future proceeding. (OMA 
Reply Br. at 4-5.) 

OMA asserts tfiat Duke's failure to project how ite realignment from the Midwest 
ISO to PJM will impact ite transmission rates places Duke's proposed MRO in violation of 
Rules 4901:l-35-03(B)(2)(b) and (c), O.A.C., because the Commission is left in ttie position 
of having to approve a CBP when a potentially significant upward push on rates remains a 
possibility. OMA asserte that tiie realignment coste are expected to be in the tens to 
hundreds of mUlions of dollars and have the potential to dramaticaUy alter the rates for 
Ehike's retail customers for decades. Further, OMA submite that Duke Kentocky agreed 
not to seek reimbursement of the cost of ite realignment from Kentudcy customers. 
Therefore, OMA asserte that Ehike should be prohibited from recovering any of the coste 
associated witfi ite move from the Midwest ISO to PJM from Ohio ratepayers. (OMA Br. at 
6-8.) 
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lEU also asserte ttiat ratepayers shoxdd not be burdened witfi any of the coste 
assodated with Ehike's move from the Midwest ISO to PJM, without a Commission 
determination that the coste of realignment are proportional to the benefite for mtepayers. 
Specifically, EEU argues tiiat Duke's applkation is part of Ehike's plan to subsidize Duke's 
unregulated generation business by transferring control of ite transmission assete from the 
Midwest BO to PJM for the purpose of enhancing generation revenues. EEU furtiier 
argues tiiat Duke's distribution customers, under Riders BTR and RTO as proposed in the 
MRO, would pay the coste of Ehike's RTO move while Duke's unregulated generation 
buskiess and shareholders get the benefite that are created by the RTO move, resulting in 
tiie end result of an unlawful subsidy flowing through Diike's riders paid by Ehike's 
customers for the benefit of Duke's uiu^gulafced generation budness. Therefore, lEU 
asserte that the Commission should reject Ehike's application because it does not cc^nply 
witfi stete policy contained in SectiOT 4928.02, Revised Code, which requires an SSO to 
satisfy nondiscrimination and comparability requirements. (lEU Br. at 14-16.) 

d- Conclusion Transmission Cost Riders 

As an initial matter, the Commission agrees with the concerns of OMA that Duke 
has not met ite Inurden of proving that the RTO transition will not complicate the auction 
process. The Commisston can envision many scwiarios wherein Duke is not in the 
position it expects to be in, as proposed in ite application. Duke has done littie to address 
those concerns. The Commission hopes that in future filings, Ehike will consider whether 
an MRO is tiie best option, given that it is in tiie midst of realigning with the PJM RTO and 
has not yet determined cost recovery for such a move, dther at FERC or with this 
Commission. 

In considering Ehike's proposal to esteblish Riders BTR and RTO, ttie Cbmmisdon 
is mindful of what it believes to be tiie purpose of an application under Sectitm 4928.142, 
Revised Code: the setting of generation rates. Duke made an application under this 
section. Duke did not make an applfcation pursuant to Section 4928,(5> Revised Code, 
which provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

Notwitfistanding Chapters 4905. and 4909. of the Revised Code, 
commission authority under this chapter shall indude the 
authority to provide for the recovery, through a recondlable 
rider on an electric distribution utility's distribution rates, of aU 
transmission and transmissionrTClated coste, induding 
ancillary and congestion coste, imposed on or charged to ttie 
utility by the federal energy regulatory ccnnmission or a 
regional transmission organization, independent transmission 
operator, or similar organizatic^ approved by the federal 
energy regulatory commission. 
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The Conunission bdieves that a proper application to recover transmtesion coste 
should be made pursuant to Section 4928.05, Revised Code, Accordingly, Riders BTR and 
RTO would not be approved as part of this application or as part of any MRO applkation. 
Moreover, tfie Commission bdieves tiiat the General Assembly intended tfie FERC-
approved teriff pass-through contained in Sectton 4928.<B, Revised Code, to indude 
ordinary coste, not extraordinary coste. Therefore, when Duke makes a proper application 
to this Commission to recover tfie coste associated with ite move from the Midwest ISO to 
PJM, it will be required to demonstrate that ite incurred coste are not extraordinary, and 
tiiat ite decision to move to the PJM RTO was reasoiuible and prudent^ before it can 
recover any of the coste of ite move from ratepayers. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Ehike has failed to file an applkation for a five-year MRO, as required by stetote, 
setting forth all of the information necessary in order for tiie Commission to make a 
determination; therefore, Ehike's application is not an application within the meaning of 
Section 4928142, Revised Code. Since the Commission can not consider ttds filing to be an 
MRO filing under the stetote, we have no choice but to condude that Duke's applkation 
does not meet the requiremente of the stetote. Sixvce Duke has not presented a complete 
MRO application, the application is in noncompliance witfi the stetote and this case can 
not proceed as filed. 

FINDINGS OF FACT: 

(1) On Novanber 15,2010, E>uke filed an application for an MRO 
in accordance witfi Section 4928142, Revised Code. 

(2) On November 22, 2010, a ledinical conference was held 
regarding Ehike's applfcation and, on December 7, 2010» a 
prehearing conference was hdd in this matter. 

(3) On September 15,2008, intervention was granted to lEU, OEG, 
OPAE, Kroger, OEC PES, GCHC, Constellation, OCC, DERS, 
Dominion, Wal-Mart, OMA, RESA, AEP Ohio, AEP Retail 
Cincinnati, Eagle, PWC, and OAE. 

(4) The hearing commenced on January 4,2011, and concluded on 
January 19,2011. 

(5) Briefs and reply briefs were filed on January 27, 2011, and 
February 3,2011, respectively. 
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CONCLUSIQNS OF LAW: 

(1) Duke is a publk utility as defined in Section 4905.02r Revised 
Code, and, as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of this 
Conwnission. 

(2) In ite filing, Ehike stetes that it made this filing pursuant to 
Section 4928.142, Revised Code, which autiiorizes electric 
utilities to file an MRO as thdr SSO, whereby retell dectric 
generation pricing will be based upon the resulte of a CBP. 

(3) Chapter 4928, Revised Code, and Chapter 4901:1^5,0.A.C, set 
forth the specific requiremente that an electric utility must meet 
in order to demonstrate an MRO application compiles with tiie 
stetote. 

(4) Ehike failed to file an application for a five-year MRO, as 
required by stetote; therefore. Duke's applkation is not an 
application within the meaning of Section 4928.142* Revised 
Code. 

(5) Duke's application is in noncompliance with tfie stetote and 
this case can not proceed as filed. 

(6) The unredacted versions of the following documente should be 
granted protective treatment for a period of 18 m<mths: 
Volumes II and HI of the transcript, filed under seal on January 
13, and 14, 2011, respectivdy; lEU Exhibite 1 through 10, filed 
under seal on January 13,2011; lEU's brief filed under seal on 
January 27, 2011; and the reply briefs filed by lEU and Duke 
under seal on February 3, ^111, 

ORDER: 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That Wal-Mart's motion requesting that ite brief be accepted as timdy 
filed be granted. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the unredacted verdons of Volumes n and in of the transcript, 
ftied under seal on January 13, and 14,2011, respectivdy; lEU Exhibite 1 ti!uxn^ 10, filed 
under seal on January 13, 2011; lEU's brief filed under sed on January 27/ 2011; and the 
reply briefs filed by lEU and Ehike under seal on February 3, 2011, be granted protective 
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treatment The docketing division shall maintain tfiese documente under seal for a period 
of 18 months from the date of tfiis ordar, or until August 23,201Z It is, further, 

ORDERED, That Duke's filing in tfiis case is in noncompliance witfi.tfie stetote and 
this case can not proceed as filed. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That a copy of this opinion and order be served on all parties of reccnrd. 

THE PUBLIC U m i n E S COMMISSION OF OHIO 

:^f f t j P 

, Chairman 

Paul A, Centoleilla Valerie A, Lemmie 

Che^l L. Roberto 

CMTP/KLS/vrm 

Entered in the Journal 

Rene^ J. Jenkins 
Secretary 
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Appendix A 

AMI 
Rider AER 
AER 
Rider BTR 
CP 
CBP 
CRES 
CRA 

DSM 
ED 
ESP 
EIR 
FERC 
FPP 
ICR 
ICE 
kV 
kW 
kWh 
Rider LMR 
LMP 
MRO 
MtM 
MSSOA 
MW 
MWh 
Midwest ISO 
MTEP 
TEMT 

NITS 
NSPL 
O.A.C 
FIM 
PJM Tariff 
PTC 
POLR 
PAR 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
Alternative Energy Recovery Rider 
Alternative Energy Resource 
Base Transmission Rider 
Coinddent Peaks 
Competitive Bid Process 
Competitive Retail Hedric Service 
CRA International, Inc. d/b/a Charles Rivers 
Associates 
Demand-Side Management 
Hectric Distribution 
Electric Security Plan ! 
Environmental Investment Rider 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Fud and Purchased Power 
Independent Credit Requirement 
Intercontinental Exchange 
Kilovolt 1 
Kilowatt j 
Kilowatt Hour 
Load Management RidAr 
Locational Marginal Price 
Market Rate Offer 
Mark-to-Market 
Master Standard Service Offer Agreement 
Megawatt 
Megawatt Hour 
Midwest Independent Systems Operator 
Midwest ISO Transmission Expansion Plan 
Midwest ISO's Transmission and Energy 
Markete Tariff 
Network Integration Transmission Service 
Network Service Peak Load 
Ohio Administrative Code 
PJM Interconnection 
PJM's Open Access Transmission Tariff 
Price-to-Compare | 
Provider of Last Resort 
Purchase of Accounte Receivable 
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PPA 
Rate CPP 
RateRTP 
RTEPP 

RTO 
RPM 
REC 
RFP 
SER 
SREC 
SSO 
SSOGC 
Rider SCR 
SRT 
SRA 
TDP 
Rider TCR 
UEX 

Purchased Power Agre«nent 
Rate Critical Peak Prici] ig 
Rate Real Time Pricing 
Regional Transmission iBxpansion Planning 
Process 
Regional Transmission Organization 
Reliability Pricing Mod d 
Renewable Energy Cre(^t 
Request for Proposals i 
Solar Energy Resource i 
Solar Renewable Energy Credit 
Standard Service Offer 
Standard Service Offer Generation Charge 
Supplier Cost Reconcilmtion Rider 
System Reliability Tracker 
System Resource Adequacy 
Time-Differentiated Pricing 
Transmission Cost Recovery Rider 
Uncollectible Expense 


